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SUMMARY

The genome ot' cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) consists of three single-

stranded (*) RNAs (RNAs 1,2 and 3)which are all required for infection. A fourth
sub-genomic RNA (RNA 4) encoding the viral coat protein, is produced during

infection and encapsidated in virions.
In order to understand the sfucture of the CMV genome and the control of

its expression, the complete nucleotide sequences of RNAs I and 2 of the Q strain
of CMV were determined using dideoxy sequencing of RNA and cloned cDNA thus

completing the primary structure of the CMV genome. RNA 1 is 3389 nucleotides

Iong (M. 1.15 x 106) ¿n6 RNA 2 is 3035 nucleotides long (Mr 1.15 x 106). RNes t

and 2 each contain a single long open reading frame encoding proteins of lvl,

110,791 (Pt) and ¡,fr 94,333 (P2), respectively.
The 3'non-coding regions of all three RNAs are extensively homologous for

approximately 300 nucleotides from the 3'end. In addition to the tRNA-like

structure proposed for the 3'-terminat 130 nucleotides of all CMV RNAs (Symons,

tVuc. Åcids Êes.,7:825, 1979), the region of RNAs 1 and 2 130 lo 277 nucleotides

from the 3' end can potentially form two hairpin loops s/ith high predicted

stabílíty. These structures cannot form in RNA 3, since they occur in that section

of the 3'non-coding region which shows the greatest variation between RNAs 1, 2

and 3.

ïhe 5'non-coding regions of RNAs I and 2 are also extensively homologous

and contain a 12-nucleotide sequence which is conserved in a similar location in
RNAs 1 and 2 of the closely related brome mosaic virus (BMV). This sequence was

also found in the complementary strand of the satellite RNA (sat-RNA) associaterl

with CMV. The region surrounding this conserved sequence in both CMV and BMV

RNAs and in sat-RNA could be folded into a hairpin loop structure in vhich most

of the conserved residues are located in the loop-out region. There are no

apparent primary or secondary structural simiarities between the 5' non-coding

regions of all 3 CI,IV RNAs.

The implícations of these 5'- and 3'-terminal conserved structural features

lor the function of the CN,IV genome and its interaction vith satellite RNA are

discussed

Dot matrix analysis vas used to reveal homologies between the nucleotide

sequences of CMV RNAs 1 and 2,lhe corresponding RNAs of BMV and alfalfa
mosaic vírus (AIvIV) and the single genomic RNA of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV).

Even stronger homologies were found when the translation products of these

RNAs were compared using a similar analysis. CMV P1 was found to contain N-

and C-terminal regions of approximately 300 amino acids which are homologous

to the P1 proteins of BMV and ÂMV and the 1,26k protein of TM\¡. Similarly,
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Clvlv P2 contains a central domain vhich is homologous to the P2 proteins of BMV

and AMV and to the readthrough region of the TMV 183k protein. Homology is

greatest between the proteins of CMV and BMV and less prominent, although still
significant, with AMV and TMV. Hydrophobicity plots of Pl and P2 proteins were

also very similar between CMV and BMV,

These results hiehlieht similarities in the structure and probably also

function of the Pl and P2 proteins from diflerent viruses and provide evidence

for an evolutionary relationship betveen the tripartite viruses and ÏMV.
Furthermore, they concur with homologies between viral non-structural proteins

reported by other authors, and with circumstantial evidence from studies of BMV

and AMV, suggesting that the P2 protein of CMV and other tripartite viruses, is an

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRPase), or the core subunit thereof, and that
the Pl protein is also involved in replication (reviewed in Goldbacln, Ann. Rev'.

PÍtyto¡tath. 24:289, I 9 B 6 ).

Highly-purified preparations of CMV-induced RdRPase have been found to
consist of a protein of NI, 100,000 (100k) and trace amounts of l10k and 35k
proteins (Kumarasamy and Symons, VIrology 96:622, 1979;GIII et aI, Vtrology

I l3:l, 1981; Gordon et aJ , I1rology 123.284. 1982). Peptide mapping and ttz

uilro translation studies have suggested that these proteins are not viral-coded
(Gordon el al, op. cit.). However, in view of the strong implications of the amino

acid sequence homology studies and the somevhat ambiguous nature of previous

results (Gordon el il, op, cit.), further work was undertaken vith the aim of
purifyíng the l00k protein from CN{V-inl'ected cucumbers in sufficient amounts to

enable amino acid sequencing. This required re-investigation and optimization of
the procedures used for extraction and storage of RdRPase and development of an

efficient chromatographic purification scheme suitable for large-scale application.

High yields of RdRPase were obtained by extracting cotyledons and leaves at

6-9 days post-inoculation using the MgSOa-solubilization method of Gill el a/(op.
cit.). The resultant PEG-precipitated enzyme (PEG-Enryme) was stable under long

term storage at -80"C and for short periods aL4"C or room temperature even in
the absence of glycerol or reducing agents. However, chromatography of

PEG-Enzyme on a wide range of media resulted in loss of activity. Further
investigation of the behaviour of PEG-Enryme on FPLC ion- exchange columns,

suggested that losses of activitv during chromatographv $/ere at lea.st partly due

to un-favourable hydrophobic interactions between RdRPase and the column.

Numerous problems encountered during these studies did not permit the

large-scale purification of l00k protein for amino acid sequence analysis.

However, initial problems of loss of activity and lack of reproducibility vere
largely overcome and suitable large-scale purrfication procedures were found
which could make this project feasible in the future.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

l- Plant RNÀ viruses.

Viruses provide a valuable system for the study of cellular function at the

molecular level. They have a relativety símple structure consisting of nucleic acid

surrounded by a protective coat of protein and sometimes also lipid. Upon

ínfection of a host cell, they are able to use their limited genetic information to

adapt the celt's biological machinery for the synthesis of viral nucleic acid and

protein. The study of virat infections therefore provides information not only on

the organization and replication of the virus, but also on molecular processes

occuring in the healthY cell,

The exact replication strategy employed by a virus depends primarily on the

nature and structure of its nucleic acid, vhich may be singte-stranded (ss) or

double-stranded (ds), and either DNA or RNA. Most viruses infecting plants have

ss-RNA genomes of the (*) or messenger sense. Furthermore, many of these

viruses are multipartite in that their genomes are split into tvo or three

separately-encapsidated RNA fragments which are all required for viral infection'

The study of multipartite viral geflomes therefore provides additionaf information

on the co-ordination of processes such as transcription, translation and

encapsidation of viral RNA, since signals controlling these processes must be

conserved on all Senome segments.

The work presented in this thesis concerns the genome structure and

function of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV)vhich is a well-characterized example

of a multipartite (*)RNA virus.

2. Classificatior and f,omerclature of platt viruses.

An understanding of the system for classification and nomenclature of

viruses is essential not only for diagnosis, but also for research, especially vhen

the results, like those presented in this thesis, bear upon the relationships

between viruses.

The numerous early attempts at virus classification (reviewed by Francki,

I 98 I and Matthevs, 1983 ) were hampered by the lack of reliable and useful

parameters by which viruses could be classified. The past two decades have seen

2



Chapter 1: General Introduction

the acquisition of vast amounts of information on the physical, chemical and

biological properties of viruses and the evolution of a widely accepted taxonomy

under the guidance of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses

(ICTV).

ICTV classification of vertebrate, invertebrate and bacterial viruses follows

the classical system of families and genera. Plant viruses, however, are divided

into Z4loosely-defined groups and 2 families-the Reoviridae and

Rhabdoviridae-which also contain members infecting organisms other than plants

(Matthews, 19g2). A tist of these plant virus groups and families together vith

some basic information about their members appears in Appendix A.

3- The Tricornaviridae-

within the Z4-groups of plant viruses are four groups-Bromovirus,

Cucumovirus, Ilarvirus and Alfalfa mosaic virus (Appendix À and

Table I .1 )-vhich share several important features. They all contain tripartite

ss(*)RNA genomes encapsídated in small polyhedral or bacilliform particles'

These characteristics distinguish them from all other plant viruses and it has

therefore been proposed that they be grouped as a virus family vith the name

Tricornaviridae (van Vloten-Doting et aI l9S 1). This name summarizes the

features of these viruses- "tri" indicating the tripartite nature of the genome, "co'

referring to the necessity of cooperation betveen the components to initiate

infection, and "rna" indicating that the Benome is composed of RNA. The ending

" viridae" is that approved by the ICTV for virus families (Matthevs, 1982).

The current state of knowledge about the Tricornaviridae-their protein and

nucleic acid structure, genetics, symptomatology, cytopathology, serology and

epidemiotogy-has been revieved extensively in a recent volume (Francki, 1985a)

and the reader is referred to this publication and to Francki er aI( 1985) for

detailed information. It vitl suffice, in the following sections, to summarize the

important general features of the Tricornaviridae and to specifically describe the

properties of CMV.

3



Table 1.1

TÀBLE l.l : Properties of the type members of the groupr of
Tricornaviridae-
The major properties of cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), brome mosaic virus
(BMV), tobacco streak virus (TSV) and alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV) are presented

as representative of the virus group for which they are the type members. Data

are from Francki ( I 985a).

Group: Cucumovirus Bromovin¡s llarvirus ^,{lfclfa mosaic

Type nembor: cucumber mosaic hrome mosaic(CMV) (BMV}
tobacco strea-k
(TSV)

clfnlfa nos+ic
{^ÂMV}

Yirus Perticles
morphology

approximato
dimensions (nn)

Host range

Yectors

Genome RI{As
3'end

tRNA-like structure

Aminoacylat¿ble

icosahedral icosahedral

2629

very broad

aphids

Yes

Yes

fraffov

beetles

Yes

Yes

spheroidal

27-3J

broad

seed & pollen

No

No*

bacilliform.

30-56 x lE

wry broad

aphids

No

Hu

Coat ¡lrotein
dependence independeat independent dependent dependent

* It is not knovn for certain that the RN.As of Ilarviruses cannot be amincacylcted, since
they have sot been tested, It is assumed that they vould behave like the .dMV RNAs sincp
they too lack tRN.{-like structures and are dependent on coat protein for initiation of
replicatioa,



Chapter l: General Introduction

Table 1.1 summarizes some of the properties of the type members of the

four groups of Tricornaviridae and hightights the similarities and differences

between these grouPs.

Physical and biological properties-

Cucumovirus and Bromovirus particles are of similar size and are both

composed of 180 identical protein molecules arranged with icosahedral

symmetry. In contrast, preparations of TSV (ltarviruses) and AMV contain

particles of different sizes depending on their nucleic acid content. Those of AMV

are all 1B nm wide but vary in length, producing characteristic bacilliform

particles. The Ilarviruses have not been studied as extensively but are knovn to

have roughly spheroidal particles of about 30 nm diameter.

Att of the Tricornaviridae can be transmitted mechanically, but they differ

with respect to their mode of vector transmission and their host ranges (Table

1.1). Both CMV and AMV are transmitted non-persistently by aphids and can

infect a very wide range of hosts (see also below). The host range of TSV is also

wide, although Ilarviruses are probably transmitted by seed and pollen rather

than by vectors, In contrast, the host range of the Bromoviruses is very restricted

and they are transmitted mainly by beetles.

Genome structure.

The genome structure of the Tricornaviridae (revieved by Symons, 1985) is

presented in generalized form in Figure 1,1. In addition to the three genomic

RNAs, designated RNAs I to 3 in order of decreasing molecular weight, these

viruses contain a fourth small RNA (RNA 4)which is a subgenomic mRNA for the

viral coat protein. A substantiatly homologous region is found at the 3'-terminal

end of each of the RNAs of each virus (Figure 1.1 ) and atl RNAs have m7G cups.

In utÍro translation and sequencing studies of several Tricornaviridae have

revealed that RNAs I and 2 arc monocistronic, encoding the Pl and P2 proteins

respectively and that RNA 3 is dicistronic. The 5'cistron encodes the 3a (or P3)

protein and the 3' cistron encodes the coat protein (CP) which is expressed only

from RNA 4 (Figure 1.1 ).

4



FIGURE l.l: Generalized genome structure of the Tricornaviridae,
RNAs 1 to 4 each contain a single cistron (open bores) encoding the Pl, P2, and 3a
(or P3) proteins and coat protein (CP), respectively, The CP cistron on RNA 3 is

not translaled n uivo, The numbers inside each box refer to the approximate

molecular weight (Mr) of each protein. The closed boxes represent regions of

sequence homoloBy ( 140 to 320 residues) vhich are conserved betveen the four
RNAs of each virus.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

The four Broups of Tricornaviridae differ in the structure of the 3' termini of

their RNAs (Table 1,I ), All Cucumo- and Bromoviral RNAs so far sequenced have

characteristic 3'-terminal tRNA-like stuctures vhich are strongly conserved, not

only within, but between viruses, suggesting that they have a significant

biological role (see Symons, 1985). In addition these RNAs can serve as templates

for aminoaryt IRNA synthetases. In contrast, the 3'termini of llarvirus and AMV

RNAs do not possess tRNA-like structures and are not aminoacylatable.

Infection by Ilarviruses or AMV requires, in addition to the three genomic

RNAs, a small amount of the viral coat protein or its messenger, RNA 4. These

víruses are therefore said to be "coat protein-dependent". Furthermore, AMV and

TSV RNAs have specific sites near their 3'-termini with hieh affinity for binding

of viral coat protein (reviewed in Jaspars, 1985), which has been proposed as an

important step in the initiation of viral RNA replication. This suggests differences

in the mechanism of initiation between these viruses and Bromo- and

Cucumoviruses which have no coat protein binding requirement and a totally

different 3'-terminal RNA structure.

The determination of the nucleotide sequences of RNAs of viruses from all

four Tricornaviridae groups has enabled extensive comparative analysis of the

viral RNAs and their putative protein products. These studies are di$cussed in

detail in Chapters 2 and 3.

4. Cuçumber nosaic virus.

CI\{V is the type member, and by far the best characterized , of the

Cucumovirus group. The other tvo members, tomato aspermy virus (TAV) and

peanut stunt virus (PSV), have been studied less but have provided interesting

comparisons with CMV (Kaper and Watervorth, 1981; Habili and Francki,

l974a,b,c; Rao and Francki, 1981; Lot and Kaper, t976a).

A great deal of information has been accumulated on the physico- chemical,

biological and serological characteristics of CMV (see Francki et al\979,1985 and

references therein) and more recently, on its molecular biology (Synons et al

l9B2; Symons, 1985; this work).

5



Chapter 1: General lntroduction

Biological properties,

CMV is an extremely ubiquitous virus which occurs throughout the world,

producing a wide variety of symptoms on a very farge number of hosts. It can

infect at least 775 species in 52 families of flowering plants (Francki el al, l98J

and references therein) and can be transmitted by at least 60 species of aphids

(Francki et a/, tg7Ð. A large number of strains of CMV have been described

(Kaper and Waterworth, l9S t ) although only a few have been vell characterized.

The experimental results presented in this thesis, and all discussions concerning

CMV, refer to the Q-strain (Francki el a|1966), unless otherwise specified.

Yirion structure.

The CMV capsid is approximately 29 nm in diameter and is composed of 180

molecules of coat protein (Mr approx. 24,000; Davies and Symons, 1988) affanged

with icosahedral (T=3) symmetry (Finch el al1967\. The viral RNA forms a layer

inside the protein shell leaving a central hole approximately 12 nm in diameter

(Jacrot et a/,lg77). CMV particles are held together by RNA-protein interactions,

as evidenced by their susceptibility to disruption by SDS or high salt

concentrations or by treatment with ribonuclease ( Francki el aI,1966; Kaper and

Geelen, t97I; Habili and Francki, 1974b). Ttre factors controlling the structure

and stability of particles of CMV and other Tricornaviridae have been reviewed

by Johnson and Argos ( t 985 ).

RNA components.

The molecular weigtrts (Mr) of CMV RNAs I to 4 have been estimated by

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to be 1.35x106, 1.16x106,0,85x106 and

0,35x106 respectively (Peden and Symons, 1973), Infectivity studies with

combinations of purified RNAs revealed that RNAs 1,2 and 3 were necessary and

sufficient for infection (Peden and Symons, 1973;LoI et aI197 4). The RNAs are

encapsidated to produce three types of particles vhich have indistinguishable

morphological and sedimentation properties - one containing a single copy of RNA

1, one containing a single copy of RNA 2 and another containing one copy each of

RNAs 3 and 4 (Lot and KaPer , 1976b).

6



Chapter 1: General Introduction

The nucleotide sequence of the entire CMV genome has nov been

determined (Davies and Symons, 1988; Chapter 2 of this vork) confirming earlier

conclusions from liquid hybridization experiments (Gould and Symons, 1977) that

CMV RNAs I to 3 are unique species except for a common sequence at their

3'-termini, A detailed discussion of the structure of the CMV Senomic RNAs

appears in Chapter 2,

Satellite RNAs.

Certain preparations of CMV also contain satellite RNA which is a small RNA

molecule (about 350 nucleotides) unable to replicate without the assistance of

CMV as a "helper" virus, but showing no appreciable sequence homology with the

CMV genome (reviewed in Francki, 1985b). Several satellite RNAs have been

isolated from different strains of CMV and each one is able to modify the

expression of CMV symptoms. A satellite has also been found associated with PSV

(Kaper et al lg78) but not with any other members of the Tricornaviridae. The

biological effects of sat-RNAs appear to be the result of their interaction with the

host plant and the helper virus. Interactions between satellite RNA and the CMV

genomic RNAs are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

Proteins encoded bY viral RNÀs-

Translation of CMV RNAs I lo 4 tn uilro has revealed that each acts as a

moncistronic 6RNA procfucing proteins of Mr approximatety 95,000 (Pl), 110,000

(p2),3j,000 (3a) and 24,500 (CP) respectivety (schwinghamer and Symons, 1975,

1977; Gordon et aL, t9B2). However, in CMV-infected protoplasts and leaves, the

coat protein is the only detectable virus-encoded protein (Gonda and Symons,

1978; Roberts and Wood, 198 1 ). The functions of the P1, P2 and 3a proteins are

unknown, although computer-assisted comparison of their amino acid sequences

with those of other viral proteins have revealed homologies with proteins of

known or implied function. These comparisons, and their implications for the

possible in utvo role of CMV-encoded proteins, are discussed in Chapter 3.

7



Chapter 1: General Introduction

Replication of viral R'NÀ.

CMV RNA is replicated by a virus-induced RNA repticase vhich has been

extensively purified from both the particulate and soluble fractions of

CMV-infected cells and found to consist of a major potypeptide of Mr 100,000 (Gill

eÍ a/,1981;Gordon eÍ aI,t982;Kumarasamy and symons, t979a). Similar

enrymes are induced by other plant viruses (revieved in Hall et al tgSZ)

atthough their molecular composition differs between viruses and is not yet

completely understood. In many plants, study of viral replicases is complicated

by the presence of a host-coded RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (reviewed in

Fraenkel-Conrat, 1986) which may be involved in the formation of the viral

replicase complex. Information on the structure of these enzymes, paticularly the

CMV-induced RNÀ replicase, appears in Chapter 4.

î. Àims and scoPe of this work-

The overall aim of studies on CMV is to understand its structure and

function at the molecular level, The work described here was undertaken to

increase our understanding of the ßenome structure of CMV and those sequence

and structural features which are important for its function or expression.

Chapter 2 describes the determination of the complete nucleotide sequences

of CMV RNAs 1 and 2, This completed the primary structure of the CMV genome

and enabled an analysis of the structural features conserved between the RNAs of

CMV and between CMV and other viruses'

Chapter 3 decribes the comparison of the nucleotide sequences of CMV RNAs

I and 2, and the amino acid sequences of the Pl and P2 proteins with sequeûces

of other viral RNAs and proteins. The results provided evidence for evolutionary

relationships between the Tricornaviridae and other viruses with vastly different

physicat and biological properties, and suggested a role for the CMV P1 and P2

proteins in RNA replication. This prompted an investigation of the host- or

virus-encoded nature of the protein componerlts of the CMV-induced RNA

replicase,

8



Chapter l: General Introduction

Chapter 4 therefore desmibes work aimed at purifying the maior Mr

100,000 protein component of CMV-induced RNA repticase in sufficient amounts

to allow amino acid sequencing. This involved investigation of different

extraction, storage and chromatographic purification procedures suitable for

large-scale preparation of RNA replicase from cMV-infected plants.

The concluding discussion in Chapter 5 considers the approaches which could

be taken in the future to further inmease our understanding of the function of the

CMV Benome.
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Chapter 2: Sequencing of CMV RNAs I and 2 11

INTRODUCTIOI{.

gne of the primary pre-requisites for study of a virus at the molecular level

is a knowledge'of the primary structure of its genome. The development of rapid

sequencing techniques has enabled the determination of the nucleotide sequences

of many viral genomes and allowed a detailed study of their structure,

The genome structures and replication strategies of plant viruses, deduced

from sequencing, in uttro translation and other studies, have been the subject of

several reviews (Davies and Hull, I 982; Joshi and Haenni, 1984; Dougherty and

Hiebert, 1985; Symons, 198-5), although even the most recent are now outdated

due to the continual increase in sequence information and its analysis.

This chapter desmibes the nucleotide sequencing of Q-CMV RNAs I and 2,

completing the sequence of the CMV genome. The originally published sequence

of RNA 3 (Gould and Symons, 1982) has been recently re-investigated and a

corrected version of the sequence, together with partial amino acid sequence data

for the coat protein, has been reported by Davies and Symons (1988).

The nucleotide sequence information available for the Tricornaviridae is

summarized in Tables 2.t and 2.?. The complete sequences of the CMV, BMV and

AMV genomes have been determined, together with RNA 3 of TSV and RNA { of

CCMV (Table 2.1), Several other RNAs have been partially sequenced, mainly at

their 3'-termini (Table 2.2). This sequence information has allowed detailed,

comparative studies of each víral genome and of those features which are similar

between different genomes, The structural features of the CMV genome, and

their biotogical implications, are discussed in this chapter. Similarities between

the proteins emcoded by CMV and other viruses are discussed in Chapter 3.

Sequencing of CMV RNAs I and 2 was done in collaboration with Dr. M.A.

Rezaian and published in Rezaian et al (1985, 1984), respectively. Initial

sequencing studies utilized cDNA clones of CMV RNAs I and 2 vhich had been

prepared in M 13 vectors by Dr. A.R. Gould. Since this work was done by Dr.

Gould, the methods used have not been included here. Further M13 clones vere
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Chapter 2: Sequencing of CMV RNAs I and 2 l2

constructed by Dr. hf .4. Rezaian using DNA fragnents from the original clones as

internal primers for cDNA synthesis. The methods used to produce these clones

have been included in this chapter in a summarized form only.

.All of the clones thus prepared were sequenced by the dideoxy chain

termination method of Sanger el al (1980). In addition, both RNAs were

sequenced by the dideoxy technique (Zimmern and Kaesberg, 1978) using

synthetic oligonucleotides or fragments prepared from selected M13 clones as

primers. The extreme 5'-terminal sequence of each RNA was determined by

partial enrymatic cleavage of decapped, 5'-32P-labelled RNA. All nucleotide

sequencing work, and analysis of sequence data, was a collaboration betveen the

author and Dr. M.A. Rezaian with roughly equal practical and intellectual

contributions.
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Table 2.1

TÀBLE 2.1: Completet nucleotide sequences of RNÀs of Tricotnevitidae-

GROUP

RNA LENGTH

VIRUS STRÄIN SEGilIENT (nucleotides) REFTRENCE

I

Cucumovirus CMV O

Bromovirus BMV Russian I

ccMv

Alfalfa mosaic AMV 42J-Lb
virus group

4ZJ-t'/rb

S

this vork

this u¡ork

Davies and Symons (19S8)

Davies and Symons (l9SS)

Ahlquist erat lt98,4l

Ahlquist ai¿l {198{)

Àhlquist e¿*/ (t981b)

DasgupLa and f.aesberg ( lgsz)

Dasgupta and Kaesberg (1982)

Cornelissen et al Uc)83a1

Cornelissen et al U}'fßb]-

Langereis et aI Ugl6l

Brederode et al fl*ïtl
Barker ef*/(1983)

Ravelonandro efs./ ( 196{

I

2

J

4

338e

303t

zl97

1031

2

a
.)

4

4

3234

2861

znP

876

624

3644

?Jeï

2142

881

2037

211Ic

I

?

3

4

3

4J

Ilarvirus TSV YC 3 ?201 Cornelissen efél/(l9E{)

I Only those RN.As for crhich a complete nucleotide sequence is available have been tisted,
together c¡ith the major reference,

a, BMV RNA 3 conlains an internal poly(A) tract of heterogeneous length 116-22
nucleotides), The total length of RNA 3 therefore varies from 2111-2117 nucleoÈides.

b, The 425 strain of AMV exists as tvo isolates, 425-L and 425-M, vhich have been
propagated separately in Leiden and Madison, respectively,

c,Ravelonanfuo etal (1984) reportedtheJ'-unlranslatedregionof lhisRNÀas2]7
nucleotides (ntd) long and the total length as 2055 ntd. Langereis aÎ¿/ (19Et) found lhat
a J6-ntd segnent of the 5' untranslated region vas repeated takiog the length of lhis
region to 313 otd and the total length of the RNA t,0 2111 ntd.



Table 2.?

TÀBLE 2.2: Partialt nucleotide sequerces of RNÀs of Tricornaviridae-

GROTJP

RNA
VIRUS STRAIN SEGMENT REGION

LENgTH
(¡ucleotides) REFEXENCE

Cucumovirus CMV Y

Bromovirus CCMV

BBMV

41

l3

106 Hidaka a¿¿/[9E])

TÀV N I 3',

3 J

I

3/4

Yilson and Symons (1981)

Yilson *nd Symons {1981)

lYilson aad Symons {l9Sl)

Wilson aarl Symuns (1981)

Àhlqu Lst. els/ ( l9S1a.)

Àhlquist ¡.¿¿/ { 1981a.)

Ahlquist ¡r.¿¿l { l9E la}

Ahlquisr ef ¿/ {1981a)

Àhlquist af*J(l98la)

Gunn and Symons(19E1])

Gunn ond Symons(1980)

Gunn and Symons(l9ft0)

v J

J

1E9

189

189

188

a

3

J

z

I

2

3Ì4

I

2

314

20E

234

200

zr4

266

226

228

230

Alfalfa mosaic AMV
virus group

0 3

3

Ilarvirus TSV 2 180 Koper-Zvnrthuff

anclBol(1980)

tOnly those RNAs of Tricornaviridae for vhich partial nucleo[ide sequÈrrËÊs have been
obøined are tabulated together vith the source reference.
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Chapter 2: Sequencing of CMV RNAs I and 2 t3

MATERIALS AI{D h.IEÏHODS

MAÏER.IALS.

l. Enrymes.

Avian myeloblastosis vírus reverse transcriptase was obtained from

Molecular Genetic Resources (Ftorida). Klenow fragment of E colt. DNA,

polymerase I was from BRESATEC (Adelaide, South Australia) and restriction

endonucleases were from Nev England Biolabs, Bacteriophage T4 DNA ligase and

polynucleotide kinase were both obtained from Boerhinger. Alkatrine

phosphatase (Type VIII-L from bovine intestine) vas from Sigma.

2. Sequencing reagents-

The bacteriophage M l3-specific oligonucleotide sequencing primer,

5'-d(GTAAAACGACGGCCAG), was obtained from New England Biolabs and deoxy-

and dideoxy-nucleotide triphosphates vere from Sigma. CMV RNA-specific

oligonucleotides used for sequencing were kindly synthesized by Dr. Derek

Skingle and Stephen Rogers,

3. Radiochemicals.

[a-32p1-olTP, specific activity 2000 Cilmmol, and IY-32P]-ATP, specific

activity appror. 2000 Ci/mmol, were obtained from BRESATEC (Àdelaide, South

Australia).

4. General Materials.

Stock solutions of acrylamide and N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide (Sigma) in

water were deionised with Amberlite MB-1 mixed bed resin (Sigma) and stored at

4'C. Atl chemicals and solvents were of analytical reagent grade.

METHODS.

l. Virus and viral RNÀ.

Cucumber mosaic virus , strain Q (Francki et aI1966) was grown i¡ Cucunis

salívus (cucumber) cv. Supermarket or in Nicottana clevelandtt under

glasshouse conditions. Virus was extracted from infected leaves by the method of
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peden and symons ( 1 g7il. RNA was isolated from purified virus by phenol

extraction in the presence of 0,3i[ (w/v) SDS, also as described by Peden and

symons l|-g73). Total viral RNA was fractionated into individual RNAs by the

two-step polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and electro-elution method of

Symons (1978).

2- Purification of cMv RNÀs by spermine precipitation'

Individuat CMV RNAs r/ere further purified by precipitation with spermine

(Hoopes and Mclure, 1981)to remove contaminating acrylamide' A sample of

RNA (50- 100 Ut) in an Eppendorf tube vas made 5 mM with spermine and

incubated on ice for 15 minutes. After centrifugationfor 15 minutes at 4'C' the

petlet was vashed with I ml of 0.3 M sodium acetate, 0'01 M magnesium acetate'

75% fu/v) ethanol on ice for t hour and then pelleted again by centrifugation for

10 minutes. The pellet was washed briefly with 1 ml of cold 75% (v/v) ethanol'

dried under vacuum and resuspended in 0,r mM EDTA. RNA purified in this vay

was found to give good results during preparation of cDNA and in RNA dideoxy

sequencing reactions.

3- Preparation of cDNA clones from cMv RNA I and 2 (summary)'

DNA primers prepared from selected M13 clones (prepared by Dr A.R. Gould)

were hybridized to purified cMV RNAs r or 2 and cDNA synthesized essentially as

described by Gould and Symons (1982). The fragments produced by sau3À

digestion of ds-cDNA were separated by elecrophoresis on polyaffylamide gels

containing TBE buffer (90 mM Tris-borate, pH 8.3, I mM EDTA) and 2.5 M urea'

Individual fragments were eluted from gel slices, ethanol precipitated and ligated

into BamHl-cleaved, phosphatase-treated M13mp9 vector (Messing and vieira'

lg|g). These recombinants were used to transfor m E coli strain JM I 0 I

(Messing, tglg) and white recombinant plaques wefe selected for preparation of

M13 DNA and nucleotide sequencing (see belov)'

4. Preparation of single-stranded Ml3 DNA'

Singte-stranded DNA was prepared from selected recombinant phage

essentially as described by winter and Fietds (1980). The final DNA pellet, after
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ethanol precipitation, r¡as resuspended in 30-50 [1 TE buffer ( 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH

8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA).

5. Dideory sequencing of Ml3 clones'

Single-stranded Ml3 DNA was sequenced by the dideory chain- termination

method (sanger el al19S0) using synthetic universal 17-mer primer,

[a-32p]-ORTp and Klenov fragment of E colt DNA potymerase I. Improved

sequencing results were obtained by using a "chase solution" containing 2)0 UM

dATP andTJ [M each of dcTP, dGTP and dTTP. Sequencing reactions were

stopped by the addition of an equal volume of formamide-dye mix (95% v/v

deionized formamide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.1% w/v each of xylene cyanol FF and

bromophenol blue, i0 mM NaOH) and then heated at 100'C lor 2 minutes before

fractionation on 6% polyacrylamide gels (40 x 20 x 0.025 cm) containing TBE

buffer and 7M urea. Gels were fixed for 10 minutes in a solution of 10% acetic

acid, Z0% ethanol and washed with 20% ethanol before being dried onto the glass

plate for autoradiogr aPhY.

6- Preparation of DNÀ primers from Ml3 clones-

Selected M13 ctones containing sequences of the same polarity as viral RNA

.were used to prepare primers for RNA dideoxy sequencing, M13-specific 17-mer

primer was hybridized to 5-20 ltg of single-stranded recombinant DNA and

extended using Klenoq/ fragment ol 'E coli DNA poymerase I in a reaction

containing 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgClr, 10 mivl DTT,0'15-0.2 mM each

of dCTF, dGTP and dTTP,2.5 trM unlabelled dATP and 50-100 UCi [a-32p]-Oltp'

Incubation was for 50 minutes at 37'C, followed by a chase with 0.1 mM dATP for

a further 10 minutes.

Following incubation at 65'C for 10 minutes to destroy Klenow fragment,

appropriate restriction endonucleases were used (according to manufacturer's

instructions) to excise the required 32P-labelled fragments. Digestion was

terminated by the addition of an equal volume of formamide-clye mix and heating

at 100"Cfor Z minutes before fractionationon a 6f polyacrylamide gel (40 x 20 x

0.05 cm) containing TBE buffer and 7M urea. In some cases digestion products
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r/erÊ ethanol precipitated and resuspended in formamide-dye mix prior to 8el

electrophoresis.

Primer bands, located by autoradiography, were excised from the gel and

eluted by soaking the get slice overnight al37"C in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0,2 mM

EDTA, 0.1% SDS. Eluted primers were recovered by ethanol precipitation in the

presence of 0.3 M sodium acetate, washed tvice with cold 70% ethanol, and dried

under vaccuum.

The elution buffer of Maxam and Gilbert ( 1980) was avoided since it

contained high levels of ammonium acetate which was found to interfere with

sub sequent sequencing reactions.

7. Annealing of primers to CMV RNA for sequencing-

Purified DNA primers were hybridized to total CMV RNA in 20-50 Ul of

10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0,0.18 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA,0.05% SDS, by incubation at

90"C for 2 minutes and then al65"C for 60 minutes. The DNA-RNA hybrid vas

recovered by ethanol precipitation, washed twice with cold 70% ethanol, dried

under vaccuum and finally resuspended for sequencing reactions.

In the case of synthetic oligonucleotide primers, I pg of total CMV RNA was

mixed u¡ith a 20-fold molar excess of primer in 0,1 mM EDTA, heated aL75"C for I

minute and allowed to equilibrate slovly to room temperature. The hybrid in this

solution was then added directly to the sequencing reactions'

E- Dideory sequencing of RNÀ.

Aliquots of 200 ng of CMV RNA with hybridized primer were added to 5 Ul

dideoxy sequencing reactions containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8'3 (at 42'C),70 mM

KCl, 10 mM MgClr, 10 mM DTT, 2 Units reverse transcriptase, 10 UM dATP

containing 15 UCi [c-32p1-O¡,TP, 50 lrM of dNTp comesponding to the ddNTP in the

reaction, 250 UM each of the other two dNTPs and one of the ddNTPs at the

following concentrations: 2 UM ddATP, 15 UM ddCTP, 15 ¡tM ddGTPor 25 [M

ddTTP. Reactions were incubated al 4T'Cfor 15 minutes. After addition of 1 Ul

of 1 mM dATP (unlabelled) as a chase, and incubation for a further 30 minutes,

the reactions were stopped with an equal volume of formamide-dye mix and

16
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fractionated on 6% polyacrylanide gels as described for Mt3 dideoxy sequencing

(see above).

some anbiguities in the sequencing results could be resolved by increasing

the ddNTp concentrations 2-3 roß,although strong compressions required the use

of dlTP in place of dGTP (see belov)'

9. Dideory sequercing of Ml3 clones and RNÀ using dITP and

reverse transcriPtase-

Band compressions in both M 13 and RNA dideoxy sequencing could be

resolved by modifyin8 the RNA dideoxy reactions (see above) so that dGTP was

replaced with drTp (Milts and Kramer, 1979) at a concentration of 0.5 mM and the

ddcTp concentration was reduced to 4 ¡rM. Reverse transcriptase \I/as then used

fordideoxysequencingonbothDNAandRNAtemplates.

10. Decappiog of CMV RNAs'

ïhe m7G cap structure r/as removed from purified CMV RNA 1 or RNÀ 2 by

treatment vith periodate and aniline essentiarly as described by Kemper (1976).

Ten tig of RNA was incubated in 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5'3, 1 mM EDTA' I mM

sodium periodate (freshly prepared) for 2 hr at room temperature in the dark'

The RNA vas precipitated with ethanol, washed tvice with cold 70% ethanol'

dried under vacuum and then resuspended in 50 ut of freshly prepared 0'33 M

aniline-HCt. After a further incubation for 2 hours in the dark, the RNA vas

ethanol precipitated, washed and dried as before'

To re move 5'-phosphate Eroups' the decapped RNA ( 1 0 ¡rg) 
'was resuspended

in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes in

the presence of 0.05 u calf intestinal phosfihatase, which had been previously

treated to remove ribonuclease contamination (see belov). Ttre phosphatase was

inactivated by adding nitrilotriacetic acid, pH 7'6lo 6 mM and incubating at room

temperature for 20 minutes and then at 100"cfor 1 minute (sitberklang et a/'

re7e).
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l l. Removal of ribonuclease contamination from calf intestinal

phosphatase.

Prior to use on cMV RNA, calf intestinal phosphatase (sigma, Type VII-L)

was treated with diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEP) essentially as described by

Efstratiadis e/ af lgTn Phosphatase, diluted in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM

KCt, 50% (v/v) glycerol, was made 10 nM with triethanolamine, pH 7.8 and a half

volume of DEP added, The mixture s/as left on ice for I hour. DEP was then

removed by washinB 5 times with diethyt ether and finally aspiratinB with air to

rçmove traces of ether. Phosphatase activity was assayed by measuring the

increase in absorbance at 410 nm due tothe hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl

plrosphate to p-nitrophenol (worthington enryme manual , 1972, p 150 ). DEP

treatment reduced the phosphatase activity from 0.05 U/pl to approximately 0'04

U/¡,rl, vhere 1 Unit is defined as hydrolysing 1 [mole of p-nitrophenyl phosphate

per minute al25'C, PH 8.0'

Absence of nuclease activity was confirmed by incubating total CMV RNA in

the presence of D¡P-treated phosphatase and then analyzing the intactness of the

RNA by agarose gel electrophoresis.

12- r'-Labetling of CMV RNAs vith 32P-

Decapped and phosphatase-treated RNA was labelled at the 5'-terminus with

ty-ozp,-OTp and polynucleotide kinase. Reaction mixtures (20 Ul) containing 50

mfu1 Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM MBClr, 0.2 mM spermidine-HCl, 10 mM DTT, 100 [Ci

ty-lzp,-OTp,Z Units T4 polynucleotide kinase and approximately 1 lrg of

decapped RNA, were incubated ar 37"Cfor t hr. The mixture s/as then diluted to

100 Ul with HrO and the labelted RNA removed from unincorporated tY-azO,-OtO

by precípitationwith 6 mM spermine (Hoopes and McClure, 1981).

13. Sequencing of 5'-terminus of RNÀ-

RNA labelted at the 5'-terminus vith 32P was sequenced using the partial

enzymatic cleavage method, as described by Haseloff and Symons ( 198 I ).
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l4- Computer manipulation of sequence data'

sequence data were stored and manipulated on a PDP- tt/23 computer using

a package of programs based on those of Staden (1980' 1982a)' Completed

sequences were transferred to vAX rr/7J0 and 1r/TsJ computers for detailed

analysis using an extensive package of programs generously supplied by Dr' A'H'

Reisner, commonwearth scientific and Industrial Research Organizatíon, Division

of Molecular Biology, North Ryde, NSW'

Homologies between cMV RNAs 1, 2 and 3 vere detected using the dot

matrix comparison program DIAGON (staden, 19Szb)' The program depicts

homologies as dots on the terminal screen if a measure of the proportion of

similar residues (the 'score') within a specified length (the 'span') reaches a preset

level. The significance of homologies is assessed by calculating the

,double-marching probability' (Mclachlan, 197l). This is the probability of

obtaining a particular score given two infinitely long sequences of the same

composition as those being compared, and assumin8 the the same span length'

The program scAN (written by LB. Dodd, Department of Biochemistry'

university of Adelaide), based on thÊ veight matrix search method of staden

(19g4), was used to search the nucleotide.sequences of tripartite and other

viruses for a small conserved sequence in the 5'-non-codinB region of CMV RNAs

1 and 2 (see Results). A weight matrix table was constructed from the aligned

conserved sequences. The program calculates a mathematical score for the degree

of match between the table and each position of the sequence being scanned,

Homologous regions, which need not be exact matches, are detected by their high

scores
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RESULTS .

I Streteorr fnr sprrnennino CMV RNAs I znd ?

The nucleotide sequences of CMV RNAs 1 and 2 were determined using both

cDNA clones and RNA sequencing methods. The approach taken can be

summarized as follows:

i) Clones of CMV RNA 3.

Gould and Symons (1982) prepared clones of CMV RNA 3 by tigating Taql

restriction fragments of ds-RNA 3 cDNA into the unique Clal site of pBR325.

One of the clones obtained by this procedure, p5T28, contained sequences

conserved at the 3'termini of all three CMV RNAs and was therefore useful to

prepare a primer which could anneal to all CMV RNAs.

ii) Clones of CMVs RNÀ I a¡ld 2.

A 41-nucleotide fragment of clone p5T28, prepared by digestion vith Alui and

Taql was used as a primer to initiate cDNA synthesis on purified CM\¡ RNAs I

and 2. Double-stranded cDNA thus obtained was digested with Taql and the

resultant fragments purified and individually cloned into the Accl site of

M I 3 mp7 (Messing et al I 98 I ). This work was done by Dr. A.R. Gould. Further

clones of the 5' region of RNAs I and 2 were prepared in a similar $/ay by Dr.

M.A. Rezaian using the original TaqI clones as internal primers to initiate cDNA

synthesis. In this case, fragments of Sau3A- digested cDNA were cloned in

BamHl-cleaved Ml3mp9 (Messing and Vieira, 1982).

iii) Dideory sequencing of M l3 clones.

All of these clones were sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination

technique (Sanger er a|1980) but failed to yield the complete sequences of

CMV RNAs I or 2,

iv) Dideory sequencing of RNA.

To complete the sequence of CMV RNAs and to confirm data obtained from

sequencing of clones, synthetic oligonucleotides or fragments prepared from

selected M 13 clones \t/ere used, together with reverse transcriptase, for
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dideoxy sequencing of CMV RNA (Zimmern and Kaesberg, 1978),

v) Direct sequencing of RNA 5'-terminus-

The extreme 5'-terminal sequence of each RNA was determined by partial

enzymatic cleavage of decapped, 5'-32P-labelled RNA.

The relative positions of the M13 clones and those regions of RNA sequenced

by each of these methods are summarized in Figure 2.1, During sequencing of

RNA 2, the RNA dideoxy sequencing technique proved to be rapid and reliable,

especially vhen synthetic oligonucleotides $/ere used as primers, This technique

was therefore used more extensively during the subsequent sequencing of RNA 1,

Furthermore, dideoxy sequencing directly on purified viral RNA ensured that the

sequence vas free from errors caused by cloning artefacts, rearrangements or by

cloning of a minor species present in the RNA preparation.

Band compressions were sometimes encountered during both M l3 and RNA

dideoxy sequencing, but in all cases they could be effectively resolved by

substituting dGTP in sequencing reactions with its weakly base-pairing analogue,

dlTP (Mills and Kramer,1979; Symons, 1979; see Methods). In addition it was

found that M13 DNA could be used as a template by reverse transcriptase, and

that sequencing of M13 clones using the dideoxy sequeûcing procedure normally

used for RN,\ yielded very clear, non-compressed results, albeir with lower

radioactive incorporation than that obtained using the usual M l3 sequencing

reaction,

The complete nucleotide sequences of Q-CMV RNAs 1 and 2 are presented in

Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively, together with the predicted amino acid

sequences of proteins encoded by their long open reading frames (see below).

RNA 1 is 3389 nucleotides long (Mr 1.15 x 106) and RNA 2 is 3035 nucleotides

long (Mr 1.03 x 106), not including the m7G cap present at their 5'-termini

(Symons, 1975).



FIGURE 2.1: Strategy used for sequencing CMV RNA I and RN.A 2-

In addition to sequencing M 13 clones of CMV cDNA, dideoxy RNA sequencing vas
performed using cloned DNA fragments (. I ) or synthetic oligonucleotides
({ ) as primers. The 5'terminus of each RNA vas determined by partial

erÌzymatic cleavage (n). The sequence of the 3'-termina|270 nucleotides ( )

has been published by Symons (1979),
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FIGURE 2.2: Nucleotide sequence of Q-CMY RNÀ I and deduced amino
acid sequeûce of the Pl protein.
The stop codon of the Pl reading frame is identified as '**.



r9t
M7G GUUUUAUUUÀ CÀÀGAGCGUÀ CGGUUCAÀCC CCUGCCUCCU CÍJGUÀAAÀCU ÀCCCUUUGÀÀ OUCUOCUUCU CGÀUUUUUUU CUUÀCUUUÀÀ AÀUUCCU

met alô thE oer Eer ph€ àsn lle à6n glu leu vâl al¡ Eer hlE 91y lsp lye gly leu leu.la thr alô leu vàI âsp lys thr ôlô
98 Àuc GcÀ 

^cG 
ucc ucÂ uuc ÀÀc Àuc ÁÀu GÀA cuc GUÀ Gcc ucc cÀc Gcc cÀu ÀÀA GGÀ cuÀ cuu GcG Àc^ ccc coc cuu cÀu 

^Àc 
ÀcÀ ccu

hlr glu gln I€u glu glu Eln leu gln hl€ Eln ôr9 qrE gly leu lys v.l tyr llê ôrg ¡on vàl lou dsp vãl lyr.sp 6ê1 91u vàl
I,BO CÀO GÀÀ CÀG CUG CÀC GÀG CÀÀ COU CÀÀ CÀU CÀA CGU ÀGA GGC CUU ÀI,G CUC UÀC ÀUC CCU ÀÀU CUU UUG GAO CUÀ AAG GÀC OCC GÀÀ GUC

lle arg chr arg tyr gly gly ly8 tyr asp leu hl6 leu alô gln gln glu leu äIa pro hl6 gly leu alr gly àlà leu rrg leu cyr
2?8 ÀUU CGG ÀCU CGG UÀU GGU GGU ÀÀG UAC GÀC CUC CÀU CUC GCC CAC CÀG GÀÀ UUÀ GCU CCC CÀU GGC CUC GCU GGU GCC CUC CGC UUG UGU

glu thr Leu ðsp cys leu asp phe phe pro ôrg ser gly leu à(9 gln aÊp leu vrl leu asp phe gly gty ser trp val thr hla Èyr
368 GÀÀ ÀCU CUC GÀU UGU CUÀ GÀC UÚU UUC CCO CGU UCÀ GGU CUO CGG CÀG GÀC CUC GUC UUÀ GÀU U{JC GGÀ GGA ÀGU UGG CUC ÀCA CÀC UÀU

leu lrg gly hld ren vrl hls cya cys ser pro cya leu gty tl. àrg csp lys meL ârg hts thr glu ãr9 leu net se( m€t ôr9 lyr
458 cUU ccc GGÀ cÀc ÀÀc GUA cÀU occ UGC UcC ccÀ UGU UUC GGU ÀUU CcU c^C ÀÀc ÀUG ccu cÀc ÀcU cÀÀ Àcc UUc ÀUc ÀcC 

^Uc 
CcC ÀiC

vrl lle Leu asn asp pro gl.n gln phe âep gly.rg gln pro rsp phe cys thr lyE ser !lâ ala glu cys lys vàl gln ql¡ hlr ph€
518 GUc ÀUU UUÀ À^c CÀU ccÀ cÀÀ cÀG UUU CÀU GGC CGC CAc ccc cÀC UUU 0cc ÀcU À^c UCU ccc GcU G^^ Ucc ÀÀ^ cuu cÀÀ ccc CÀC ÙUU

614 lle aer lle hl.5 gty gly tyr.sp net gly phe arg gly leu cy8 glu aIâ net ðsn öla hl8 gly thr thr lle leu lys gly thr
638 GCU ÀUU UCO AUÀ CÀC GGA GGÀ UÀU GÀU ÀUG GGC UUU ÀGÀ GGU UOÀ UGU GAG GCÀ ÀUG ÀÀC GCU CAC GGÀ ACU ACG ÀUU UUG AÀA CCC ACG

, neÈ met Phe lsP gly àli ftet meh ph€ àep a6p 91n gly pho ll.. pro glu lou lys cys gln Èrp arg lyr lle IyB se( ¡lô phe ser
728 ÀuG Àuc uuc cÀc GGU Gcu AUc Àuc uu0 cÀc cÀc cÀÀ ccc Ùu0 Àu0 cco cÀÀ cug ÀiÀ ucu cÀc ucc ccÀ 

^ÀÀ 
Àuu ÀÀÀ ucc ccc ùuu ucu

glu glu glu qsp à14 thr cyE ser âla lla lys leu aan aer ser väl ph€ Eer àr9 vàl âr9 ã6n gly ly8 thr teu lle ala phe Àsp
810 GÀG GÀG GÀC GÀU GCC ÀCU UGU UCÀ GCÀ GCU ÀÀÀ CUC ÀÀO UcU ÀGu cUO ÙuU UcÀ cGè GUG cGÀ ÀÀU GGG MÀ Acc uUÀ ÀUc GcÀ ÙUU GAõ

phe vðl glu glu 8er thr meÈ ser tyr vÀl ble rsp trp a8p rsn lle lyr ser phe net thr asp gln thr tyr ser phe lsn gly net
908 uuc cuu c^c cÀÀ ucc Àcc Àuc ucu uÀ0 cuu cÀc cÀu ucc cÀu ÀÀu À0A ÀÀA ucc ùuu Àuc ÀcÀ cÀú ¿ÀÀ Àcc uÀc ucu ùuc r¡u ccù ruc

thr tyr gly lle glu arg cYs vàl lle t.yr àla gly vôI met thr tyr lys 116 vül gly vrl pro 91y meL cyo pro pro glu leu tlr
998 ÀCC UÀU GGÀ ÀUO GÀG CGU OGU GUO ÀUO UÀC GCU CGC GUG ÀUG ÀCU UÀC N\G ÀUO CUU GGC GUG CCU GGU AUG UGU CCG CCC GAA CUC ÀUU

---- ¿r9 hls cys lle trp phe pro ser meÈ lys asp Èyr vql gly leu lys 11ê pro rlâ aer rgp asp leu vàl lys Èrp lys lhr vrl âr9
1088 ccÀ cÀu ucu Àuc ucc uuc ccc uco ÀuG ÀÀc cÀc uÀu cuo ccù cuu rlc ¡uu ccc ccc ucu cÀu GÀc uuc cou 

^ÃÀ 
uoo ÀÀr ¡cr cuc ccú

lle leu leu 8er thr leu arg 91u Èhr glu gtu tlc dh net är9 cys Èyr rsn äsp lys lys asn trp net åsp leu phe lys 11. llÊ
1178 Àuu uuÀ cuc ucÀ ÀcÀ uuÀ ccu cÀc Àcu cAÀ GÀÀ ÀuÀ ccu ¡uc ccu ocu ulu lrc elc ÀÀc ÀÀc ÀÀu ucc ruc crù cur ûuc rÀc ruu ¡uu

leu gly v¡l leu €er ser IyB Ee! ser hhr lle v¡I 11ê asn gly net aer net 91n ser gly glu.rg tle asp leu àan ¡sp Èyr hls
1268 cuc cGU GUU uuÀ ucÀ ucc ÀÀc ucc ucc 

^cG 
Àuc cuu Àuc À^u ccu Àuc ocu Àuc cAÀ ucc Gcu cAÀ cco ruu c¡ü cuc r¡,u clù uÀu c¡u

cyE lle gly Phe ala lle leu leu h18 thr lys leu lys tyr gl,u gln leu gly lys net tyr asp meL trp ãan ala ser phs llo trp
1358 uÀc Àuc cGU uuu ccu Àuu cuu cuc cÀc 

^cc 
ÀÀA 0uÀ AÀÀ uÀc cÀÀ cAÀ cuu ccÀ ÀÀÀ À0c uÀc cÀù ruc ucc ¡ru ccu ucc uuc luu ucc

ly8 trp Phe âlã Eer neb ser arq pro phe arg v¡l phs pbe aer thr vãl v!¡, lyq thr leu phe p.o thr leu ðr9 pro arg glu glu
lla8 ÀÀc ucc uuu ccc ucu Àuc ucu AcÀ ccÀ uuc ccu cuo uuc uuu ucc 

^c0 
cuu cuu ÀÀc Àcu uoc uuu ccc Àcu uuc rcr õcc ccõ c,rc crr

- lys glu phe lsu vôl ly8 leu 6er thr phe val thr phe lsn glu glu cys eer phe åsp gi.y gly ly8 glu trp âsp vðl lle ser aer
1538 À^G GÀC UUU UUG GUC À^^ CUU UCC ACU UUC GUC ÀCC UUU ÀÀC GAG G^C UGC UCU UUo c^C cc^ cGG rrr err Ucc cÀc cuc ÀuÀ ucÀ ucÀ

àla rla phe val ôla thr gln qla val ala asp gly thr l¡,e leu al.glu glu IyB ala lys Lys leu ala ¡sp arg leu ôlâ vül pro
1620 GCG GCU UUC GUÀ GCC ÀCU CÀG GCU GUO GCÀ GÀU GGC ÀCU ÀUU CUG GCC GÀG GÀG ÀÀÀ GCU ÀAE ÀÀÀ UUÀ GCU CÀU CGU CUG GCC GUG CCU

vôl glu gl.u val thr ala lle pro glu v6l ser pro thr pro val àsp gln gly lhr rla cys gly teu glu thr glu thr B€r glu leu
I7I8 GUU GÀÀ GÀÀ GUU ACU GCU ÀUU CCU GÀG GUG UCU CCU ÀCÀ CCO GUU GÀU CAG GGC ACU GCU UGU GGÀ CUG CÂÀ ÀCÀ GÀÀ ÀCÀ UCG GÀA CUG

¡8p ser leu ser alô gln Èhr arg ser pro lle llr arg lle alâ glu.r9 aIâ thr ù1à met leu glu tyr se( âla tyr glu ly8 gln
I8O8 GÀU UCU COG UCU GCC CÀÀ ÀCÀ CGU UCC CCC ÄOC GCÀ CGG ÀUC GCU GAÀ ÀGÀ GCG ÀCC GCU ÀUG CUU GÀÀ UÀU UCÀ GCU UÀU GÀG ÀÀÀ CÀÀ

leu hls àsp Lhr thr vãl aer àsn Ieu gln rrE llé trp cy8 met ala ql,y gly ôsp asn ly8 arg asn €er leu glu 8ei asn leu lyg
IO98 UUG CÀC GÀIJ ÀCC ÀCC GOU UCÀ ÀÀU CUU CÄA CGÀ ÀUU UGG UGC ÀUG GCI, GGU GGC GÀC ÀÀC ÀÀG ÀCA ÀAC UCU UUÀ GAC ÀCU AÀU UUG ÀÀÀ

phe val phe âsp Lhr hyr phe aer val a8p åIä leu väI asn vôl hls phe pro Èhr gly arg trp met hls pro vðL pro 9lu qly v6l
].988 UUU GUG UUU GÀC ÀCU UÀU UUU UCU GUU GÀC GCC CUÀ GUC ÀÀU GUU CÀC UUU CCU ÀCU GGG ÀGÀ UGC ÀUG CÀC CCU GUG CCU GÀG GGC GUG

vdl tyr ser val gly tyr ð€n glu lys gly leu gly pro lyB leu âsp ser glu leu Èyr lle val ðsn gly asp cyE val ll€ se( aon
2078 GUÀ UÀC UCO GUU GGU UÀU ÀÀU GÀG ÀÀG GGU CUU GGU CCU ÀÀA CUU GÀU ÀGU GAC UUG UÀC ÀUÀ GUU ÀÀU GGU GÀU UCU GUG ÀUO UCG ÀÀC

8er hlB asp leu phe 6er lle thr lys aer leu leu ala pro thr gty thr lle Eer Eln val ôãp gl.y vàl àla gly cy8 91y Lya th(
2].68 ÀGU CÀU GÀU UUG UUU UCÀ ÀUC ÀCU ÀÀA UCU UUG UUA GCU CCC ÀCC GGÀ ÀCC ÀUC AGC CÀÀ GUC GÀU GGU GUA GCU GGG UGC GGG ÀÀÀ ÀCC

thr alå Lle lya ser met phe asn pro aer thr asp lle ll,e v¡l Èhr àlô rsn lya IyE Ber ãla gln asp val årg lyr al.lêu phe
2258 ÀCU GCO ÀUÀ ÀÀÀ UCC ÀUG UUU ÀÀU CCU OCC ÀCA GÀU ÀUÀ ÀOU GUC ÀCÀ GCC ÀAC ÀÀG ÀÀÀ UCU GCU CÀÀ GÀU GUC CGU UÀU GCG CUG UUU

Iy8 ser thr asp ser lys glu öla cyB ¡la phe val ôrg thr alà ãsp Eer lle leu leu asn åsp cys pro chr val aer ôr9 vôl ¡,eu
23{8 ÀÀÀ uc0 Àcu cÀc ucc ÀÀ^ cÀÀ ccu ucu ccu uuu cuu 

^cc 
Acc ccu cÀu ucc À0À uuÀ cuc ÀÀu cÀu ucc ccu Àcc cuc ucu ccÀ cuc cuu

val asp glu vaL val leu leu hls phe 91y gln leu cya ala vâl meL ser lys leu hl6 älâ val arg ôla leu cys phe gly âsp ðer
2138 GUC GÀU GAÀ GUO GUU UUG UUG CAC UUU GGU CÀG UUG UGC GCU GUC ÀUG UCG ÀÀÀ CUU CÀU GCU GUC ÀCÀ GCU UUG UGU UUC GGA GÀC UCC

glu gln Lle äIa phe ser aer or9 rsp äla ser phe asp net arg phe 6er lys leu Ilê pro asp glu thr eer aep ala âsp thr thr
2528 GAÀ CÀG ÀUÀ CCC UUC UCC UCU CGU GAC GCU UCG UUC GÀC ÀUG CGU UUC UCU ÀI,G CUU ÀUU CCG GÀU CÀG ACC ÀGU GAU GCG GÀC ÀCA ACU

phe arg ser pro gln âsp val val pro leu val âr9 leu met ðlð thr lyE ãla leu pro lys gly Lhr arg thr ly8 tyr ser asp gly
2618 UUC CGU AGC CCÀ CÀÀ GÀU GUÀ GUÀ CCÀ CUU GUG CGU UUG ÀUG GCU ÀCG AÀG GCU CUÀ CCG ÀÀÀ GGG ÀCC CGU ÀCG AAÀ UAC UCÀ GÀU GGU

ala gln ger lys vôI ärg lyg ser val thr Eer à(9 âla vôL â1¿ aer vàl ae( leu val glu leu asp pro thr drg phe tyr lls thr
2708 GCC CAÀ UCU ÀÀÀ GUG ÀGC ÀÀG UCU GUU ÀCU UCG CGU GCU GUO GCU AGU GUÀ UCU CUA GUO CÀA CUC CÀC CCC ÀCC ÀGA UUC OÀU AUU ÀCG

net Lhr gln ala asp lys alð ser leu lle hhr å(g alô lys glu leu öen Leu pro lys ðlà phe tyr thr asp arq lle lys thr vol
2798 ÀUG ACG CÀÀ GCU GÀU ÀAÀ GCC UCÀ CUÀ ÀUC ACU AGA GCU AÀG CAA CUC AAC CUA CCC AÀG CCA UUC UAC ÀCU GÀU ÀCC ÀUA ÀAG ÀCU CUC

hls glu ser gln gly tle ser glu dsp hls völ thr leu v.I àr9 leu lys 6er thr lys cys Àsp leu phe Lys tys phe 6cr tyr cys
2gO8 CÀU CAA UCU CÀÀ GCU AUU UCÀ GÀÀ GÀU CÀU CUG ÀCC CUG GUU ÀGC OUG ÀÀG ÀGU ÀCU ÀÀÀ UGU GÀC CUC UUC ÀAG ÀAÀ UUU UCU UAC UGC

leu val ala val bhr ô(g hls lys val Lhr phe àr9 tyr glu Lyr cy6 gly vll leu qly gty àsp leu lle ãlô asn cy6 lle pro leu
2978 UUÀ CIJU GCÀ CUU ÀCU CGÀ CÀC ÀAG CUC ÀCC UUC CGC UÀU GÀC UÀC UGU GGU GUG UUA GGU GGG GAC CUÀ ÀUC GCU ÀAU UGO ÀUU CCG UUÀ

val .r.
3068 GUC UGÀ UCGCGGÀ ÀGGUCCGÀÀG ÀCGUUÀÀÀCU ÀCCCUCUCUU UÀUUCCGAGU GCUGÀGUUGG OÀGUUUUGCU UUÀÀÀCUAUC OGÀACUCGCU ÀAÀUCCAGUÀ UUGC

]I75 UUGCGÀ ACCGGUUCUC CÀUCCACCUU ÀCGGCUÀÀAÀ UCOUCÀGUÀU GCCCCÀÀÀCG CÀUGCCGÀCÀ UCCUÀCÀÀGG UUCUCCÀGCU ÀCCCUUGÀAÀ UCAUCUCCUÀ GA

3283 UUUCUUCG GÀAGGGCUUC GUGÀGÀÀGCU CGUGCÀCGGO ÀAUÀCÀCUGÀ UÀUUÀCCÀAG ÀGUGCGGGUÀ UCGCCUGUCG UOUUCCACÀG GUUCUCCAOÀ ÀGGAGACCÀ
33 89



FIGURE 2.3: Nucleotide sequence of Q-CMV RNA ? anl deduced amino
acid sequence of the P2 protein.
The stop codon of the PZ reading frame is identified as '**. The first AUG,

upstream of the initiation codon, and the in-phase stop codon which follou¡s it, are

underlined.
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mTcpppGUUuÄIJUcuc AAGAGCGuAU GGUUCÁÂccc CUGCCUCCUC IIGUGAAAINIA CCCUAGUUUU AUUGAUCUÀC UUCUAGIJCUC UCUUCUGUUA CU

tat Ilø
AUG AUA

Sat bo ùo Pro hr Ph.
acu ccu ccÀ ccc Âc0 uuc

135
Asn ctg Sù TAî cLA val Aap thr bo clu G'Lu vûl GLU Atg
AÀU GGC UCC UAU GGU GUU GAC ACII CCC CAG GAA GUG GAA CGC

vaL
GUU

ALa 
^td 

Leu Ary A6n TUr LAe þo Lou bÕ Ata Vdl
GCG OCU UUA CGU AÀU IJAU AÀG CCU UUA CCC GCU GUG

255 374

'"ie¿ vat no ars Âøp clu ho rla val ser et^ rht val rht ALd Ala wo vdt rhr ser vat aøp 
^¿p 

Àt'd ûe yal s?l Phe clu ala cti 4!? lyl k! ?!y !:! s¿' P'ô ser Gtu

acu GUc ccr.l AcA GÁc GAÂ ccu AUU GUc u¡c cAA Acc GUc Acu GcA ccu ccrj cuu AcÀ ucÂ cuc cÂu cnc ccß uuu cull ucu uuc ccu ccu cAß GÂc uÂc clnJ GAA AU0 ucc ccA ljclJ GAG

3t5 494

Leü Løu Ser Ah Farc 6Lu Løu Bet Vat Lgo bo Lau âfC Vdtr 6LV 6Lu VdL Leu CVs Seritr Phê Aop Arø S?l !ø! Ph1 Il' Ser ser Vat Ald Net Ata Ary Thr Ldu Le'/ Lau ALd

cU0 cuu ucc Gcu uuu cAc uuc AUG GUc AÃA ccc UUG cGU ßUc GGU GAÂ GuG UUG uõc uCG ÂGU UUU GAU CGU UcG cuA UUC AUc Ucc ÀGC GUc Gcc AUc Gcu AGß AcG UUß ullc UUc ccA

615"'irc etg rgr na Phê Gtu ùo ctA atr nla kr sêî 6l'a Phe clu ho bo bo tlê c|s Atd LVs cU1 41? La! ltl k| ÍUr cLñ c|s Ù? cAa Ph? 4?e

ðcc ccÙ uÃu AUc uuc GAA ccA GGG CAA cAC UcA Ucc GcÚ UUU GAA CCC Ccc ccu AUU UéU GcU AAA UGU GAC UUG AUU uuc UArl cAÂ l'GU ccc UGU UUc GAU

Val Pro Clu Leu CLU aop ser Val Aeâ Ltu Sel
GUC CCU GÀG CUU GGU GAC UCU GUC AÂU CUG UCA

bo Cln Thr Aap Vat SêF Gln seî
CCC CAG ACI' GAU GUC UCC CAA AGC

6l
Aap Va¿

GÀU TUO

134
cl,u
CAG

t2
Leu
cuG

Ar!
CGIJ

Sêt Phe Ala Aa\ Lau Leu
IICÂ UUC GCC AAU CUG UUG

254
Aøp vdt ser clu
GÁU GUC ÂGU CAC

clu Aan TUt
ûGU AAC UAC

A¿p vdt El,.
GAU GUA CAU

Ary bo Thr Asp Atg
CGA CCU ACU GAU AGG

SeF Lys Thr CLù AÃp þo Asp Ú1e
UCÀ AAG ACC GAG GAC CCC GAU UUC

855

915

1455 1574
' -irc 

nta Thr Ite lhr Fhe iliê Laâ Lv€ nv IL. Thr se" cti phe sêr ùo Lêu Fhê Ite 9et hu ¿h. õLu Arg Phe Gln 
^ry 

cAE ku Arg clu Atg vdl' vaL Leu w val G'trv LAe

ccA ccu Acu AUU AcÀ uuu cAc AAA AÃG Acc AUA ÂcA ucc cAc uuc ucA ccc uuc uuu AUA ucu cuc uuu cAc AcÀ uuc cÁc AGA uGc cuu cGG cÂÀ cGlJ ûuu ûuu cuc ccc GUU GGU AAG

2114
Ary Leu dLy rltF Lgs Lye Ila ùo IU. Ser Asp Ae^ Aøt Aop Phê Uu Pie Ala Eíâ Pha Høè Sa¡ Pha VaL A¿p Ary Leu LAê Pha

CGG UUA GßU ACC AAG AAG ÂUA CCG UÀU UCG GAC ÂÂC ÀAC GAU UUC UUG UUC GCU CAU UUII AUG ACU UUU GUU GAC AGG CUC AAG UIilI

Aîg Arø Gau cln Arg CIY AâP ALa CLU

AGA CGU GAA CÀÂ CGC GM GAU GCU ßÁß

sar mr Ary Íhr Lau Las Arg Pha ctu Âøp Leu YaL ALd Ald fla rlr bu Laø Úr Âsp Phø Fhe ku cLu Asp aap G'lY

Ucc ACc ccÀ Acc UUc AÁG ccu UUU cAA GAò CUU GUG GcC GcG AUc UÁU CUA AÀÀ AcU GAU UUC UUU UUA GAA GAc GAU GGG

495

ACAccA cúc

Asp Xât Aap Hía Val Ãîg Lau Arg CLn se? ÂEp ku
GAC AUG GAU CAC GUU CGG UUA CGU CAA UCC GAU UUA

LUs LAa Aq As^ ÂLd Aâp
ÀÂG AÂA ÀGA AAU CCU GAU

LUa sat Asp Vdl. LVs Pro VaL Val Thr Aap ThP Leu As^ Vdl Aâp trg
AAG UCC GAU GUU ÀAG CCA GUU GUC ACU GÂC ACG UUC AAC GUC CAC ÀGA

Asp LUo s.r 6L^ CIV
GAC AAA UCU CAA GGU

ser Le! dtu Mat ¡hr c'lv Phe ssr ual Leu am LAã Eía CVs Løu elv nø AsP kr se? LUs

UCC CUU GAG AUG ACU GGU UUU UCA GUC UUG AAC AAA CAU UGU CUU GAA AUIJ TAU UUA UCU AAÁ

UUU AAC ßCA CUU

735 854

''iar cyo ala Gl,u LUe Ítu phs ser ßl,E Aap Ti!î voL Il.ø Olü cla lty !!l q! val Il,.AøP 
^s^ 

Ita thr kv Leu ser Ao^ Lêu c¿U Pþ Pùa Lau Leu Prc vdl' Eìe cvt sør ltr
UCU UGC .CA cAG ÀAA ÂCA UUC UCU CAC cAC UAU GUU AUC GAc GcU CUC cAU cCÙ GUC ÀUU cAU ÀAC GCU ÀCc CUG UUA UCA AAU UUG GGA CCA UUU UUG UUA CCl, Gl¡C CAU UGU lJcll UAU

Val
GUU

lral val 6Lñ Ala Val cVa Âep Thr útr Lêu bo 
':hr 

Elø
GUA GUU CAA GCC GUU UGC GAU ACC ACU CUG CCC ACC CAU

2055
etu lls OL^
GAÀ AUC CAG

?lts 2294'- 
Mat eap Arg ilet S* CLi Ser CAs Ite 

^ap 
G'L^ Leu 8ù Ile lhê Phø CLu Leu LAa 'lyr LVE LVa Ser CIV Aon GLr Ala Ala Lsù Val' Lêu GLY ALe Phe LVs L!6 rAF Thr 4h 

^ad
AUG GA¿ AGG AUG ucc cAG Ucc UGU AUU GÂil cAÀ UUG Ucc AUU UUc UUc GAG UUG ÂAA UAC AAG AAG UCc GGG AAC GAA GCC GCC CUA GUU UUG GGC GCC UUU AÀG ÀAG UAC ACC GCU AAU

zz95 2414- 
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^eâ 
CtV

uuu AAc Gcc uÁu AÃG GAc cuu uÀu uÂc ucu cA¿ cßu cÂÂ cAA ucu cAc uuc GUc AAU AcG uuu IjGU AUA ucu GAG uuc ccß cuc Auu ccu ccc Acu Âcc cuu AÀc AAc ÂAc AAG AÂu G0A

2415 2534- --cgo 
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UGu GUU cAc AGU AGU GGU GUc GA. cGõ cGÀ ccu ccA CUU AGC CAA UUU CCA GGA GûU GAÀ ACG UCG AAG ACG AAG CUC UCA CGU CAC ÂÀA CCG CCfì AGC GAG GûG UUA CÀA AAG UCC CAG

2535 2663
A¡g Au Ser Ald Ile îyr Ser 6'¿u Thr Pha ùo Aap Val tht Ile tu Arg sør AW Sêr Arg cIU Leu Val' Set "^
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2664 2808
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ZnOg 2952

2951 3035
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914

Aap Asp ser Phe Hía cln VøL Phø VaL Asp
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aat Ala Asp TUI Sêr Ihr
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1094
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1575
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^Ãc 
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l4
CLy Thr |ltt Lga GLu val Lou |ht ALd
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1694

Arg Phê Çln Ser bo lhr ILe Ârø
CGU UUU CAG UCC CCG ACC AUA CGU
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2. Open reading frames in RNAs I and 2'

CMV RNAs 1 and 2 each contain only one long open reading frame consistent

with their ability to function n vzlro as monocistronic mRNAs (schvinghamer

and Symons, 1975, 1977).

The reading frame on RNA 1 (Figure 2.2) initiates at the first AUG codon

from the 5' terminus and exten ds 2976 nucleotides to a UGA stop codon finishing

at nucleotide 3073. This would produce a translation product (Pl ) of 991 amino

acids with a predicted molecular weight of I 10,791. This reading frame also

contains 30 in-phase AUG codons, 22 ol which can potentially encode transiation

products longer than 536 amino acids. The next largest reading frame on the

positive strand is 210 nucleotides long, while the largest reading frame on the

negative strand is 201 nucleotides long.

The first AUG codon in RNA 2 occurs at nucleotide 19, but is followed by an

in-phase stop codon at nucleotide 43 (Figure 2.3), The long open reading frame

initiates at the second AUG at nucleotide 93 and extends 2520 nucleotides to a

tiGA stop codon finishing at nucleotide 2612, The predicted translation product

(P2) is 839 amino acids long (Mr 94,333), The next largest open reading frame is

300 nucleotides long and the largest reading frame on the negative strand is 147

nucleotides.

The sizes of P1 and P2 deduced from the nucleotide sequenÇes, differ from

the estimates made by gel electrophoresis follovinB n vilro translation - Mr

95,000 and 110,000 for P1 and P2 respectively. The reasonfor this dismeparlcy

is not known, although similar observations have been made for the proteins

encodecl by BMV (Ahlquist er at,1984a). CMV P1 andPZ are very simlar in size

to the corresponding proteins of BM\¡, which have molecular veights of 109,000

and 94,000, respectively (Ahtquist et aI,1984a).

7 Tre¡clafion initiaf cionelc in f.MV RNAs

The "scanning model" for initiation of protein synthesis in eukaryotes (Kozak,

1980b, 1984, 1987ù proposes that initiation occurs at the first AUG from the 5'

terminus provided that it is surrounded by a favourable concensus sequence. The

I
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most recent comparison of 699 vertebrate mRNAs (Kozak, 1987a) revealed that

this concensus sequence is -6ccc(e¡c)ccAUGG-4, with the most highly conserved

features being a purine, usually an A, at position -3 (i.e., 3 nucleotides upsream

of the AUG) and a G at position *4. Systematic site-directed mutagenesis

experiments (Kozak, 1986a, 1987b) have confirmed the importance of nucleotides

in positions -1 to -6 and shovn that positions -3 and +4 have the strongest

influence over the efficiency of translation'

comparing the putative cMV RNA I and 2 initiation codons with this

concensus sequence, only the AUG initiating the P2 reading frame has a preferred

A at position -3, although it also has an unfavourable A at position +4' Both the

upstream (presumably non-functional) AUG of RNA 2 and the P1 initiation codon

are poor matches with the concensus and both have a highly unfavourable c at

position -3. The 5'non-codinS reEions are also notably tacking in c residues'

vhich occupy most upstream positions in KoZak's concensus sequence'

Recent studies of translation initiation in plant systems, together with

deviation of many plant viral initiation sequences from Kozak's concensus (see

Discussion) have led to the suggestion that the mechanism of translation initiation

may differ in Plants and animals.

Codon usage in the Pl and P2 reading frames of CMV is summarized in Table

2.3A. a¡dTable 2.4Ã,respectively. The distribution of degenerate codons in both

cistrons is distinctly non-random. In the third position of four-fold degenerate

codons, u is strongly favoured and A and G appear to be avoided (Figure 2'38 a¡d

2,48),compared to the frequency expected from the nucleotide composition of the

coding regions. A simitar situation has been reported for many viral RNAs

including those of BMV (Ahtquist et al19B4a)'

l. Homology betveen CMY RNAs'

sequence homology between the Benomic RNAs of CMV vas initially

examined using the computer program DIAGON (Staden, 1982b)' DIAGON

homotogy plots comparine cMV RNA 1 with each of RNAs 2 and 3 are shown in
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Tab\e 2.3

TABLE 2.3: Codon usage and nucleotide composition in CMV RNA I and
the Pl reading frame.

A- Codon usage in the Pl reading frame of RNA l. Stop codons are indicated as t

First Second Position

t
tþ-

I

I
+

t

'l

ï,
f

i

I

I

Position U c A t¡

Thhd

Position

U

c

Phe 2A Ser
22

Leu 16
20

29
19
14
7

Thr 28
15
13
12

Tyr 15
14

'0
"0

Cys 17
10

'1
Trp 12

Arg 20

U
c
A
t¡

U

A
(¡

U
c
A
G

U
c
A
G

7
6
4

I
3
0
5

A

Leu 17 Pro 1

13
q

14

lle

11

14
18
11

18
11

34
30

38 Gly 2s
26 12
30 13
238

Met

Val

27
13
10
31

33
15
9

19

3
I
5
7

6
I
I

Ser

Arg

His

Gln

Asn

Lys

Asp

Glu

1

39AlaG
1

B. ttre percentage nucleotide composition of the non-coding and coding

regions of RNA I and the proportion of each nucleotide occuring in the

third position of four-fold degenerate codons (i.e., those encoding pro,

thr, val, ala and gly).

Nucleotide
Frequency
(o/o) in t¡U L A

Whole RNA

5' non-coding

3' non-coding

P1 Coding region

Third codon
positions

29,9

42.3

27.8

29.8

44.9

21.7

24.7

23.1

21.4

21.5

25.3

21.7

24.4

25,5

16.0

23,1

11.3

24.7

23.3

17.6

1



Tab[e 2.4

TABLE 2.4: Codon usage and nucleotide composition in CMV RNA 2 and
the P2 reading frame.

First Second Position Thhd

PositionPosition U A t¡

I

t-

A. Codon usage in the P2 reading frame of RNA 2. Stop codons are indicated as *.
,i
I
rt

I
t.
li

I

U

c

Phe 36 Ser 19 Tyr 1

21 22
Leu15 I Ò

248r

Cys 1

a

Trp

Arg 1

Asn 15 Ser 1

12
Lys 18 Arg

28

9
7
0
0

I
0
I
0

U
c
A
(¡

u
c
A
(¡

u
c
A
tá

U
c
A
(¡

3
5
1

4

7
6
5
6

4
I
I
5

Leu 16
b
3

11

lle 17
9
7

19

Thr 18
14
I
9

Pro 16 His
14 1

13 Gln 1

71
A

26G

Met

Val Ala 22 Asp 37 Gly 21
9283

10 Glu 19 7
8247

B. ttre percentage nucleotide composition of the non-coding and coding

regions of RNA 2 and the proportion of each nucleotide occuring in the

third position of four-fold degenerate codons (i.e., those encoding pro;

thr, val, ala and gly).

Nucleotide
Frequency
(%) in

25
7
9

1.,AcU

Whole HNA

5' non-coding

3' non-coding

2a Coding region

Third codon
positions

30.8

41.3

30.0

30.4

40.7

22.9

26.1

23.9

22.7

25.7

23.7

18.5

22.0

24,2

17.8

22.6

14.1

24.1

22.7

15.8

I
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Figure 2.4. Regions of homologous sequence, vhich appear as dots along the

diagonal of the plot, are only apparent at the 3'-termini of all RNAs and the

extreme j'-termini of RNAs I and 2 but not RNA 3. The nature and possible

implications of these homologies are discussed below. Apart from these regions,

no other extended nucleotide sequence homology could be detected between CMV

RNAs L,Z and 3 using DIAGON or other dot matrix comparative methods (data not

shovn),

6. The 3'Non-coding reqions.

The 3'non-coding regions of RNAs I and 2 are 316 and 423 nucleotides long'

respectively (excluding the stop codons) and, as suggested by the DIAGON plot

(Figure 2.4), are extensively conserved. Alignment of the 3'-terminal sequences

(Figure 2.5) showed that homology extends 307 residues from the 3'end of RNA 1

and stops abruptty at that point. This confirms and extends the results of Symons

UgTg) who reported extensive homotogy in the 3'-terminal270 nucleotides of all

CMV RNAs. The sequences of RNAs I and 2 are extremely similar in this region

vith only 11 differences in approximately 300 nucleotides. The 3'-terminal 138

nucleotides of all j RNAs are almost identical showing only 1 or 2 differences,

Thereafter, however, RNA 3 has tvo regions (nucleotides 139-171 and 212-257

from 3' end) which have vçry little homology with RNAs 1 and 2, separated by 40

nucleotides which are identical (symons, 1979; Figure 2.5).

The 3'-rerminal 130- 190 nucleotides can be fotded into a tRNA-like

secondary structure which is conserved not only in alt CMV RNAs, but also in

those of the bromoviruses BMV, CCMV and BBMV (Symons, 1979; ÃhLqutst et aI

1981a) and is consistent with the susceptibility of all these RNAs to

aminoacylation with tyrosine (Koht and Hall, 1974-).

In addition, the region between nucleotides 130 and 277 from the 3' end of

RNAs I and 2, immediatety following the proposed tRNA-like structtlres, can form

two hairpin loops with high predicted stability (Figure 2.6). Differences in the

sequence of RNAs I and 2 do not significantly affect the stability of this structure,

The two regions of sequence variation in RNA 3 occur in similar locations in each

24
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FIGURE 2-4: IIIAGON homology plots comparing CMV RNAs l,2 tl.d 3.
The nucleotide sequerces of RNAs I and 2 (upper panel) and of RNAs I and 3
(lower panel) were compared using the program DIAGON, The span length vas l3
nucleotides and the score vas set to detect only those matches with a
double-matching probability (see Methods) of less than I x 10-5, The arrows

indicate the limits of the regions of homology.
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FIGURE 2.5: Alignment of the 3'-terminal sequeûces of CMY RNAs'

The sequences of RNAs 2 and 3 have been aligned with the entire 3'non-codinß

region of RNA 1, from the UGA stop codon of the I a reading frame to the 3' end,

Numbering is from the 3'end of RN^A, L Homology with the RNA I sequence is

indicated by a continuous line which is broken only by those nucleotides which

are different. Gaps introduced to maximise alignment are indicated as (V), ttre
two blocks of sequence enclosed in boxes are those regions where RNA 3 shou¡s

reduced homology with RNAs I and 2. The heavily underlined sequences are

involved in formation of the hairpin loop structures shown in Figure 2.6.

FIGURE 2,6: Proposed secondary structure in the 3'non-coding region

of CMV RNAs I and 2.

The sequence shown is that of RNA 1 betveen 130 and 277 nvcleotides from the

3' end (underlined in Figure 2.5). Changes from this sequence in RNA 2 are

indicated by amows. The boxed sequences are those regions, also boxed in Figure

2.5, vhich show variability betu¡een RNAs 1,2 and 3. The two residues encloserl

in parentheses are found in only one of the RNAs. C(151) is present only in RNA I

whereas G(159) occurs only in RNA 2.
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of these hairpins (Figure 2.6), Because of the large number of sequence changes,

these structures cannot form in RNA 3.

Similar hairpin structures do not exist in the RNAs of BMV or AMV which

have 3'-terminal conserved regions of approximately 200 and 140-150

nucleotides respectively (Ahlquist et a[1984a; Koper-Zwarthoff et a/,1979', Gunn

and Symons, 1980).

7. The l'Non-coding regions-

The 5' non-coding regions of CMV RNAs 1 and 2 both start with a m7G cap

structure (Symons, 1975) and are of similar length- 97 and 92 nucleotides,

respectively. They are both particularly rich in U residues and lacking in G

whereas the 3' non-coding regions and the RNAs as a whole do not show this

biased base composition (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). 
^ 

DIAGON comparison of RNÀs I

and 2 showed that the 5'regions have considerable nucleotide sequence homology

(Figure 2.4. Ãlignment of the sequences (Figure 2,7) shows that extended

homology is confined to the first 55 nucleotides and the residues surrounding the

inititating AUG. The 5' non-coding region of RNA 3 is similar in length to that of

RNAs 1 and 2 (9J nucleotides, Davies and Symons, 19BB ) but does not share

extended sequence homology in this region.

Within this homologous 5' sequence is a block of 12 nucleotides (bracketed

in Figure 2.7 AJ which was also found to be conserved at a similar location in BMV

RNAs I and 2 (Figure 2.78). A "veight marix" (Staden, t984ì' was constructed

from the alignment of these four sequences (Figure 2.78\ and used in a computer

program (SCAN, see Methods) to examine the occurrence of this conserved region

in other sequences. The sequence was not found in a computer-generated

random sequence of 180,000 nucleotides (equivalent to 12.5 times the CMV

genome) with the same base composition as CMV RNA I and was not Þresent in

the genomes of AMV or TMV. It vas found to occur only in those regions of CMV

and BMV shown in Figure 2.78.

The region surroundíng this conserved sequence, in both CMV and BMV

RNAs, can be folded into a hairpin loop structure in which most of the conserved



FIGURE 2.7: Àlignment of the 5'non-coding regions of CMV H,l{As

I and 2.

À: The sequence at the 5'end of RNA 2 is aligned with the first 120 nucleotides of

RNA 1. Homology betveen RNAs I and 2 is indicated by (*). Gaps (-) trave been

included to maximize alignment. The initiating AUG codons are underlined. The

sequence enclosed in brackets is conserved between BMV RNAs I and 2 also (see

below).

B: Atignment of the conserved sequence, bracketed in A, in CMV and BMV RNAs I

and 2 and the complementary strand of Q-CMV satellite RNA. Ïhe boxes enclose

identical residues.

FIGURE 2.8: Proposed secondary structure at the 5' end of CMY (À) and

BMV (B) RNÀs I and 2 and in Q-CMV satellite RNÀ (C)-

The structures shovn in A and B are for RNA 1. Arows indicate changes from

this sequence in RNA 2. The residues in parentheses are present only in RNA l.
The boxed sequences are those conserved between CMV and BMV as shown in
Figure 21 . The residues in bold type in satellite RNA (C) can base pair with CMV

RNA 1.
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residues are located in the loop-out region (Fieure 2'8).

The intercistronic regions of CMV and BMV RNA 3 (nucleotides 1 101 and

1100, respectively) contain closely-related sequences which can be aligned to give

13 out of 14 matcheswitheachother and 10 out of ft withthe Sequence inRNAs

1 and 2 (Davies and Symons, 1988). The RNA 3 sequences, however, cannot form

the hairpin loops found for RNAs 1 and 2 (Figure 2'8).

8. Structure conserved between CMV and BMV RNÀs and CMV

satellite-RNA.

Comparison of the non-codíng regions of the CMV Benomic RNAs with the

sequence of satetlite RNA (sat-RNA) from Q-CMV (Gordon and Symons, 1983)

revealed a block of 18 nucleotides (residue s 27 -43 of sat-RNA) vhich vas

complementary to the 5'conserved region of CMV RNAs I and 2. The region of

complementarity included the 12 nucleotides conserved between CMV and BMV

RNAs I and 2 (see Figure 2.78). Furthermore, this region of sat-RNA was able to

form a secondary structure similar to that found in the genomic RNAs (Fi8ure

2.8C). Hence the 3'end of complementary sat-RNA (residues 297-310) contains a

sequence which is conserved in the 5'-non-coding region of RNAs 1 and 2 of its

helper virus and of BMV. This sequence, and its predicted secondary structure is

almost çompletely conserved in the ten other CMV sat-RNAs for which nucleotide

sequence data are availabte (Richards el aI t978; Collmer el aI 1983; Htdaka et al

1984; Avita-Rincon eÍ aI 1986;Garcia-Are¡a| el aI I9S7)'

26
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DISCUSSIOI{.

The sequencing of RNAs I and 2 described here completes the sequence of

the entire Q-CMV genome, The structure of the genome, as determined from

nucleotide sequencing studies (this work, Davies and Symons, 1988), is

summarized diagrammatically in Figure 2.9. RNAs I to 4 each containa single

long open reading frame encoding the proteins Pl (Mr I 10,790), P2 (Mr 94,333),

3a (30,3J3) and CP (Mr 24,247), respectively. Homology between CMV RNAs is

restricted to the 5' and 3'non-coding regions. lt is these regions which would be

expected to contain primary a¡d/or secondary structural features responsible for

the control of viral processes.

The CMV-encoded proteins-

With the exception of the coat protein, encoded by subgenomic RNA 4, the

functions of the proteins encoded by CMV are unknown. The completion of the

nucleotide sequences of RNAs 1 and 2 has enabled comparisons of tlre predicted

amino acid sequences of the Fl and P2 proteins with other viral proteins, These

comparative studies and their implications are the subject of the next chapter,

As vell as the long reading frames encoding the P1 and P2 proteins, RNAs I

and 2 both contain AUG-initiated reading frames on both the genoms (+) sense

and complementary (-) sense strands, which could potentially encode smaller

additional proteins, Simitar reading frames have been found in most viral RNAs

so far sequenced, although none have been shovn to have any itt rrivo f.uttcliot.

Computer analysis of the sequences of nuclear, phage and bacterial structural

genes revealed that many of these also had the potential to encode polypeptides

longer than 100 amino acids from their complementary strands (Casino et el,

19Sl). Van Vloten-Doting et al (1983)reported the presence of an openreading

frame in a similar position in the (-) strand of both AMV and BMV RNA 4,

However, using an n uilro system to produce (*) and (-) ¿,tvlV RNA 4 transcripts

from cloned cDNA, Nelson and Loesch-Fries ( 1987) showed that (-)RNA 4 had no

messenger activity in several different translation systems, In the absence of any



FIGURE 2.9: The genome structure of cucumber mosaic virus'
The genome structure of Q-CMV has been summarized diagrammatically, based on

the nucleotide sequence datafor RNAs 1,2 (this work) and 3 (Davies and Symons,

1988). Open boxes represent the putative proteins encoded by RNAs I (Pl),2

(p2), 3 ßù and 4 (CP). Their predicted number of amino acids (aa) and calculated

molecular weights (Mr) are included. The numbers above the lines refer to the

number of nucleoticles in each region. The scale is in nucleotides,

highly-conserved approximately 300-residue region at the

3'-terminus of all RNAs

regions of extensive homology between RNÀs 1 and 2 which are

absent from RNA 3, i.e,, the entire 5'non-coding regions

and the two blocks in the 3' non-coding region which form

the hairpin loop structures shown in Figure 2.6.

block ol 12 nucleotides conserved in the 5'non-coding reBions

of RNAs I and 2 (Figure 2,7) and also found (with lesser

homology) in the RNAS intercistronic region.
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further evidence to the contrary, it therefore seems very unlikely that CMV or

closely related viruses utilize translation from both strands as part of their

genome strategY,

Transtation of CMV and other plant viral RNAs'

Non-random choice of degenerate codons, as observed in the Pl and P2

coding regions of CMV RNAs 1 and 2 (Table 2,3 arrd2.4),is not peculiar to the

genes of plant viruses but rather appears to be an important part of the

translational strategy of most genomes. Analysis of synonymous codon choice in

different organisms (Granth am el at t981 ; Bennetzen and Hall, 1982; Maruyama

ef a/,1986; Ikemura, 1985), has revealed that altgenes of a particular organism

have a characteristic pattern of codon choice vhich differs between taxonomically

distinct organisms. In unicellular organisms the codon usage is determined

primarily by the availability of different tRNAs and correlates vith the level of

expression of the gene (reviewed in Ikemura, 1985). In multicellular organisms,

however, the IRNA populations are more diverse and vary between different cells

or tissues (lkemura, 1985). More information is therefore required on the

translational strategies of plant cells, particularly their IRNA pofiulations, to

determine the importance of codon usage for the translation of plant viral genes'

The deviation of the sequences surrounding the initiation codons in CMV

RNAs I and 2 from the vertebrate concensus sequence of Kozak is not unusual

among plant viral RNAs. The AUG initiation codons of BMV RNA 3, RNA 3 of three

strains of AMV (references in Table 1.1 ) and the mRN,A's encoding the 30k

proteins of 2 strains of TMV (Goelet et a/,1982:0hno el a|1984) all contain a

pyrimidine in position -3. In vertebrates onty 3% of the 699 iniliation sites

surveyed had this characteristic (Kozak, 1987a). Even more surprisingly, the

efficiently-translated coat protein mRNAs of CMV (Davies and Symons, 1988) and

TSV (Cornelissen et al IgSÐ also have "unf avourable" C residues at position -3.

These observations may be in some vay explained by the results of a recent

study by Lutcke er al(l987) which suggest that the factors selectinB AUG

initiation codons are different in plants and animals. Comparisotl of the
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translation efficiency, in both animat (reticulocyte lysate) and plant (wheat germ)

systems, of RNAs differing onty in the nucleotide present at position -3,

confirmed Kozak's findings that the nucleotide at -3 had a major effect on

translation efficiency ín animal systems, but found no such effect in the plant

system. In addition, comparison of 61 plant nRNA sequences revealed slight

differences betveen plants and vertebrates in their initiation concensus

sequences. Most notably, C was not the predominant upstream ntlcleotide and the

requirement for a purine at -3 was not as strict ( Lutcke eÍ al1987).

Several other factors which have been implicated in the control of

transration in eukaryotes have been found to have little or no effect on at least

some ptant viral mRNAs.

The m7G cap structure is not required for translation of many plant viral

RNAs (for example, AMV RNA 4; Gehrke et al19S3). Galtie et al (1987a,b)

constructed RNÀs containin8 a portion of the TMV leader sequence connected to

reading frames of foreign genes and found significant enhancement of translation

using both capped and uncapped mRNA. Cap structures have been reported as

essential for the infectivity of n uiÍro transcripts of the BMV ancl TMV genomic

RNAs (Ahlquist et al1984b; Meshi et al l9S6) but this seems to be due to the

importance of the cap in preventing exonucleolytic degradation of RNA (Furiuchi

et al lg77), rather than a direct influence on ffanslation.

The high A+U content and generally short length of most viral leader

sequences (see for example Goelet eÍ alt982; Symons, l9B5 and references

therein; Tabte 2.3,2.4) reduces their potential to form stable secondary

structures, Godefroy-Colburn el a! (19S5) found that the presence of a

5'-proximal hairpin structure in AMV RNA 3 had no effect on its translation

efficiency. This agfees with the results of Kozak showing that secondary

structural features are not required for initiation (Kozak, 1980a) and that

translation is not dimi¡ished by the presence of moderately stable hairpin

structures in the leader region (Kozak,1986b). The absence of secondary

structure in the 5' non-coding region of AMV RNA 4 correlates with its
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independence of a cap structure and accords with the idea that plant viral RNAs

may be able to avoid the cap-associated de-stabilization of secondary structure

which has been proposed as an essential, pretiminary step in translation initiation

(Gehrke et a|1983; Godefroy-Colburn eÍ al19S5).

This and other evidence taken together suggests that the unusual features of

viral RNAs, and subtle differences in the translational machinery between plants

and animals, may simplify the mechanism of plant viral nRNA translation,

enabfing them to avoid the restrictions imposed on their cellular counterparts.

Structure and function of the 3' non-coding regions.

probably the most prominent structural feature of the RNAs of CMV is their

tRNA-tike 3' ends. Aminoacylatable, tRNA-like structures have been found at the

3'termini of RNAs from various virus groups including Cucumo-, Bromo-,

Tobamo-, Tymo- and Hordeiviruses (Hall, t979;Joshi et aJ,t9B3b). In CMV and

the bromoviruses, these structures share close structural similarities includin8 the

same number of hairpins and looped-ottt regions (Symons, 1979; Ahlquist et al

l98la). As an example, the 3'-terminal structure of CMV RNA I is shown in

Figure 2.104. An alternative form of this structure has been proposed (Joshi eÍ a/,

1983a) vhich involves pairing of formerly singte-stranded loop-out regions

separating the hairpins (Figure 2.108) and results in a three-dimensional

"pseudoknotted" L-shaped configuration closely resembling that of tRltlAs (Figure

2,10D). In particular this folding causes coaxial stacking of adjacent hairpins to

form an aminoacyl acceptor arm at one end of the molecule. Sinilar structures

have been proposed for all viruses having tRNA-like 3' termini and supported by

enrymatic cleavage and chemical modification studies (Rietveld et aí1982,1983;

Joshi et al t983a;van Belku m et al1987)-

Such a high degree of structural conservation implies that the 3'-terminal

tRNA-like structures of viral RNAs have (an) important biological function(s).

This has been investigated for the RNAs of BMV using a system for the production

of biologically active RNAs from cloned cDNA (reviewed in AhlquisT' et al l9B7)

and template-dependent, BMV RNA-specific RNA replicase preparations (Miller



FIGURE 2.10: Secondary structure models for the 3' termini of CMY

RNÀs.
The structures shoq/n are for RNA 1 but they do not vary significantly for

the other CMV RNAs. Arrows indicate the positions of sequence changes in RNA 2.

A- The tRNA-like secondary structure proposed by Symons (1979).

B. An alternative form of the structure bearing a greater resemblance to

IRNA, proposed by Joshi eÍ al (1983a). The small letters are used to

identify individual stems in the structure.

C. Model for the three-dimensional structure of a typicat 1RNA (yeast

tRNAPhe) showing the ciassical L shape,

D. Three-dimensional representation of the structure shown in (Bl

emphasizinB similarity with the structure of IRNA iC). Stems e and c of B

form the aminoacyl arm and anticodon loop respectively'. 5,.m b projects

out of the side of the molecule. (Adapted lrom Rietveld et al.1983!
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and Hall, 1983). Ttre 3'-terminaL llínucleotides of BMV RNAs have been shown

to contain att of the signats required for initiation of (-)strand RNA synthesis on

(*)strand templates (Miller el aI 19S6) and for recognition by aminoacyl IRNA

synthetase and IRNA nucleotidyl transferase (Joshi et al 1983a). Analysis of the

effect of deletions of sections of the tRNA-like structure on aminoacylation and

replication in uittv and infectivity n uivo (Dreher et aI1984; Buiarski et al

1985, 1986), revealed that structural features of the RNAs required for

recognition by RNÀ replicase are distinct from those controlling aminoacylation.

Hence, aminoacylation of the tRNA-tike 3'-termini does not appear to be

necessary for the initiation of viral RNA reptication. A similar conclusion was

reached by .Joshi et al ( 1936 ) vho showed that interaction of aminoacylated

TYMV RNA with eukaryotic initiation factors was not required for initiation by

RNA repticase, The fact that RNAs are aminoacylated n uÌvn, at least in the case

of BMV (Loesch-Fries and Hall, 1982), and the strong conservation of a three-

dimensional structure recognized by aminoacyl IRNA synthetases, implies that

aminoacylation serves an important, as yet unidentified, function in the viral

life-cycle.

The L-shaped model proposed for the 3'-terminal tRNA-like structure

(Figure 2.10D) involves only approximately 130 nucleotides and is connected to

the remainder of the genomic RNA via the corner furthest from the aminoacyl

arm. This conformation would probabty therefore allow the formation of the

additional hairpins proposed for the 3' non-coding regions of CMV RNAs I atd 2

(Figure 2.6), immediately 5'to the tRNA-tike structure (residues 130-277 from 3'

end). The function of these additional hairpins is not known. Similar structures

are not present in the RNAs of BMV, which do however contain small, conserved

hairpin structures located about 255 nucleotides from the 3'end of each of RNAs

1,2 and 3 (Ahlqui st eÍ al,l9ï4a), It is interesting that the tu¡o regions of the 3'

non-coding region of CMV RNA 3 showing the greatest variation from RNAs I and

2, correspond to the stems of both hairpins and vould prevent their formation in

RNA 3. These structures could therefore be important in the differential control
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of RNÀ 3 compared to RNAs I and 2. They bear an overall resemblance to some

of the hairpins in AMV RNAs which are known to bind coat protein (reviewed in

Jaspars, 19S5) and to those proposed for the origin of assembly of TMV (Zimmern,

1977,1983). This accords with the suggestion of French and Ahlquist (1987) that

sequences in a similar region of BMV RNA 3 (approximately 160-200 nucleotides

from the 3' end) may have a role in encapsidation. However, since signals for

e¡capsidation must be present on all CMV RNÀs, and the mechanism of assembly

of the rod-shaped TMV (revieved in Lomonossoff and Wilson, 1985) differs from

that of icosahedral viruses such as CMV, these similarities may simply reflect the

general characteristics of an RNA structure which functions by interacting vith

proteins.

Structure and function of the 5' Non-coding regions.

The 5' non-coding regions of viral RNAs would be expected to contain

primary or secondary structural signals controlling translation (see above) and

initiation of (*) strand RNA synthesis at the 3'end of the (-) strand. Hairpin loop

structures analogous to those present at the 5' ends of CMV and BMV RNÀs I and

2 (Figure 2.8) have been proposed for similar locations in several other viral RNÀs

(e.g., Ravelonandro et a|1983; Srauss and Strauss el aI 1983; Gustafson eî al

19S7). The presence of a 5'hairpin structure in AMV RNA 3 has been

substantiated by site-specific enrymatic cleavaBe (Ravelonandro ef aI19B3) and

shown to have no effect on translation of this RNA (Godefroy-Colburn et aI19S5).

The fact that the block of l2 nucleotides conserved between the CMV and BMV

RNAs and CMV sat-RNA (see also below) is present in the looped-out region of the

proposed structure (Figure 2.8), suggests that both the primary sequence and the

secondary structure of this region may have functional siEnificance, possibly in

initiation of (*) strand RNA synthesis. CMV and BMV RNA 3 contain a similar

sequence in their intercistronic regions (Davies and Symons, 1988) and a

sequence with even weaker homology occurs in the 5' non-coding regions of RNA

3 of BMV onty (French and Ahlquist, 1987). Analysis of deletion mutants of BMV

RNA 3 revealed lhal a section of the intercistronic region including this conserved
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sequence was required for accumulation of RNA 3, suggesting that it may indeed

have a role in the initiation of (*) RNA synthesis (French and Ahlquist, 1987).

Since the conserved sequence is absent from the 5' end of CMV RNÀ 3, initiation

on (-) RNA 3 template vould require recognition by the RNA replicase at the

internal (intercistronic) conserved sequence distant from the point of initiation.

Internal polymerase recognition sites of this type are known to occur in QÞ RNA

(Meyer et aI 19S I ).

The cqnserved sequence in the RNA 3 intercistonic regions (at least in BMV)

is not involved in initiation of subgenomic RNA 4 synthesis (Milter et al 198J;

French and Ahtquist, 1987).

Interaction betr¡een the CMV genome and CMV sat-RNÀ-

Very little is known about the primary and secondary structural features of

sat-RNAs which are important for their biologicat properties. The effects of

sat-RNA on CMV symptom development appear to be due to its interaction vith

the CMV genome and with the host plant (Francki, l9S5b and references therein)

and can vary from attenuation to induction of lethal necrosis (Kaper, 1982).

Despite extensive nucleotide sequence homology between all CMV sat-RNAs so far

sequenced, there are no conserved open reading frames (Garcia-Arenal, 1987)

suggesting that sat-RNAs exert their biologicat effect at the nucleic acid level.

Primary and secondary structural conservation between CMV RNÀs I afrd 2

and sat-RNA (Fieur e 2,8) suggests the possibility of functionally significant

interactions between the satellite and the helper virus genome. For example, the

conserved sequences in CMV (*)RNAs 1 and 2 and (-)sat-RNA could compete for a

function required for viral RNA replication. If this region is involved in the

initiation of (*) strancl synthesis, as disctlssed above, then both (*)CMV RNAs and

(-)sat-RNA may be recognized by the RNA polymerase. Alternatively, sat-RNA

could base-pair with the conserved region in the genomic RNAs, thereby

influencing viral and sat-RNA replication. Analysis of the interactions between

sat-RNA and CMV genomic RNAs n uttro (Rezaian and Symons, 1986) did not

detect base pairing in this region, although it may still occur in utvo, especially tf
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stabilized by interaction vith a protein such as an RNA polymerase, Hybridization

was hovever detected between sat-RNÀ and a region of the coat protein gene on

RNAs 3 and 4 (Rezaian and Symons, 1986).

interaction between sat-RNA and CMV RNAs 1 and 2,bvl not RNA 3, is

consistent with studies of the effect of sat-RNA on CMV infections. The presence

of sat-RNA decreases total virus yield and the proportion of RNAs t and 2

produced relative to RNA 3. (Kaper and Tousignant, 1977; Francki, 1985b).

Furthermore, stuclies of different CMV strains and their pseudorecombinants have

indicated that the rate of sat-RNA replication is controlled by CMV RNAs 1 and/or

2 (Mossop and Francki, 1979).

The sequences in sat-RNA involved in interactions with the genomic RNAs,

both potential (this work) and observed (Rezaian and Symons, 1986), are

conserved between all CMV satellites so far sequenced, although no correlation

has been found between these or any other structural features of CMV sat-RNAs

and their pathological characteristics (Garcia-Arenal eÍ al 1987), ln uitro

transcripts of cloned CMV sat-RNAs (Collmer and Kaper, 1986; Kurath and

Palukaitis, 1987) vill be particularly useful to determine those regions of the

satellite which are important for its biological role and interaction with the helper

virus genome.

Summary: Similarities and differences between CMV RNÀs-

From the foregoing discussion it will be apparent that certain structures are

conserved in the 5' and 3'non-coding regions of all CMV RNAs (Figure 2.9)

implicating their involvement in control of replication or encapsidation. The

structures of RNAs I and 2 in particular are remarkably similar, The absence of

certain structural features from RNA 3 may be important in the differential

control of its expression, Differences between the RNAs at the level of translation

would also be expected to have a role in the co-ordinated expression of viral

proteins, The approaches which could be used to study the role of these

structural features in CMV genome function are discussed in Chapter 5.

There are very strong overall similarities between the genome structures of
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CMV and BMV, suggesting that these viruses have a close evolutionary

relationship. It is therefore appropriate to extrapolate the results of detailed

studies of BMV Benome function to include CMV. Conversely, it will be interesting

to determine those features of the genome of these two viruses which are

responsible for their vastly different biological properties (Chapter 1, Table L1),

and the fact that no satellite RNAs have been found associated with BMV.

Further similarities bett¡een CMV and BMV are evident when the amino acid

sequence of their Pl and P2 proteins are compared, These studies and their

implications are the subject of the next chapter.
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II{TRODUCTIOI{.

The classification of plant viruses into groups (see Appendix A) anct the

definition of relationships between them is basically dependent on their physical,

chemical, and to a lesser extent, biological properties (Francki, 1983). In recent

years, however, more information has become available on the genome structure

of viruses, particularly from nucleotide sequencing studies, and this has provided

new insight into their inter-relationships,

V/hile the sequencing studies of CMV RNAs I and 2 (see Chapter 2)were in

progress, Haseloff eÍ aI (19S4) published the results of a study comparing the

amino acid sequences of the Pl and P2 proteins of BMV and AMV, Corresponding

proteins from each virus showed striking homology, suggesting that they may

have similar functions. In addition, the Pl and P2 proteins were homologous to

consecutive regions in a protein of Mr 183,000 (183k protein) encoded by tobacco

mosaic virus (TMV), which is a monopartite, rocl-shaped RNA virus (see Appendix

A). The genome of TMV (about 6.4kb, Goelet et al t982) encodes four pro[eins

from 3 cistrons. The 5'-proximal cistron, encoding the 126k protein, is terminated

víth an amber codon which, when suppressed, results in translational read-

through to produce the 1S3k protein. The remaining two genes encode the 30k

protein and coat protein which are both translated from subgenomic mRNÀs,

This chapter describes the comparison of the nucleotide sequences of CMV

RNAs I and 2, and the predicted amino acid sequences of the P1 and P2 proteins,

with the corresponding sequences from BMV, AMV and TMV. The results extend

the relationships reported by Haseloff et al (1984) and provide further evidence

for an evolutionary relationship betveen the tripartite viruses and TMV. The

similarities between CMV and BMV were found to be particularly close.

Subsequently, similar comparisons have revealed significant homologies

between the amino acid sequences of non-structural proteins encoded by plant,

animal and even bacterial viruses. The results and implications of these protein
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comparisons have been recently reviewed (Goldbach, 1986) and will be discussed

further later. Many of the viruses found to be related by protein homologies have

very different physical and biological properties and express their genomes by

different strategies. Detailed information on the differences between these'

viruses is beyond the scope of this brief introduction and has been reviewed

elsewhere (Francki er ¡/-1985; Strauss and Strauss,1983; see also Appendix A).

In any case, thís information is not essential for an understanding of the

homology studies which will be discussed below.
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ìiiETHODS.

l- Source and nomenclature of sequetrces'

The nucleotide sequences of RNAs I and 2 of CMV, BI\'{V and AMV (strain

411,-L)were obtained from the original references listed in Table 2'l and that of

TMV (vulgare strain) from Goelet et aI (19S2), All sequences vere originally

entered into the computer manually, but later confirmed by comparison with

appropriate entries in the GenBank sequence clatabase. The amino acid sequences

of the proteins encoded by these viruses were derived from their nucleotide

sequencçs, The translation products of RNA I and RNA 2 of the Tricornaviridae

will be referred to here as Pl and P2, respectively, The products of TMV will be

referred to as Tl (the ll6k protein) ancl T2 (the C-terminal read-through region

of the 1s3k protein, following the 126k amber stop codon) as suggested by

Haseloff et al (19S4).

2- Dot matrix comparison of nucleotide and amino acid sequerrces-

Virat nucleotide and amino acid sequeûces s/ere compared using the dot

matrix program described by Reisner and Bucholtz (19s3). Matches of at least 12

nucleotides or 4 amino acids vith a minimum homology of 70% were plotted as

dots on a graphics screen which was then photoBraphed. Homologous regions

$/ere ctearly visible as diagonal lines. The program also produced a listinB of all

matches found, giving tþeir lengths and percentage homologies and showing the

alignment of the two sequences.

The statistical significance of matches was assessed by performing repeated

dot matrix comparisons between the CMV sequence (nucleotide or amino acid)

and a computer-generated random sequence with the same composition as the

test sequence. This produced a mean and standard deviation for the number of

matches expected at random between the two sequences under the same

comparison conditions and therefore allowed a statistical test of the significance of

the observed matches (Reisner and Bucholtz, 1983)'
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3, Àlignnent of anino acid sequences,

Amino acid sequences of homoiogous proteins were aligned by visual

inspection based on the matches found by the dot matrix program (as ahove),

Gaps were introduced where necessary to facilitate alignment.

4. Preparation of hydrophobicity plots.

Hydrophobicity plots of viral proteins r/ere generated by a computer

program (4.H. Reisner, unpublished) using the amino acid hyrophobicity values of

Noeaki and Tanford (1 97l). The value plotted at each point was the average

hydrophobicity of the seven amino acids centred al lhal position.
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RESULTS.

oroducts vith those of other viruses.

Dot matrix analysis (Reisner and Bucholtz, I9B3) was used to compare the

nucleotide sequences of CMV RNAs 1 and 2 with the corresponding RNAs of BMV

and AMV and with TMV RNA. The translation products of these RNAs were also

compared using a similar analysis,

In all comparisons, homologies between sequences were evident as points or

lines along the diagonal of the matrix. In some cases, when the sequences being

compared showed lower homology, diagonal points were partly obscured by the

relatively higher background of random matches. Ho¡¡¿ever, matches detected in

all comparisons were shown to be statistically significant by testing against the

number of matches expected using random sequences (see Methods). The

probability of the observed (nucleotide and amino acid) homologies arising by

chance was less than I in 104 in all cases.

The results of dot matrix comparisons with CMV RNA 1 and Pl protein are

shown in Figure 3.1. Strong homology was evident between RNA I of CMV and

BMV (Figure 3.la) while AMV RNA t ancl TMV RNA shoved much less homology

with CMV RNA 1 (Figure 3.1b and c). Comparison of the translation products of

these viral RNAs (Figure 3,ld-f) showed that the Pl proteins of BMV and, to a

lesser extent AMV, are homologous to CMV P1, especiatly in the N-terminal and

C-terminal regions, Homology between CMV Pl and Tlvlv Tl proteins was

difficult to detect by dot matrix analysis (Figure 3,1f) being apparently restricted

to the C-terminal region. However, alignment of these proteins from all four

viruses showed that the TMV T 1 did share significant blocks of homology with the

Pl proteins of CMV, BMV and AMV (see belov).

Similar homologies were observed between RNAs 2 of CMV, BMV and AMV

and their respective translation products (Figure 3.2J. Homology was again

greatest with BMV RNA 2 andP2 protein (Figure 3.2a and d), less with AMV RNA
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Z a¡dP2 (Figure 3.2b and e) and barely detectable with TMV RNA and T2 (Figure

3.2c and f). However, in contrast to RNA 1, homology vith CMV RNA 2 andP2

was linited to the central region corresponding to about 400 amino acids.

A detailed analysis of the dot matrix results (Figures 3.1 and 3.2)revealed

that homologous nucleotide and amino acid sequences were co-linear (data not

shown).

2" Àlienment of homologous viral proteins-

Homologous regions of the CMV, BMV, AMV and TMV proteins r/ere aligned

based on the matches detected by dot matrix analysis.

The P1 proteins of CMV and BMV could be aligned over their entire lengths

(Figure 3.3)with an overall amino acid identity, including gaps, of 43.8%. The

AMV Pl and TMV I26k proteins showed essentially no homology with the central

part of CMV P1. However, their C-terminal and N-terminal regions, each of

approximately 300 amino acids could be alignecl with CMV Pl (Figure 3.3). Thus

the P 1 and T 1 proteins contain two regions of homology - hereafter referred to as

the N-Pl and C-P1 domains - separated by a less homologous central region of

approximately 300 amino acids, The percentage identity of each region of these

proteins with CMV Pl is given in Table 3'1.

The homologous central (approx.) 400 amino acid regions of the P2 proteins

of BMV and AMV have been alignedwithCMV P2 inFigure 3.4to give 55"n and

37f, amino acid identity, respectivety (Table 3.2). P'eyond this central region,

however, homology ís very limited (Table 3,2) and the sequences could not be

aligned. The TMV T2 protein is 499 amino acids long, considerably shorter than

the P2 proteins and hence almost its entire length could be aligned with the

central regions of the P2 proteins (Figure 3.4), with 23.6'/" identity (Table 3.2).

Careful examination of the protein alignments in Figure 3.3 aú 3.4 revealed

several clusters of amino acids, some as long as l0-12 residues, which are almost

completety conserved in the proteins of all three tripartite viruses and of TMV.

Hence, homology between CMV and TMV, although difficult to detect by dot

matrix analysis (Fígure 3.1c,f; Figure 3.Zc,f), corresponds to the most



FIGURE 3.1: Dot matrir comparison of CMV RNA I and Pl with the

corresponding RNÄ,s and translation products of BMV, AMV and TMV.

The complete sequences of BMV and AMV RNA I , and the T I -coding region of

TMV (nucleotide residues l-3419; Goelet et aJ, 1982), were compared with the

complete sequence of CMV RNA I (a-c), The amino acid sequences of the

corresponding P1 and Tl proteins were also compared with CMV Pl (d-f), Lines

plotted in the matrix comespond to matches of at least 12 nucleotides (a-c) or 4

amino acids (d-f) with a minimum homology of 70%. The 5'to 3' direction for the

RNAs is shown in (a) and the N-terminal to C-terminal direction for tlre ¡'rroteins is

shown in (d).
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FIGURE 3.2: Dot matrir comparison of CMV RNA ? a¡d P2 with the
correrponding RNÀs and trantlation products of BMV. ÀMV and TMV,

The complete sequences of BMV and AÌvlV RNA 2, and the TZ-coding region of

TMV (nucleotide residues 3420-49 19: Goelet et al, 1982), r/ere compared víth
the complete sequence of CMV RNA 2 h-c). The amino acid sequences of the

correspondine P2 and T2 proteins were also compared with CMV PZ (d-f), Lines

plotted in the matrix correspond to matches of at ieast l2 nucleotides (a-c) or 4

amino acids (d-f) with a minimum homology of 70% (a-e) or 55% (f). The -5'to 3'

direction for the RNAs is shown in (a) and the N-terminal to C-terminal direction

for the proteins is shown in (d).
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FIGURE 3.3: Alignment of the CMV Pl protein with the Pl proteins of
BMV and AMY and rrith the TMV l26k protein (Tl).
Homologies with the CMV sequence are shown as *. Gaps (-) have been included

to maximize the alignment. The numbers refer to the positions of amino acid

residues from the N-terminus of each protein. The complete amino acid

sequences of CMV Pl and BMV Pl were aligned with the homologous N-terminal
and C-terminal regions of AMV Pl and TMV T2. The amino acid residues

included in each region are given in the table below,

Total
Length
(residues )

Amino acids in region ol ¡rrotein

Frotein N-terminal central C-terminal

cl,{v P1

BMV PI
Ail,tv P 1

TMV T1

991
961

fi26
1116

L-328
l -298

19-3 r 6

26-277

32e-679
299-65r

680-99 1

6j2-9(jl
803- 1 1 26
800-1116

TABLE 3.1: Percentage amino acid identity betveen CMY Pl and the
corresponding proteins of BMV, AMV and TMY.
The percentage identities (including gaps)were calculated from the sequence

aiignment of Figure 3.3, The N-terminal, central and C-terminal regions are

defined in Figure 3.3 (above). TMV T 1 and AfulV Pl do not show homology in ttre
central region and therefore percentage identity was not calculated (n.c.) for this
region.

Àmino acid identily (g) in region of protein

Protein N-terminal central C-terminal

BX{V Pl

AMV P1

48.3

28.9

20.6

30,3

n,c.

53,3

32.0

28,4TMV T1 n.c.
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FIGURE 3.4: Alignment of the CMV P2 protein with the P2 proteins of
BMV and ÀMY and with the read-through region of the ÏMV I E3k
protein (TZ).

Homologies vith the CMV sequence are shown as *. Gaps (-) have been includecl

to maximize the alignment. The numbers refer to the positions of amino acid

residues from the N-terminus of each protein. Only the central homologous

region of CMV P2, BMV P2 and AMV P2 and essentially all of TMV T2 have been

aligned. ïhe amino acid residues included in the central region of each protein

are given in the table below.

Protein
Total

LenBth
(residues)

Amino acids
in central

conserved region

CMV P2

BMV P2

AMV P2

TMV T21

83e
822
790
499

288-694
289-644
30t-7 14

34-448

1 numbered from first ¿mino acid following the i26k
amber sÈop codon

TÀBLE -3.2: Percentage amino acid identity betveen CMV P2 and the
corresponding proteins of BMV. AMV and TMV.
The percentage identities (including gaps) s¡ere calculated for the central
homologous regions aligned in Figure 3.4. The terminal regions \r/ere compared

by extending this alignment tovards the (non-homologous) N- and C-termini.
TMV T2 corresponds only to the central region of the P2 proteins and therefore

identity could not be calculated for rhe terminal regions,

Amino acid identity (f ) in region ot protein

Protein N-terminal central C-terminal

BMV P2

AMV P2

1 1.8

37.0

55.1

23.6

13.1

TMV T2

7.3 10.t
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strongly-conserved regions vhen the amino acid sequences are aligned,

Moreover, the degree of similarity between even the least homologous of the

aligned regions (N-Pl domains of CMV and TMV; 20,6%, Table 3,1)is above that

expected for alignment of random amino acid sequences (Doolittle, 1981), Taken

together, these data therefore provide strong evidence that thcse protein.s are

indeed sructurally related.

3. Similarities in the properties of the conserved proteins-

Further similarities between the P2 proteins of CMV, BfulV and AMV were

evident when the distribution of acidic and basic amino acids in each protein were

examined (Table 3.3). Witnin the central conserved region defined in Figure 3.4,

there are roughly equal numbers of acidic and basic amino acid residues, In

contrast, the N-terminal regions of all three proteins have a higher proportion of

acidic residues, whereas the C-terminal regions show a preference for basic

residues (Table 3.3). The P1 and P3 (3a) proteins of CMV, BMV and AIv{V do not

have a similar distinct distribution of acidic and basic amino acids (results not

shovn), However, the coat proteins of all these viruses show some similarities in

their distribution of charged amino acids, since they all contain basic N-termini

(Davies and Symons, 1988). Clusters of basic amino acids have been found ín

several viral coat proteins and may be important in protein/Rl.iA interactions

(Harrison, 1984). The presence of a cluster of basic amino acids at one end of the

P2 proteins suggests that they may also interact r/ith RNA and is consislent with

their proposed role in RNA replication (see Discussion).

Comparison of the hydrophobicity profiles of CMV and BN'IV proteins

provided further evidence for a close simitarity between these viruses. The N-Pl

and C-P1 domains of the CMV and BMV P1 proteins both contained consecutive

peaks and roughs in similar locations of the hydrophobicity ptot (Figure 3,54)

whereas the profites $/ere different in the less conserved central domain, ,The P2

protein of these viruses also had very similar profiles, but only in their central

conserved domain lFigure 3,58), Hydrophobicity plots for the proteins of AMV

and TMV could not be aligned in this way,

43



ïable 3.3

TÀBLE 3.3: Distribution of acidic and basic amino acid residues in the
P2 proteins of CMV, BMV and ÀMV-
The totat number of acidic (A; asp, gtu) and basic (B; lys, arg) amino acids and

their ratio was determined in each of the regions defined by the alignment of

Figure 3.4.

Region of protein

N-terminal central C-terminal

Protein
A*B A/B A*B A/B A*B A/B

P2

of

CMV

BMV

AMV

69 2.29 90 1.00 42 0.56

63 3.2 108 1.00 57 0.78

75 2.7J 96 r,23 25 0.3e

f

I

3



FIGURE 3.5: Hydrophobicity plots of the Pl (Ä,) andP2 (B) proteins of
CMY and BMY.
Each division of the scale corresponds to 50 amino acids. Sinitarities in the plots

are identified by letters A-L in A and a-f in B. The P2 plots were aligned

according to the amino acid alignment of Figure 3.4. The arrows indicate the

boundaries of the central homologous regions as defined in the legend to Fi8ure

3.4.
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DISCUSSIOH

The results of dot matrix comparison of the CMV P I protein with other virai

proteins (Figure 3.1 ) has revealed two domains of homology with the P I proteins

of BMV and AMV and with the TMV I26k protein (Figure 3.3). Similarly, the

CMV P2 protein contains a central domain which is homologous to the

corresponding proteins of Bililv, AMV and to the TMV 183k readthrough region

(Figures 3.2 and 3,4). The nucleotide sequences encoding these proteins are also

conserved (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) although to a lesser extent than the amino acid

sequences. The relative locations of these conserved domains vithin the genome

of each virus are shown schematically in Figure 3,6. The separate RNAs ol the

tripartite genomes have been drawn end-to-end to emphasize the conserved

order of the protein domains in all viruses.

The amino acid sequence alignments in Figures 3.3 arrd 3.4 essentially concur

with those of Haselofl et al (1984) for the proteins of BMV, AMV and TIvlV, and

extend them to include CMV. The methods used to detect homology were siightly

differentineachcase. HaseIoî| etaf (1954) searchedforaminoacidswhichwere

identical or structurally similar, whereas the procedure used here revealed only

identical amino acids. Although the former approach produces dot matrix plots

vith lower 'background', Doolittle (19S 1) has suggested that amino acid identity is

the most significant indicator of relationships between proteins.

The sirnilar distribution of acidic and basic amino acids in the P2 proteins ol

all three Tricornaviridae (Table 3.3) provides further evidence for their similarity.

In addition, hydrophobicity profiles of the P1 and P2 proteins (Figure 3.5) are

remarkably similar for CMV and BMV, although not for the other viruses,

All these results provide strong evidence for an evolutionary relationship

between the Tricornaviridae, and between these viruses and TMV. The 3a

proteins of CMV, BMV and AMV have also been found to show significant

sequence homotogy (Murthy, 1983; Savithri and Murthy, 1983) although this is

nor shared by the 30k protein of TMV (Ahtquist e¡ al l985). In all these
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FIGURE 3.6: Similarities betveea the proteins encoded by CMV, BMY.

AMY, TMV and Sindbis virus.
The genome of each virus has been drawn schematically on approximately the

same scale. The genomic RNAs of each tripartite virus have been dravn

end-to-end on the same line, while the subgenomic coat protein (CP) nRNA

appears on the line below, The sizes of each RNA and the total length of each

viral genome are given in nucleotides (nt). Proteins encoded,by each virus are

represented as open boxes. Simitar shading within these boxes represents regions

of amino acid homology. The homologous regions in the proteins of CIvlV, BMV,

AMV and TMV have been derived from the alignments in Figures 3,3 and 3'4-

The alignment of these viruses with Sindbis virus and the basic structure of the

figure were adapted from Ahlquist el aJ (1985). ( ¡ ): initiation codons:

( a ): termination codons; ( O ): suppressable termination codons.
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comparisons, BMV shows the most extensive homology with CMV, vhile AMV and

TMV are proBressively less homologous. This can be seen, for example, in the

percentage amino acid identity between the aligned sequences of each protein

and that of CMV (Table 3,I and 3.2). Thus it appears that, in evolutionary term.s,

CMV is most closely related to BMV while AMV and TMV shov progressively

more divergence.

Protein structure similarities between these viruses could be due to their

decent from a common ancestor or to conver8ent evolution of proteins having

similar functions. The results reported here, ancl subsequent stt¡dies b)' several

authors (reviewed in Goldbach, 1986; discussed below), strongly suggest that,

despite differences in their genome organizal"ion, these viruses have indeed

evolved from a common ancestor and that the amino acid seqttences of their

translation products have been conserved as a result of selection pressure to

nraintain functions vital to the survival of the virus (Hasetoff et aI i9B4; Ahlquist

et a! 19S5), Strong evolutionary constraint at the protein level is apparent in the

higher degree of sequence conservation at the amino acid level compared to the

nucleotide level (Fi8ures 3.1 and 3.2).

Further homologies with the Tricornaviridae and TMY.

In addition to homology between the proteins of BMV, AMV and TMV,

Haseloff et al (19S4) also detected sjmilarities between the P2 homologous

domains from these viruses and a non-structural protein, designated ns72 or

nsP4, encoded by the animal alphaviruses, Sindbis virus and Middleburg virus.

These viruses are similar to TMV in that they have a monopartite single-stranded

(*)RNA genome and employ readthrough of a suppressable stop codon as part of

their genome strategy. Thus the protein nsP4, produced by readthrough of the

preceeding cistron (nsP3) in atphaviruses, is homologous to the readthrough

regio¡ of the TMV l83k protein (Figure 3.6). Analysis of the amino acid

sequences of other non-structural proteins of Sindbis virus (Ahlquist et al19B5),

revealed homology between the nsPl and nsP2 proteins and the N-Pl and C-P1

domains respectively in TMV and the Tricornaviridae, Hence, all these viruses
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share homologous proteins v¿hich are arranged in a similar linear order along

their genomes (Fieure 3.6).

Even more recently, several other viruses have been found to encode

proteins which are homologous to the P1 and P2 conserved domains. The Benomic

RNA of carnation mottle virus (CarMV; Guiltey et a/,1985) and RNA 1 of tobacco

rattle virus (TRV; Hamilton ef al19S7) both contaia suppressable stop codons and

express proteins which are homologous to the P2 conserved domain. A similarly

homologous protein is encoded by RNA ! of barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV;

Gustafson e[ aJ, t 9S7) and RNA 1 of beet necrotic yellow vein virus (BNYVV;

Bouzoubaa el alt9S7) although these are not erpressed as readthrough products-

Furthermore, CarMV and BNYVV also encode proteins which contain regions with

homology to the C-P1 domain, although the N-Pl domain appears to be absent.

Thus, viruses with diverse genome structures and strategies, and classified in

vastly different virus groups (see Appendix A), contain proteins vhich are

homologous and occur in similar relative locations within their Benomes.

Homologies between other plant viral proteins.

Independently of the similarities reported above, extensive homology has

been reported betveen proteins encoded by covpea mosaic virus (CPMV) and

anímal picornaviruses such as poliovirus and foot-and-mouth disease virus

(Franssen eÍ a/,1984; Argos el a/,1984). These viruses also have similarities in

the structure and mode of expression of their geûome and in their capsid

morphology (reviewed in Goldbach, 1986). In adclition, proteins encoded by

tobacco vein mottling virus (TVMV; Domier et aJ,1986) and tobacco etch virus

(TEV; Allison et a[,1986) have also been found to share homology with CPMV and

the picornaviruses (Domier el aL,1987). The proteins conserved in all these

viruses are homologous to the 2C, VPg, 3C-protease and 3D-polymerase proteins

of poliovirus and are encoded in the same conservecl order in each virus. A

recent immunocytochemical study (Bienz et al 1987) has suggested that the

poliovirus 2C protein is involved in attaching the viral replication complex to

vesicular membranes which are the site of RNA replication in infected cells.

46
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Hence all the proteins conserved hetveen the picornaviruses and the

aforementioned plant viruses are probably involved in RNA replication.

Functional significance of homologous proteins in Tricornaviridae,

Evidence for the function of the homologous proteins in Tricornaviridae and

TMV is much more circumstantial, Infection of protoplasts with RNAs I and 2

alone of BMV (Kiberstis et a/,1981 ) or AMV (Nassuth and Bol, l9Bl; Nassuth el aI

1983) results in synthesis of viral RNA, suggesting that functions encoded by

these RNAs are involved in replication, This is in agreement with the behaviour

of tamperature-sensitive (ts) mutants of AMV and CCN{Y (a Bromovirus) RNAs I

and 2 which affect replication of viral RNA isarachu e¡,a/ 19c3-5; Huisman ei aI

1985, van Vloten-Doting, 198)). In addition, Berna €r íil (1986) used antisera

against the non-structural proteins of AMV to study their accumulation in

exffacts from virus-infected tobacco leaves. The amount of Pl and P2 proteins

correlated with the appearence of replicase activity, whereas the P3 (3a) proteín

did not. However, there is no direct evidence for the involvement of TMY- or

CMV-encoded proteins in replication.

Homology between RNA polymerases from plant, animal and bacterial

vlruses-

The strongest evidence for the involvement of the P2 proteins ianc{ their

homologues in TMV and Sindbis) in replication has come from a comparison of

these proteins with the RNA-dependent RNA polvmerases of CPMV and the

picornaviruses (Kamer and Argos, 1984). An alignment of all these proteins

revealed a pair of conserved aspartic acid residues |D-D) flanked on each side tiy

hydrophobic residues and an additional conserved block about ?0-30 amino acids

upstream, This 'D-D' domain was present not only in the the plant viral and

picornaviral proteins compared, but also in the putative polymerases o[

bacteriophage MS2, hepatitis B virus and cauliflower mosaic virus and in the

reverse transcriptases of several retroviruses (Kamer and Argos, 1984). This

same conserved domain has subsequently been found in proteins encoded by

many different animal, insect and plant viruses. To illustrate its exffeme
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conservation, an alignment of this region in the eleven plant viral proteins in

which it has been found, together with some animal and insect viral proteins, is

given in Figure 3.7. It has been proposed that this region is an active site or

recognition site essential to the mechanism of all viral RNA polymerizing enzyrnes

(Kamer and Argos, 1984)

Implications for the function of CMY-encoded proteins.

The results of comparisons between the amino acid sequences of the CMV Pl

and P2 proteins and those of other viruses presented in this chapter, together

vith the results of more recent comparative analyses reviewed above, provicle

some clues to the possible function of the CMV Pl and P2 proteins. inclusion of

the 'D-D' polymerase domain in the central homologous region of ClvfV P2 strongly

suggests that this protein is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, or the core

subunit thereof. Ïhe close evolutionary relationship between CMV and BMV

implies that corresponding proteins from both viruses have similar functions and

hence that CMV Pl is also involved in replication. Further understanding of the

role of individual proteins in the replication process requires a detaited study of

the RNA replicase induced during CMV infection. Investigations described in

Chapter 4 vere therefore aimed at obtaifling more information on the function of

ClvIV-encoded proteins in replication of viral RNÀ.

The presence of three functional domains (N-Pl, C-P1 and P2) on a single

polypeptide in TMV, but on two separate polypeptides in the case of CMV, has led

to the suggestion that the Pl and P2 proteins may associate n uivo to form a

biologically functional complex (Ahlquisl el al IgBt). Studies of mutant

tripartite viruses have suggested that the translation products of RNAs I and 2

act together to provide functions necessary for RNA replication (van

Vloten-Doting, 1985). An association between these proteins is in agreement t¡ith
the results of studies on pseudorecombinant viruses which have shown that RNA

3 ís readily interchangeable between viruses, whereas RNAs I and 2 are not

(Habili and Francki, 1974c; Rao and Francki, 1981; van Vloten-Doting, lgS j).

A further, and not necessari|y allernative, possibility is that a single



FIGURE 3.7: Alignment of amino acid sequences around the 'D-D'

domain in viral RNÀ Polymerases.
The amino acid (aa) sequences of the I I plant viral proteins so lar shown to

contain the conserved 'D-D' polymerase domain have been aligned vith putative

and known RNA polymerases from some representative animal and insect viruses.

(À) viruses with homology to the Tricornaviridae;
(B) viruses with homotogy to covpea mosaic virus;
(C) other animal viruses; and

(D) tfre insect virus, btack beetle virus (BBV)'

The residues in bold type are conserved in all sequences. Those positions marked

( v ) are those at which at least 20 of lhe 22 sequences have amino acids with

similar chemical properties, as defined by Domier el al (1987); i.e,, acidic and

polar (D,E,N,Q), basic (K,R), hydrophobic (A,C,F,H,l,L,M,V,'W,Y), polar (T,S), or strong

turn formers (D,G,N,P),

The proteins have been numbered from their N-termini except for SNBV and

I\,{IDV whích have been numbered after the opal termination codon.

The alig¡ment of sequences is expanded from that of Hamilton et al ( 1987)'

References for the plant viruses in A have been given in the text. Sequences in B

are from Domier et aJ 119S7). Sources of animalvirus and BBV sequences are as

cited by Hamíllon et al 0'987).

Abbreviations: Plant virus name abbreviations appear in the table at the front of

this thesis. Animal virus tames have been abbreviated as follows;

SNBV: Sindbis virus; MIDV: Middleburg virus; SFV: Semliki Forest virus; P0LI0:

poliovirus; FMDV: foot-and-mouth disease virus; EMCV: encephalomyocarditis

virus; COX: coxsackievirus; RHINO 2 a¡d RHINO14: rhinoviruses 2 and 14; Hep A:

hepatitis À virus.
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viral-coded protein may perform more than one function. The fact that some

viruses (for example BSMV and BNYVV, see above) encode proteins homologous

to the P2 and C-Pl domains but not the N-Pl domain su8Bests that the two

domains of Pl may be functionatly distinct. In the case of BSMV and BNYYV, the

N-p1 function may not be required or may be fulfilted by another protein with

homologous function but not primary sequence.

Finally, since the P2 or "polymerase" domain is conserved between the

polyprotein-expressed viruses (picornaviruses and CPMV) and the tripartite

viruses (Kamer and Argos, 1984), it is temptinB to speculate that other proteins

encoded by these viruses may be functionally, if not structurally, similar.

polypeptides encoded upstream of the (putative) polYmerases in both the

picornaviruses (2C, VPg,3C-protease) ancl the tripartite viruses (P1 and P2), are

known to be involved in replication. Although CMV does not encode a VPB and is

not known to encode a protease. it could encode a protein homologotts to the

poliovirus 2C, which is responsible for attachment of the poliovirus replication

complex to cellular membranes (Bienz et al t9S7i. Since viral RNA replication is

known to occur on a membrane-bound replication complex for most RNA viruses,

including CMV (see Chapter 4), it is not unreasonable to suggest that the CMV Pl

protein may be involved in binding this complex to the membrane.
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IT{TRODUCTIOT'I

I Thc ¡cnlirelinrr ¡rf PNA r¡irlr{ spnnmÞc

The replication of viral RNA genomes requires the presence of an enuyme

capable of synthesizing RNA fron an RNA template. Replication of viral (*) Rl,t¡,

requires specific recognition of the parental (*) strand and the synthesis of a

complementary (-) strand which then acts as a template for the production of new

(*) viraf RNAs (Hall et aI1982). An enzyme capable of replicating RNA in this

way is referred to as an "RNA Replicase". However in many studies of viral RNA

replication, the enzymes studied have not been true replicases, since thelr ¿¡s n.1

capable of completing the replication cycle of (*)-(-)-(*) as outlined above. In

such cases a more correct description of the enzyme is an RNA-dependent RNA

polymerase (RdRPase) which simply copies RNA without strict consraints on the

nature of the final product.

The RNA replicases of many bacterial, animal and plant viruses have been

extensively studied and the literature concerning these enzymes is too large to be

reviewed in detail here. The brief review vhich follows is intended only to

hiehlight the most significant studies and the best-characterized exam.ples, with

particular reference to ínvolvement of host- and virus-coded proteins in the

replication of viral RNAs.

2. Bacteriophage QÞ RNA replicase.

The classical and well-studied example of a viral RNA replicase is that of

bacteriophage Qp (reviewed in Blumenthal and Carmichael, t979). Tnis enzyme is

composed of a virus-encoded 65k subunit and 3 host-encoded proteíns -
ribosomal protein S 1 (70k) and protein synthesis elongation factors EF-Tu (45k)

and EF-Ts t35k). An additional "host factor" is also required during part of the

replication rycle. Many plant and animal viral replicases have features in

common with Qp replicase making it a useful basic model for understanding rhe

enzymes from different sources,
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3. Ànimal viral RNA replicases'

The RNA replicases of animal viruses, particularly those of picornaviruses

and alphaviruses, have been extensively studied (see Strauss and Strauss, l9S3)'

Although it is not necessary to review these studies here, it is interesting to note

that animal viral RNA replicases apparently also require both host- and virus-

coded proteins (for example, see Andrews and Baltimore, 1986; Lubinski et aI,

l9S7) and occur as membrane-bound complexes (for example, see Friedmar et 8I

1972;Lazarus a¡dBarzilat, 197 4; Traub et a/, t976; Etchison and Ehrenfeid,

leSl).

4. Plant viral RNA reolicases.

The results of studies on plants infected with many different viruses

(reviewed in Hatt eÍ a!1982; Fraenkel-Conrat, 1986)have revealed some

features which are apparently common to all plant viral RNA replicases.

The "native" form of these enzymes is a membrane-bouncl complex

comprising viral RNA and proteins of (probably) both host and viral origin.

Solubilization of the enryme from particulate fractions in most cases leads to a

change in its properties, presumably due to the loss of polypeptides responsible

for regulation and specificity of the replication complex. In addition, all plants so

far examined contain a host-coded RNÀ-dependent RNA potymerases (RdRPases)

which is stimulated by virus infection. These enzymes are single potypeptides of

Mr 130,000 to 150,000 found usually in the soluble fraction of cells althottgh in

some cases they may also be components of the membrane-bouncl replication

complex (The notable exceptions are the RNA replicases of TYMV and CPMV

vhich have been definitely shovn not to contain the host RdRPase). As discussed

below, the role of the host RdRpase and viral-coded proteins in viral RNA

replication differs between replicases induced by different viruses and in most

cases has not been fully characterized.

Brome mosaic virus RNA replicase.

The RNA replicase isolated from BMV-infected barley by llall and colleagues

probably resembles the native membrane-bound enzyme complex more closely
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than any other system studied. Tempfate-dependent and BMV RNA-specific RNA

polymerase activity vas solubitized from particulate fractions using the non-ionic

detergents NP-40 (Hardy et all979) and dodecyt-p-D-maltoside (12-lv1) (Bujarski

eÍ aI l9S2). Ithas been suggested that l2-M stabilizes the enzyme by acting as a

substitute for glycolipid components of the membrane which are apparently

essential for complete enryme activity (Bujarski et al lgsz)' Removal of

endogenous RNA from these RNA replicase preparations using mimococcal

nuclease (Miller and Hall, 1983) rendered the¡n completeiy dependent on added

template and allowed the investigation of structures in BMV RNA required for

initiation of (*) and (-) strand synthesis (for example, Miller eÍ al1985, 1986;

Bujarski el a|1985), A 1l0k protein r/as pfesent in l2-M-solubilized

preparations from BMV-infected but not healthy plants which co-migrated, and

shared tryptic peptides, with the translation product (P1) of BMV RNA I (Bujarski

eÍ aI,tgSz). Ttris and other evidence (see Chapter 3) suggests that BN{V Pl

protein is a component of the viral RNA replicase.

Àlfalfa mosaic virus RNA replicase-

Using the same Iz-M detergent solubilization procedure, Hottwing and

Jaspars (1986) obtained an RNA replicase preparation from the particulate

fraction ol AMV-infected plants which vas completely template dependent ancl

showed a strong preference for AMV RNA. Similar preparations from

mock-inoculated leaves did not contain this replicase activity, although it is not

clear whether or not the host RdRPase is a component of the virus-specific

replicase complex. This is in contrast to earlier investigations of AMV replicase

which identified distinct viral-specific and host-encoded activities but found few

qualitative differences between the enzymes present in healthy antl

AMV-infected plants (Weening and Bol, 1975; Clerx ancl Bol, l()78;LeRoy el a/,

1,977; Chifflor er aI 1980).

Tobacco mosaic virus RNÀ replicase-

The particulate fraction of TMV-infected cells contains an RNA replicase

capable of synthesizing double-stranded replicative forms and replicative
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intermediates of TMV RNA (Bradley and Zaitlin, l97l;Young and Zaitlin, 1986;

Watanabe and Okada, 1986) as well as host-coded RdRPase which synthesizes low

molecular weight RNAs of mostly (-) polarity, Soluble and solubilized-particulate

RNA potymerase appear to be similar, if not identical to the host-coded RdRPase,

showing template-dependence but copying a wide variety of templates (Zaitlin e/

aI I973;Romaine and Zaitlin, 1978). Even though the TMV-encoded l26k and

1S3k proteins have been implicated in viral RNA reptication (see Chapter 3), there

is no direct evidence of their involvement as components of TMV RNA replicase.

Turnip yellow mosaic virus RNÀ replicase-

The chloroplast membrane has been identifiecl as the site of TYMV RNÀ

replication using high resolution autoradiography and subcellular fractionation

(Lafleche et al1972) and, more recently, by immunocytochemistry (Garniet et aI

l9g6). Solubilization of the replication complex from chloroplast membranes s'ith

a nonionic detergent (Lubrot \ù[) facilitated its subsequent purification using a

pEG-Dextran two-phase system and several chromatographic stefls to 1ris16 .

preparation containing two major protein subunits of 1t5k and 45k (Mouches el

aI t954.). Antibodies raised against replicase preparations enabled the

identification of the 1 15k and 45k proteins as viral- and host-encoded,

respectivety ( Mouches el aI t9B4: Candresse et al19B6). The host-coded

RdRPase is present in TYMV-infected cells, but has different properties from, and

is not invloved in TYMV RNA replicase.

Cowpea mosaic virus RNA replicase-

Studies on CPMV RNA replicase have been recently reviewecl (Golclbach and

van Kammen, 1985) and therefore only a summary of the conclusions of these

studies will be Presented here-

The membrane fraction of CPMV-infected cowpeas contains both the

host-elcoded RdRPase and the viral RNA replication complex. The host enzyme

was solubilized using Mg2--deficient buffers and shown to consist of a single

protein of Mr 130,000. Triton X-100 was required to solubilize the CPMV RNA

replication complex which was then purified and shovn to contain a
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virus-encoded 1l0k protein and 68k and 57k proteins of host origin. Hence, like

the TYMV enzyme (see above), CPMV RNA replicase is distinct from the

host-coded RdRPase. These studies made extensive use of antiboclies raised

against the host-coded 130k enzyme and resulted in the developm.ent of the

antibody-tinked polymerase assav iALPA) technique (van cler \Ieer et al l983)

which is generally appticable for the identification of polypeptides with

polymerase activitY.

ç fMII- ¡'lr¡¡aá DN Â -da oorlanl PNÀ nnl ñ ô q E.¡

CMV-induced RdRPase activity was initially detected in crude soluble

extracts of infected cucumbers (Gilliland and Symons, 1968; May et al1969) and

later also in the particulate fraction (May el a/,1970), The soluble polymerase

vas purified approximately 1O0-fold by Clark et al ¡97{| and the

chromatoBraphic methods r/ere extended by Kumarasamy and Symons (1979a) to

achieve 10,000-fold purification, The major component of this hiBhly-purified

preparationwas a protein of Mr 100,000 (100k), although seYeral other minor

polypeptides were present which were also found in corresponding preparations

from healthy plants.

Solubilization of RdRPase activity from the particulate fraction (PF) by

incubation with magnesium sulphate enabled subsequent purtfication of the

solubitized, particulate RNA polymerase (Gitl et a|1981;Gordon et al19B2)to

yield a preparation with similar specific activity and polypeptide composition as

the hiehly-purified soluble enzyme, A protein of 100k co-purified with RdRPase

activity, while 110k and 35k proteins were also sometimes seen in trace amounts

The 100k protein was present in extremely small amounts in these preparations

and could only be detected by tabelling using [3HJpotassium borohydricle in a

reductive methytation reaction (Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979b). No RdPPase

activity was found in soluble or particulate fractions of healthy cucumber

seedlings subjected to the same purífication procedures.

Similar potypeptide compositions have been reported for CMV-induced

RdRPase preparations obtained in other laboratories. The RNA polymerase
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purified by Takanami and Fraenkel-Conrat (19S2) contained two proteins of 100k

and 1 l|ka¡d a minor component of 50k. Khan et al (1986) used a

chromatoBraphic purification scheme different to that of Gili et al ( 198 1) to

obtain RNA pol-v*merAse preparations containing a major component of 100k and

minor Çompoflents of I 10k and l0k, However, they gave no information on the

recovery and purification of enryme obtained at each step of their procedure,

presumably because of its low level. Silver staininB (Merril et aI 19B 1) was

required to detect the small amounts of RNA polymerase proteins present. These

authors suggest that the major 100k RNA polymerase is produced by cleavage of

the 110k protein, resulting in a 10k fragment

The particulate replication complex-

Although completely te mplate - de pendent, highly- p urifie d CN1V RdRPase

shows little preference for CMV RNA as template and produces transcripts which

are heterogeneous in size, with a mean length of 150 nucleotides (Kumarasamy

and Symons, 1979a; Kumarasamy, t9B0; Takanami and Fraenkel-Conrat, 1982).

In contrast, the particulate fraction (PF) of infected plants contains RNA

polymerase activity which is not dependent on added template. Investigation of

vell-washed PF (Gilt, 1983; Jaspars el al t98J) showecl that that it was able to

synthesize, n uiÍt'o, RNAs vhich were largely double-stranded and remained

associated with the PF. When denatured, these RNAs had the same length and

polarity as the four RNAs of CMV suggesting that the particulate enzyme vas

elongating pre-inititated positive strands within a replication complex.

The PF also synthesized low molecular weight transcripts of plant RNA and

of viral RNA of both plus and minus polarity, which $¡ere presumably the

products of the 100k protein contained q¡ithin the PF. The ability of PF to

synthesize these low molecular weight products was not removed by treatment

with magnesium sutphate which is known to release a large proportion (although

not all) of the l00k protein (Jaspars et a|1985).

All of these results suggest that the CMV RNA replicase, like sinilar enuymes

in other systems, is a membrane-associated complex containing several proteins
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one of which is the 100k protein shovn to have RdRPasc activit;" in

highly-purified fractions. Since this protein alone does not have the tenplate

specificity or catalytic properties required for an RNA replicase, it must be

associated with other proteins, probably viral-coded (see helow), which have roles

in the regulation and specificity of viral RNA replication.

The role of viral- and host-coded proteins-

If CMV replicase is similar to that fron bacteriophaee QÞ and other systems,

it will contain both host- and viral-coded subunits. A comparison of the RdRPase

induced in cucumbers by infection vith CMV and the unrelated tobacco ringspot

virus (Peden et aL1,972), revealed differences in the time course ancl properlies

of the enrymes induced by the two viruses, suggesting that the RNA ¡rollrmeiase

was not a host enzyme, Conversely, the close similarity in size of thc 100k, I l0k

and 35k proteins in highl.v-purified RdRPasc preparations (see atrove), with the .¡¿

dÍro translation products of RNAs 1, 2 and 3, respectil'el-y, "cuggests that these

RNAs encode components of the replicase, Gordon eÍ a.( (1982) investígated this

possibility by comparing the electrophoretic mobilities of the polvpeptides in

RdRPase preparations from cucumber seedlings infected with differcnt strains of

CMV, with the translation products of RNAs from the corresponding CI\,IV strains.

Tlhile all RdRPase preparations contained the 100k, I I0k and 35k proteins, the

electrophoretic mobilities of the n uitro translation products differed between

strains suggesting that these products were not components of the polymerase,

This conclusion was supported by differences ín the one-dimeusional peptide

maps produced by cleavage of the l00k and 110k polymerase proteins with Jl

aureus VB protease and cyanogen bromide, when compared with sínilar digests

of the RNA I a¡d ? translation products. From these results it was concluded that

the full-length tfanslation products of CMV RNAs were not present in

highty-purified RdRPase preparations, And hence, that the major 100k prcttein is

host-coded,

Several lines of evidence now suggest that this conclusion shottld be

re-examined more closely,
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Firstly, amino acid sequence homology between the non-structural proteins

of cMV and other viruses, as reported in the previous chapter, reveals that the

CMV P2 protein contains a conserved clomain present in all viral RNA

polymerases, and implies that the cMV Pl protein is also involved in replication'

This is further supported by the presence of a protein with similar mobility and

tryptic peptides as BN{V Pl in RNA replicase preparations from BMY-infected

barley (Bujarski eÍ al lgBZ; see above). Based on similarities in their genome

structure (chapter 2) and non-structural proteins (chapter 3), CMV and BMV are

very closely related. It therefore appeafs unlikely that cMV P1 and P2 proteins

are not components of CMV replicase'

secondly, Khan et al (19S6) have reported the presence of trace amounts of

RdRpase in healthy cucumbers. Although they did not purify or characterize the

enzyme in detail, they estimated its molecular weiBht by sedimentation on

glycerol gradients to be 140,000, suggesting that it is distinct from the

CMV-induced enrYme of Mr 100,000'

Finally, the methods used by Gordon el al (19S2) do not provide

unequivocal evidence for the host-coded nature of the 100k protein. Sequencing

studies of cMV RNAs 1 and 2 (chapter 2) revealed large discrepancies between

the sizes of their translation products predicted from the nucleotide sequence and

estimated by electrophoretic mobitity folloving n utlro translation. This

discrepancy makes conclusions based orr comparative electrophoretic mobilities of

CMV-encoded proteins difficutt to iustify. In addition, although peptide flaps of

the 100k protein and the RNA 1 translation productcontained some fra8!ûefits

differing in size, other fragments were of similar size. ln the absence of further

evidence, such as two-dimensional peptide mapping results, the non-identity ol

these two proteins cannot be definitely stated'

Re-investigation of the Mr 100,000 protein-

In the light of ail the above considerations, it is possible that the

cMV-induced 100k RdRpase is a viral coded protein. considering the variation in

electrophoretic mobility observed for these proteins, it could be either the Pl or

t
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P2 protein, vith or without post-translational modification. Alternatively, the

100k protein may be a host encoded protein present at undetectably low levels in

heatthy plants but induced by CMV infection. This would not preclucle the

additional involvement of the (as yet undetected) viral-coded P1 and/or P2

proteins in RNA replicase. It is clear that further characterization of the 100k

protein is essential to an understanding of CMV replication.

Atthough many approaches could theoretically be used to obtain information

about the 100k protein (see Chapter 5), amino acid sequencing of the purified

protein would unequivocally identify it as virus- or host-encoded. The work

described in this chapter was therefore aimed at developing a scheme for the

purification of large amounts of 100k protein from CMV-infected cuct¡rnbers. This

purified protein could then be used to obtain at least partial amino acid sequence

data. Approximately 10 pg (100 pmoles) of 100k proteinvould be required for

amino acid sequencing using current gas-phase sequencer and micro-bore HPLC

detection technology (M.Snoswell, personal communication). There are no

estimates of the amount of 100k protein or CMV-encoded non-structtlral proteins

present in CM\¡-in-fected plants. However, Berna et al (1986) used antibodies

raised against synthetic peptides to detect AMV non-stuctural proteins in the

early stages of infection in tobacco plants, They estimate that the amount of P1

and P2 proteins per gram of leaves is 1B-50 ng and 10.5-30 ng, respectively' lf

the CMV-induced 100k protein is indeed viral-coded, then it would probably be

present at similar levels. Using a conservativÊ estimate of 10 flglg, itfollows thai

1 kg of leaves would contain 10 [e of the required protein, If, however. the

purification procedure had an overall recovery of 40'K (corresponding to 4

purification steps, each vith B0}i recovery), then 2.5 ke of leaves would be

required to obtain 10 pe of purified protein. Hence it would be feasible to obtain

the required amount of 100k protein, provided that suitably efficient purification

procedures could be develoPed.
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Problems vith previous approaches,

Previous schemes for the purification of RdRPase from cucumlrers

(Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979a; Gill er,El l9B l; (ìordon eÍ al)l982; Takanani

and Fraenkel-Conrat, 1982; Khan el al 1986) have achieved high degrees of

purification with only very small amounts of proteín, The amount of 100k

protein present in the most highly-purified fractions was too low to rueasure

accurately (Gordon el al l 982; Khan et aI l 986 ) but vas visualized usiug

3H-labelling (Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979b) and silver stainíng (Merril el aJ,

1981), which can detect less than 10 ng of protein in a singfe band.

These purification sche me s e mployed conventional liquid chromatography

and relied heavily on ion exchange (phosphocellulose and various DEAE matrices)

ancl affinity chromatography using group-specific affinity ligands such as heparin,

polynucleotides (poty-C and poly-U) and the triazine dye, Cibacron Blue F3GA.

However, the recovery of enuyme from some columns, particularly affittity

columns, was low (e,g., less than 30%; Gill er a/, tg81;Gordon eÍ;ú 1982)' in

addition, the chromarographic materials employed in all these studies required

the use of relatively low pres$ures and slow flow rates, which would preclude

their application to a large scale approach.

6, Exoerimental approach.

To obtain the maximum possible amount of l00k RdRPase, ever)¡ stage of the

extraction and purification procedure must be optimized. This involves not only

developing an efficient large-scale chromatographic purification scheme with hieh

recoveries at each step, but also requires re-evaluation of the methods used for

extraction of enzyme from leaves. In addition, the optimal conditions for the

stability of the enzyme need to be determined to avoicl large losses of activity

during storage and purification. Hence, the work clescribed here sy-stematicall.ti

addressed the following aspects of the purification of CN'IV RdRPase.

1. The relative yield of RdRPase activity obtained from CMV-infected

cucumbers using different extraction procedures.

2. The time-course of RdRPase activity during CMV infection.
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3. The stahility of enryme activity during storage and incubation in buffer

conditons similar to those used for chromatography'

4. The behaviour and relative recovery of RdRPase during chromatograph,v

on different column materials including those suitable for large scale '

application.

5. The effect of salt gradient conditions and buffer composition on

chromatographic behaviour and recovery of RdRPase'

T¡e numerous problems encountered during these studies did not pernit the

large-scale purification of 100k protein for amino acid sequence analysis'

However, the information gained has important implications for the properties of

the CMV-induced RdRPase and for the future feasibility of such a prt>ject.
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MA.TERIALS AI'ID METHODS

MATERIALS

l. Seeds and Soil.

Cucumber seeds, Cucumis sativus, were obtained from Arthur Yates and Co.

Initially the 'Supermarket ' cultivar vas used but more recent virus preparations

and all large scale polymerase extractions used cv. Green Gem. Preliminary

experiments revealed no significant difference in symptom expression or virus

yield between these tvo cultivars. All plants were grown in 'University of

California mix'(U.C. mix) soil.

2. Radiochemicals.

[c{-32P]-UTP at specific activity of 3,000 Ci/mmol vas obtained from

BRESATEC, Adelaide, South Australia.

3" General Laboratory Chemicals

All chemicals used vere of analytical reagent grade and obtained mostly

from Sigma or B.D.H.

Polyethylene glycol (M.W. 6,000-7,500) obtained from Sigma (product

number P2139) was used exclusively for PEG precipitations. PEG from other

sources s/as unsatisfactory for precipitation of enryme extracts and resulted in

dark green (rather than clear) supernatants containing enryme activity.

4. Chromatographic Materials

Phosphocellulose (Whatman P1 1) was a generous gift of Dr. Steve lflilton,

BRESATEC, and was washed before use with solutions of 0.lN HCI and 0.1N NaOH

in 50% ethanol as described by Gill(1983).

Poly (C)-cellulose was prepared by coupling polyrytidylic acid (Sigma) to

CF- 1 I cellulose (Whatman) using the method of Carmichael 1979).

Phenyl-Sepharose CL-68, Blue Sepharose CL-68, Sephader G-15 and G-25,

Sephamyl S-200, Sephacryl S-300 and all prepacked columns for Fast Protein

Liquid Chromatography (FPLC) were obtained from Pharmacia.

i
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BLUE-TRISACRYL M (lBF) was packed into a Phatmacia HR 5/5 column for

use on FPLC,

5. Buffers for column chromatography

All buffers for column chromatography'q/ere prepared using vater of htgh '

purity (tvtitti-Q system) and filtered and degassed by passage through a 0.22 ¡rm

filter (Miltipore type GVWP) under vacuum. Glycerol and acetic acid were AR

grade and organic solvents were HPLC grade.

Urea (Merck, Ultra Pure) used in column buffers was deionised in aqueous

solution using Amberlite MB-1 mixed bed resin (Sigma) ancl then buffered with

50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 to inhibit formation of cy¿n¿¿e ions.

When required, 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME; Sigma) was added to filtered,

degassed buffers immediately before use. Excess buffer remaining after

approximately 12 hours was discarded.

Due to the significant change in pH of Tris-HCl buffers with temperature,

buffers for use at 4"C$/ere adjusted to pH 7.9 at 25'C so that the pH would be 8,)

ar 4:C.

METIIODS.

1. Virus and Plants

CMV was propagated in cucumber ( Cucumis sativus) or Nicotiana spp. and

purified t0-14 days post-inoculation (p.i.) by the method of Peden ancl Sycnons

lLe73).

Dried samples of CMV (Q-strain) were initially inoculated on|o Cucumts

sativus cv. Supermarket. CMV for tlse as inoculum in RNA Poly¡n.rut.

extractions (see below), was propagated in Nicotiana clevelandü, N. glutinosa oî

tV taltacun L. cv, White Burley, which Save a higher yield of virus than

cucumbers. Since many other viruses, inctuding the closely-related cucumovirus

TAV, can also multipty in Nicotian? spp., care was taken to ensure the purity of

CMV preparations, Only virus which had been purified from cucumbers was used

as inoculum for NtcoÍiana spp. CMV was not passaged in Nicoilana spp., but
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maintained in the glasshouse only in C .caÍivu.c, which is not a host for TAV

(Habili and Francki, 1974ù.

For extraction of RNA polymerase, cucumber seedlings were grown in a

glasshouse for 9-11 days at which stage the cotyledons were 1.5-2.0 cm long and

primary leaves had not yet developed. After a 24-32 hour dark period, the

cotyledons were tightly dusted with carborundum powder and inoculated by

rubbing both sides with a suspension of purified virus, 0.5- 1.0 mg/mt in 50 nM

borate, 5 nM EDTA, pH 9. Both the inoculated cotyledons and the small primary

leaves were harvested 6-9 days p.i. (untess otherwise stated) and used

immediately for RNA polymerase extraction.

Healthy control plants'were grown for the same number of days under the

same conditions.

Total CMV RNA for use as template in RNA polymerase assays was extracted

from purified virus as described by Peden and Symons ( 1973).

2. Exhraction of CMV-induced RNÀ-dependent RNA Polyfnerase

Method A : Extraction and PEG precipitation of crude soluble RNA-dependent

RNA polymerase.

A crude extract of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRPase) was prepared

from CMV-infected cucumber seedtings essentially according to the procedure of

May et a/0969), as modified by Kumarasamy (1980), and precipitated with

polyethytene glycol (Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979a). ¡,tt procedures were

performed at 4'C.

Cotyledons and primary leaves were homogenized in a Waring blender for

60-90 seconds in 2 ml Extraction Buffer A (50 mM Tris-HC[, pH 8.5, 100 m.M

NH.CI, 5 mM MgSO., 5lr(v/v) glycerol,2 mM EDTA, 90 mM z-ME, 50r saturated

(NH4)2S04) per Bram of leaf tissue. The inctusion of 2 mM EDTÀ and 5r(v/v)

glycerol in this extraction buffer was found by Kumarasamy ( 1980) to stimulate

enryme activity in the initiat extract. The homogenate was squeezed through

Miracloth (Calbiochem) or fine nylon cloth and centrifuged at 10,000g for l0
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minutes, The pellet was resuspended in Extraction Buffer A (4 nl per gram of

leaves) using a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer and again centrifuged at 10,0009 for

10 minutes. The resultant pellet was resuspended in Extraction Buffer À without

(NH{)nS04 (2 ml per gram of leaves) and centrifuged as before to yield a paie

green ammonium sulphate supernatant (AnSO,-SN) cont.aining RdRPase activity.

Three volumes of this supernatant were mixed vith one volume of 44ß

(v/v) polyethylene glycol, I MNH4C1,50 mlt4 2-MEand stirred gentlyfor 15

minutes. Precipitated enzyme was recovered by centrifugation at 20,0009 for 15

minutes and solubilized from the pellet b)'homogenization in 0-075 ml

Resuspension buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 5g(v/vi PEG, 1 mNI EDTA, 2 \,1

NH.CI, 50 mM 2-N,lE) per gram of leaves. The clear, slightly pale-green

PEG-Enzyme supernatant was obtained folloving centrifugation of the suspension

at 20,000g for 15 minutes.

Small samples of AmSOr-SN vere mixed with an equal volume of Storage

Buffer (20 mN{ Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 1 mM EDTA, 55$ (v/v) glycerol) ancl stored at

-80"C for assay at a later stage,

Method B : Extraction, solubilization and PEG precipitation of particulate

RNA-dependent RNA PolYmerase.

The RdRPase activity present in the particulate fraction of Ch,lV- infected

cucumber seedlings was extracted and solubilized essentiall)¡ âs descrihed by Gili

et al (1981), with minor modifications. All procedures vere performed at 4"C.

Cotyledons and primary leaves \¡ere homogenized in a Waring blencler for

60-90 seconds in 2 ml Extraction Buffer B (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 100 mM

NH4CI, 90 mM z-ME, 10%(w/v) sucrose) per gram of leaf tissue. The homogenate

ryas squeezed through fine nylon cloth and centrifuged a|22,0009 for 25

minutes. The pellet was washed twice by resuspension in and centrifugation from

(22,000 g,25 min) 4 ml Extraction Buffer B per gram of original leaf material.

Pellets were resuspended using a Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer.
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The finat particulate fraction (PF) pellet vas resuspended in Extraction

Buffer B without sucrose but containing 0.15 M MgSO, (l nl per grarn of leaves)

and the homogenized suspension incubated at about 45'C until the temperature

had reached 37'C ( ttris normall;r took 10-15 mins)' ltwas then incubated at

37'Clor 5 minutes and centrifuged at 20,0009 (Sorvatl GSA rotor; t 1,000 rpm) for

30 minutes.

The clear, pale-green supernatant containing the solubilized particulate

enzyme was carefully removed from the sloppv dark green pellet ancl dial)¡zed

f or L6-2A hr, with one change, against 1L of Extraction Buffer B. The c1ia11r¿s6

enzyme vas then precipitated by the addition of an equal volume af 44f, (v/r')

polyethylene glycoL, 1 lvf NH,CI, 50 mM 2-ME and Bentle stirring for 20 minutes'

precipitaled enryme was recovered by centrifugation at 20,0009 for 20 minutes

and solublized from the peflet by homogenization in 0.1 ml Resuspension bufler

per gram of leaves. The clear, colourless or very slightty pale-green PEG-Enzyme

supernatant vas obtained follorving centrifugation of the suspension at 20,0009

for l5 minutes.

Smalt samples of PF and MgSOn-solubilized supernatant were mixecl vith an

equal volume of Storage Buffer and stored at -80'C for assay at a later stage.

Method B: Large-scale Preparations-

For large scale extractions of RdRPase, the folloq¡ing modificatiolls \vere

macle to lvfethod B to allow more convenient manipulation o[ large amounts of

leaves:

(1) The conditions for centrif ugation of mude homogenate and rvashing of PF

were changed from 22,000g/25 min to 13,500g/30 min to allow the use of the

large capacity GS-3 rotor (sorvall) which has a maximum speed of 9,1)00 rpm

( 13,500e),

(2) Tne enzyme solubitized from the PF with MgSO, was precipitated

immediately with an equal volume of PEG/NH,CI solution without pritlr dialysis'

Neither of these modifications were found to have a significant effect on the
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RdRPase activity recovered in either the PF, solubilized or PEG-precipitated steps

of the e¡traction (results not shown).

3. Storage of PEG-Enzyme

PEG-Enryme produced by both of the above methods was snap frozen in a

dry ice/ethanol bath and stored at -80'C. Before freezing, small samples were

removed to allow assay of RNA polymerase activity without thawing the entire

PEG-Enzyme preparation.

4. Assay of RNA-dependent RNÀ polymerase activity.

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity was assayed by measuring

incorporation of [c{-32P]-UTP into acid insoluble product essentially as described

by Jaspars eî al (1985), but with several modifications. Since enzyrne fractions

eluted from columns contained differing amounts of salt and other components,

the exact composition of individual assays varied. In the following method the

most commonly used assay composition is given together with the range of

concentration of each component in parentheses. Variations in assay conditions,

where relevant, are given in the appropriate figure legends. It vas particularly

important to control the NH4CI concentration since this can have a marked effect

on enzyme activity (Kumarasãmy,1980; Gill, 1983).

Reaction mixtures of 50 ¡rl contained 10 [l (range 2-20) of enzyme fraction

and the folloving final composition: 15 mM (9-20) Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 5 mM KCt, l3

mM magnesium acetate, 80 mM (20-200) NH4CI, 60 mM (57-67) Z-ME, 5 pe CMV

RNA, 2% ß-6) vlv glycerol, 0.6 mM each of ATP, CTP and GTP, t).2 mM tlTP

(unlabelled) and 2.5 [ci (2.5-5¡ Ja-3zel-urp (3,000 cilmmol).

Phospho(enol)pyruvate and pyruvate kinase used in assays byJaspars et al
(1985) were omitted here without significant effect on RdRPase activity.

Reactions vere incubated aL 37'Cfor 60 minutes and 45 ¡rl samples from

each reaction were spotted onto GF/A filter discs or squares of Whatman 3MM

paper. Discs or squares were washed batchvise 4 times for 10-15 minutes in lN

HCl, 2y" (w/v) NarHPOn, 2% (w /v) NarPrOr, rinsed briefly in ethanol, dríed in an
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oven (l Z0"C) for _5 minutes and then counted in Triton-Toluene scintillation fluid

(0.22% (v/v) ppO, 0.022% (w/v) POPOP, 37.5% (v/v) Triton-Xl00 in toluene) usins

a Beckman LS7500 tiquid scintiltation spectrometer. Counts incorporated in blank

assays (i.e, containing no enzyme) were subtracted from all experinental values'

Enzyme activity was calculated using the perceflta$e incorpr>ration of

32p-UMp into acid-insoluble product and the known starting concentration of UTP

in the reaction. One Unit of RdRPase activity is defined as catallrzinB the

incorporation of I nmole of UTP per minute into acid-insoluble malerial.

5. Chromatography trials of Method À PEG-Enryme-

Samples of lvlethod A PEG-Enzyme were fractionated by phosphocellulose

chromatography and the active fractions then used for trials of other columns. All

columns were run at 4'C.

phosphocellulose chromatography was performecl as described by GtIl et al

( l gS I ) except that PEG-Enzyme was diluted 1/ 10 in TGEM buffer (20 mM

Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 30% gtycerol, I mM EDTÀ, 30 mlvl 2-ME) to give a final NH4CI

concentrationof 0.2 IVI before loading, as suggestecl byGitl (1983). The column

bed volume s/as 2-10 ml and the flow rate was approximately 10 cm/h. RdRPase

was eluted in TGEM buffer containing 0.6 M Ì.lH{Ct and could be stored in this

buffer at -20"C for at least 5 days without significant loss of activity.

poly (C)-cellulose chromatography was performed exactly as desffibed by

Gilt e/ aI \t981), usíng a 3 x 0.8 cm column running at 4 ml/hour.

A, 4 x û.8 cm column of Blue Sepharose CL-68 vas equilibrated and run as

described bv Gilt eÍ al ( l9S I ) for Cibacron Blue F3GA agarose, except that the pH

of the buffer was L5 rather tban7.3. The lower pH was not necessary to affect

binding of RdRPase to the column. Before loading, samples of phosphocellulose-

fractionated enryme (see above) $/ere diluted in TGEM buffer to give a final NH4CI

concentration of 0.1 M, and magnesium acetate was added to l0 mit'I,

Coiumns of Sephacryl S-200 (25 x I .6 cm) or S-300 ß.2 x 38 cni were run

in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 5% glycerol, l mM EDTA, 30 mM 2-ME, and 0.2 M
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NH4CI, at flow rates reconmeûded by the manufacturer. Samples of

phosphocellulose-fractionated enryme were precipitated with 2 volumes of

saturated ammonium sulphate, in the Fre-sence of 200 [A/ml BSA as carrier, and

resuspended in column buffer (above). Alternatively, samples were concentrated

using Centriflo CF50A membrane cones (Amicon), which also alloï/ed exchange of

buffer to the correct column buffer, Final sample volumes were about 5% of the

column bed volume,

6. Preparation of Method B Pee-Enzyme for column chromatography-

PEG-Enryme pfepared by Method B (see above) vas centrifuged at

20,0009/4"C for 15 minutes to remove any residual particulate material. The

supernatant was then passed through a sterile nitrocellulose filter (Sartorius) with

pore size of 0.45 pm or 0.22 pm. There vas no loss of en4¡me activily due to

either centrifugation or fittering (results not shovn). PEG-Enz,vme prepared in

this way was stored in atiquots at -80"C and used for chromatographv

immediately upon thawing without further fiitering or dialysis.

7. Hydrophobic interaction chromatography of PEG-Enuyme-

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography vas performed using 2- l0 nt

columns of Phenyl-Sepharose CL-68 running at 25-50 cm/h or a pre-packed

Phenyl-Superose HR 5/5 column running on the FPLC system at 0.25-0.5 ml/nin.

All columfl.s were run at 4"C. Various buffer conditions were investigated (see

Results). Most columns s/ere run in PGM buffer (0.1M KH2P0o/Na"P0o, PH7 '0,

10% gtycerol, 5 mM 2-ME). This buffer was prepared by mixing solutions of

KH2P04 and NarHPOo in the proportions required to obtain pH 7.0.

Samples of filtered PEG-Enryne (0.25-0.75 ml) were diluted vith an equal

volume of 2 x PGM buffer containing 2-3 M NH4CL and loaded onto a crllumn

equilibrated in PGM with the same NH4CI concentration. Enzyme \\¡as eluted by

decreasing the NH4CI concentration, finishing with PGM alone. Columns were

cleaned after each use by washing successively vith water, 0.1M NaOH and
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ethanol, phenyl-Supçrose columns were additionally washed rvith 0'1% TFA in

acetonitrile.

8. Chromatography of PEG-EnZyme on FPLC ion exchange media'

Ion exchange chromatography was performed with the FFLC sÌ--stem using

prepacked lvloN0 Q HR 5/5 and MONO S HR 5/5 columns (bed volume I mt).

prior to use, columns were equilibrated in TGM containing NH4CI at the

required staring concentratíon, usuatty 0.1 M. The florv rate vas 0-5-1-0 ml/nin.

Samples of fittered PEG-Enryme (0.1-0.5 ml) were cliluted with TGh{ to give

the required starting NH.CI concentration, usually 0.1 M. Samples nnere punnped

onto the column using a "superloop" loading chamlrer, The exact salt conditions

used for elution varied between experiments and are detailed in the appropriare

figure legends, For experiments at room temperature, ice was placed in the

fraction collector bowl, so that fractions were collected into pre-chillecl tuhes.

Ion exchange columns were cleaned after each use hry several successive

Z ml injections of cleaning solution (0,1 il{ NaOH, I M NaCt, 2(.iTl rueihanol) eecll

followed by 5 ml of water, 5 ml of 2 h,l NH{CI and a further -5 ml of l¿ater.

g. chromarography of PEG-Enzyme on BLUE-TRISACRYL M.

A I ml (HR j/5) column of BLUE-TRISACRYL M was equilibrated with TGM

buffer containing l0 mM magnesium acetate and 0.2 ful NH4CI- Samples of filtered

pEG-Enzyme (0.1)-0.3 ml) were diluted 1/10 with TGIr{ buffer and n agnesium

acelale was added to 10 mM. After loading, the columll ï/as washed ryith fhe

same buffer used for equilibration, Enryme was eluted with the sAnìe lruffer

without magnesium acetate. The column was washed extensively al'ter each use

with )0 mi1{ Tris-HCl, pH $.!, (rI.{ urea and then cleaned by several succes¡ive 2

rnl injectigns of û.2 ivl NaOH, each flushed r¡¡ith water and NHTCI, as desçrihed for

ion exchange columns (see above).
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10. Measurement of proteiû concentration.

The concentration of protein in enryme preparations and column fraoions

was determined by the method of Bradford (1976) rnodified l'or use in 96-vell

microtitre plates (Rylatt and Parish,19132), In contrast to other methods for

determining protein concentration, thís method shows minimal interference by

Z-ME, glycerol or polyethylene glycol at concentrations used in extraction and

purification procedures, Samplcs were clarified [:y centrilugatíon ín a

microcentrifuge for 2 minutes befote assaying'
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RESULTS

seedlings.

Several investigations were undertaken to determine the simplest and most

efficient method for exrraction of RdRPase activity from CMV-infected tissue.

Initial extractions used Methocr A and both the Ams0o-sN ancl PEG-Enz.vme

preparations produced by this method were investigated for their suitabilit)'as

starting materials for chromatographic purification of RclRPase. several problens

were encountered with this procedure (see belon¡) and therefore a s\'¡stematic

comparison vith Method B was undertaken'

Extraction using Method A and attempted column purification of

Method A ÀmSO u-SN-

Method A, the ammonium sulphate extraction procedure of May et aI

(1969), was initially chosento extractRdRPase activity since it is a sinple and

rapid procedure which has been used previously to obtain crude polymerase

preparations from virus-infected cucumbers (May et a|1969: Clark et alI974;

Takanami and Fraenkel-Conrat, 1982;Khan et al 1986). The inciu5ion ¡¡f )0ä

ammonium sulphate (AmSOo) in the extraction buffer facilitates the removal of

cottaminating plant proteins from the RdRPase vhich is insoluble in 50iç ÀnS0o'

In particular this procedure has been reported to remove uridyl terminal

transferase (Takanami and Fraenkel-Conrat, lgSZ) and essentially all plant

ribonucleases (MaY et al, 1969).

Several attempts were made to load the green-colourecl ÀmSOo-SN, obtained

by Method A, directly onto a column for further purilication, lt rvas hoped that a

chromatographic procedure could be used lo remove the green-cOloured material

and simultaneously affect some degree of purification. Initial attempts to

separate green material from the enzyme by size exclusion chromatography on
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Sephadex G-1: or G-2-5 resulted in them both eluting together in the void t¡olume

(results not shown), suggesting that green-coloured contaminants x¡ere associated

with the high molecular weight enzyme. Increasing the ionic strength of the

column eluant to I M with NH4CI did not prevent this association.

Phosphocellulose chromatography of AmSOo-SN also failed to remot¡e contamin-

ating green material (results not shown). Hence it vas not feasible to load

AmSO.-SN directly onto columns without prior treatment,

^A,tÊempted column purification of Method ^å PEG-Enãyme'

Frecipiration of AmS0r-SN witlr I I % PEtì {see fulerirod A) and solulrilization ol

the RdRPase using a high salt resuspension buffer removed most cif the green

material leaving a PEG-Enzyme preparation which was clear and ¡rale-green. This

enzyme usually became turbid when frozen and re-thawed, or dialyzed according

to the original method of Kumarasamy and Symons (1979a\, The reilloval of thís

cloudy precipitate by centrifugation or filtration through a nitroceilulose filter

resulted in some loss of RdRPase actívity (results not shovn). Nevertheless,

Method A PEG-Enzyme was applied to several trial columns without clarifícatiotl

The samples were diluted prior to loading, rather than clialyzed, since tìill (1983)

reported that this resulted in higher recovery of RdRPase activily following

chromatography.

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of chromatography fials rvith the h{ethod

A PEG-Enzyme, Phosphocellulose chromatography Bave recoveries similar ttl

those reported previously (Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979a;GIILet all()81). Àny

remaining green material did not co-migrate with enzyme activity. Hox.ever,

attempts at further purification were not successful. Blue Sepharose CL-(iB gatre

erratic results and no activitlr $/as recovered during loacling or elut.ion r>f polir

(C)-cettulose columns. RdRPase was eluted, vith reducecl actir¡ity, in the r¡oid

volume of Sephacryl S-200 and S-300 columns, suggesting that it was aggregating

to have a high apparent molecular weight (Sreater than Mr t.5 x tfl6i.



Table 4.1

TABLE 4.1: Chromatography of Method A PEG-Enzyme preparations-

PEG-Enryme prepared by Method A was diluted l/10 in TGEM buffer (see

Methods) and applied to a column of phosphocellulose equitibrated in TGEM

containing 0.2 M NHiCl. ïhe active fractions, eluted with the same buffer
containing 0.6 M NH4C[, were loaded onto other columns as shown, either
immediately or after storage of the phosphocellulose fractions at -20'C for l-5
days. Further details are given in the text and in Materials and Methods.
Recovery of activity is expresed as percentage of that loaded. The degree of
purification refers to the increase in specific activity over the loaded sampie.

Results are the average of at least three seperate experiments except those for
poly(C)-cellulose which was tried only twice.

COLUMN SAMPLE RECOVERY PURIFICATION

Phosphocellulose PEG-Enzyme 50-75$

poly (C) - cellulose

t 5-20 x

phosphocellulose activity ¡sçeys¡sd--
fractions

Blue-Sepharose

CL-68

Sephacryl S-200

and S-300

phosphocellulose 50-60xs
fractions

phosphocellulose

fractions

N.D.

()0Ë ----in void volu

S: Recovery of activity from Blue-Sepharose coh¡ms vas highly variahle and vn-ç
50-60% at best, Recoveries of less than 20% vere occa-sionally obtained.

ND: not determiued,
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Requiremerits for an alternatiYt Êrtraction metËod.

Although these chromatography trials were not successful, they higltlighted

some important requirements for a suitable purification method, To enaLrle rapid

processing of large amounts of sample, higher flow rates than those possílrle with

gels such as phosphocellulose would be needed, Ideally this would ínvolve the

use of fast-flov Sepharose and FPLC media, To use these columns required

PEG-Enzyme preparations which were essentially clear and colourless and could

be filtered prior to loading. The alternative extraction Method B l'or pre¡raration

of PEG-Enzyme was therefore investigated.

Method B is essentially that of Gill e/ aJ ,1rgSl 
) vho established rhe optinal

conditions for the solubilization of RdRPase from the particulate fraction {PF) in

the presence of magnesium sulphate, Solubilization requires the presence of hoth

magnesium and sulphate ions and oÇcurs almost instantaneously once the

temperature of the PF suspension has reached 37'C. The major advantage of thís

technique is that it releases only 5-7X of the protein in the PF, thus affordinÊ a

considerable purification of RdRPase at an early stage. It has been used as the

initial step in the purification of particulate ClvIV-induced RdRPase (Cili e¡ ¡l
1981; Gordon eÍ al 1982),

Time-coursÊ of RdRPase-induction in CMY-infected plants-

To compare the two extraction nethods and determine the tíne-course of

enzyme induction during viral infection, RdRPase vas extracted frou

ClvlV-infected cucumbers at varying stages of infectiou using both [,lerhods A and

B (Figure 4.1). The yield of RdRPase activity per gram of leaf tissue reached a

peak at 6-9 days post-inoculation (p,i.) and declined sharply by 12 days. The

same pattern was observed using both methods, but the yield of PE(ì-Ettzyme

activity was significantly higher (2.5 to 3,5-fold at 6-9 days p.i,) with Melhod B

(compare Figure 4.1, A and B). Furthermore, the specific activity cf PEG-Enry"me

obtained b-v* Method B was, on average, five tíme$ higher than that obtained with

Method A (Figure 4,lC),

Since the enzyme yield in the mude preparations ( AnSO,-SN or PF, for



FIGURE 4.1: Time-course of RdRPase activity during CMY infection.
RdRPase was extracted from CMV-infected cucumbers by Method A (A) and

Method B (B) at various stages of infection. The yield of enryme activity (Units

per gram of leaf tissue) was determined at the ArSOa-SN ( o ), PF ( r ) and

PEG-Enryme(o)steps.
The specific activity (C: Units per mg protein) of PEG-Enzyme preparations was

also determined for Method A ( ^ ) and Method B (^ ).

A large batch of ten-day old cucumber seedlings were inoculated with purified

CMV after aZí-hour dark period, Samples (approx. l00e) of infected cotyledons,

and primary leaves if present, were harvested 4, 6,9 and 12 days aft.er

inoculation ancl RdRPase immediately extracted using both Methocl A (approx.

50g) and Method B (approx. 50g). Samples of PF, AmSOo-SN (both diluted with an

equal volume of storage buffer) and PEG-Enzyme were snap-frozen and stored at

-80"C. Separate samples ,t/ere stored at -20"C for assay of protein concentration.

Duplicate RdRPase assays were performed simultaneously on all storetl samples

using 2 ¡rt of PEG-Enryme or l0 Ul of other fractions in 50 ¡rl assays. To enable

comparisons, the NH4CI concentration was adjusted to 80 mM in all assays.
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Methods A and B respectively) was very similar, the major problem with Nlethod

A appeared to be the recovery by PEG precipitation. Increasing the final

concentration of PEG in the precipitation step from 11S to 22S (ri'/v), as

recommefldecl by Khan eÍ a,/(19S6)for the precipitation of CIVIV RdRFase, did not

increase tire recovery in N'lethod À PEG-EnZ)'me (results not shorvni'

Comparison of Methods À and B-

In addition to the data presentecl in Figure 4.1, severai other RclRPase

preparations were obtained using both extraction methods, confirming the

tíme-course results and allorving an accurate comparison between h{ethtltls A and

B, Based on all available data, summarized inTable 4.2,11is clear that \{ethod B

is far superior for extraciion of CMV-induced RdRPase. Not only 15 the ylsl6 .¡

enzyme higher f)er gram of starting material, but the resultant PEG-En4.'me has a

considerably hieher specific activity than that prepared by Method A. The clear

light green-coloured solubilized fraction facilitates preparation of clear colourless

PEG-Enzvme which can be conveniently filterecl reacly for column

chromatography withot¡t loss of actir¡itY.

All subsequent investigations therefore used Method B PEG-Enryme as their

starting material.

2 - Larc.e-scale oreoarati of Method B PEG-Enzvme-

To obtain large amounts of RdRPase for subsequent purification, PEG-En4''me

s/as prepared from 13 batches (each 95-250S) of CMV-in-îectecl cuctlmbers.6-9

days post-inoculation, using Method B with modifications made for large-scale

extraction (see Methods), A total of approximately 2,2 ke of leaves were

extracted, yielding 210 ml of PEG-Enuyme. Each preparation was assa)¡ed for

RdRPase activity and protein concentration. Analogous preparations were

obtained from approximately 2 ke of healthy cucumbers and their protein

concentrations deter mined,

These data were averaged and used to obtain information about the

extraction method, as presented in Table 4.3. Solubilization of RclRPase from the

PF afforded a 5-fold purification and PEG precipitation a further 2-fold
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TABLE 4,2: Comparisoû of Method A and Method B
PEG-Enry me preparatiotr$'

Summary of the properties of PEG-Enzyme prepared 6-9 days p'i.by
Methods A and B. Figures afe the average of 6 separate prepaffltíons

including those from Day 6 and Day 9 in Fi8ure 4,1.

Method A Method B

RdìPase ftdd
(Units/gam)

Hewya
from crude fraction

(%)

SedEc Adiuity
(U/ms)

Prdeh cmcÊnfdfun
(mg/ml)

0nity

Ctur

Adivity rern*úrg d

der fltcing
(%)

11.6

4.05

0.92

CLOUDY b

PALE-GREEN

1.58

64.6

27.6

0.61

CLEAH

COLOURLESS C

^'100

0.32

lt
,l
fi,

F

o50

a. Refersto pacentagerecovery of RdBPase activityfrom AmSO 4,-SN

PEG-Enzyme in case of Method A and PF to PEG-Enzyme in Method B.

b. Method A PEG-Enzyme was often cloudy in appearance especially if it had

been frozen and re-thawed. Dialysis exacerbated the formation of this clottdy
pecipitate which, when removed by centifugation or filfation, decreased

RdRPase activity.
c. Most Method B PEG-Enzyme preparationswere colourless, although some

were very pale Eeen.
d. Refers to percentage of activity remaining atter passage of PEG-Enzyme

through a nitocellulose filter with pore size of 0.45 ¡rm. Filtering is a necessay
step in the treparation of samples for cùromatography. especially in the casa ot
FPLC.



Table 4.3

TABLE 4.1l Large-scale ertraction of RdRPase activity by Method B.

The yield of RdRPase actvity and the protein concentration were deternined for
each step of 13 large-scale Method B RdRPase extractions. These figures were

averaged and used to calculate the mean Specific Activity (Units per mg protein),

recovery and purification factor (relative to particulate fraction) at each step.

Samples of PF, MgSOr-solubte supernatant (both diluted with an equal volume of

Storage Buffer) and PEG-Enzyme from each preparation were stored at -80"C until
they could be assayed at the same time. The NHaCI concentration in atl assays

was adjusted to 80 mM. Preparations from healthy plants s¡ere not assayed for
RdRPase activity, but the protein concentration at each step was determined
(average of 9 separate large-scale preparations).

a'

¡

tþ-

.t¡l
I

{

I

l
t,

I

I

I

Step B8Paseyidd Fffiy
(Units per gram

of leaves) (Tol

Phæin
sroedil

(mg/ml)

Ðedñc
adivity
(U/ms)

R¡iñcalim
tutr

HEALTHY
Prohir

ütcrrfh
(mdml)

Å,
¡{t

ft I

Particulate
fraction

MgSOq-soluble

supernatant

PEG-Enzyme 2.8 114 0.49 59.0

2.5 100 0.41 5.9 1

7.3 2s6 0.24 30.3

0.25

0.38

5.1

10

0.12
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i
¡

f--
purification, resulting in PEG-Enzyme with an average specific activity of 59 U/mg

(Table 4.3), The Large increase in RdRPase activity in MgSOo- solubilized

supernatant is probably due to the removal of inhibitors present in crude PF.

Dialysis of this solubilized supernatant increased its activity e\¡en further, but

PEG precipitation of dialyzed samples gave PEG-Enryme preparations with

similar activity to those prepared from undialyzed samples (results not shown).

PEG-Enzyme was therefore routinely prepared from undialyzed solubilized

supernatant.

Large-scale preparations from healthy plants were not assayed for RdRPase

activity, but were found to have lover protein concentratiofis at all steps of the

procedure (Table 4.3). No RdRPase activity was cletected in any f1s¿[¡hy

preparations previously obtained (results not shown).

-4- Stability of PEG-Enzyme.

Stability under storage-

Initial preparations of (Method A or B) PEG-Enzyme, storecl at -15'C, \rere

found to lose enzyme activity vhen stored for more Lharr 2-3 months ancl,

therefore storage at -80"C was adopted routinely. Furthermore, repeatecl freezing

and thawing of PEG-Enzynìe was avoided by aliquoting samples for âssâ)r ¿1d

chromatography into separate tubes. Under these conditions, PEG-Enryme could

be stored for at least 6 months with no appreciable loss of activity (results not

shown).

Since purification procedures were to be carried out at 4"C or room

temperature, and rvith diluted PEG-Enzyme, stability of enzyme activity ç¿g

investigated under these conditions.

Stability of undiluted PEG-Enryme-

Incubation of undiluted PEG-Enryme aL 4'C and at 2i'C (room temperature)

resulted in approximately 20% loss of RclRPase activity o\¡er a period of B hours

(Figure 4.2A). However, there was little difference in stability betveen these trvo

temperatures. RdRPase was much less stable at higher temperatures. For

example, less than 10% activity remained after incubation al30'C for I hours

,l
t
I
t!,
t,
lì

t'
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(results not shown),

Stability of PEG-Enryme diluted for chromatography

PEG-Enzyme dilute d t /20 in TGM buffer containine 30 mM z-ME showed

essentially no loss of activity over I hours at 4'C whereas equivalent samples in

buffer without z-ME showed a slight decrease in activity (less thanlsS) over the

same period (Figure 4.28). Almost identical results srere obtained c'hen this

experiment was repeated aL ZJ"C or without gl)'çs¡e1 (results not shown). Since

buffer containinB 30 mM 2-ME absorbs significantll' ¿¡ 280 nm. 5 nM 2-il'IE was

used in all chromatography buffers to provide aclequate reducing conditions but

still enable an absorbance profile to be obtained. Assay of free thiol groups in

samples of TGM buffer (containin8 5 mM 2-ME) al25"Cand 4'Ç using the method

of Habeeb 
,1972) shoved that 2-ME was not significantly sticl,ted or,'er the periocl

of time used for these experiments.

Hence, RdRPase in PEG-Enzyme preparations shows acceptable stabilit). at

4'C or at room temperature when diluted in TGM buffer over the period of time

typically required for chromatography.

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) was tested as a possible first

step in the purification of RdRPase, since high salt conditions such as those

present in PEG-Enzyme (2M NH4CI), favour hydrophobic interactions and facilitate

binding to HIC columns. This woulcl allow PEG-Enz,vme to be loaded directh¡

without c{ialysis or diiution. Reducing hydrophobic interactions b;r decreasing the

salt concentration or by changing the buffer composition, could then be used to

elute bound proteins. This technique has been used successfully for large-scale

purifications (see Pharmacia Separation News, vol. 13, number 3, 198fi) and

provides a separation mode which is complementar)¡ to ion exchange.

Phenyl-Sepharose CL-68 and Phenyl-Superose columns (FPLC) were therefore

tested using various buffers and sait conditions. Both columns gave similar

results.

i



FIGURE 4.2: Stability of PEG-Enzyme under various incubation
conditions.

À:Stability of undiluted PEG-Enryme incubated at 25"C or at 4'C.

B: Stability of PEG-Enzyme incubated at 4"C following dilutio¡ I /20 in TGM

buffer containing 30 mM ?-ME or vithout 2-ME.

Duplicate 10Ul atiquots of PEG-Enryme s/ere removed from storage (-Bt)'C) at

two-hourly intervals and either incubated immediately (A) or diluted with
TGM buffer (B) before incubating at the specified temperature. After r9 hours,

the final aliquots were thawed and all sam¡rles assayed immediately for
RdRPase activity, Duplicate 50 ltl assays, each containing 2 Ul of PEG-Enryme

(À) or 10 [l of diluted PEG-Enryme (B) were performed for each aliquot, Each

point in the figure therefore correspoflds to the average of 4 assay results,

expressed as a p€rÇentage of enryme activity in the "0 hours" sanrple. Av+rage

acid- precipitable radioactivity (cpm) in the "0 hours" samples \¡/ere as follovs;

A.;4"C sample- l4,l3l;25"C sample- 16,662.

B; 0 mM z-ME sample-17J43:30 mM z-ME sample-t5,612.
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Initially, columns s/ere run in 20 mM Tris, pH 8.5, 30% glycerol, I nM EDTA, J

rnM 2-ME, containing various NH4CI concentrations. Under these conditions,

however, RdRPase did not bind to the column. even when the initial NH{CI

concentration was 2.75 M. Decreasing the glycerol concentration to l0%, or

lowering the pH to 7.8 dicl not prevent some enzyme from flowing lhrough the

column, Complete binding was only achieved when the sample and column hoth

contained PGM buffer (0,1M KH.)POr/NanHP0.l, pH 7.0,10% glycerol, 5 mM 2-ME)

virh at least 2M NH{CI, This buffer was expected to assist binding to HIC

columns since the pre*sence of P0ou-,Na* and K* ions, the lower concentration of

glycerol, and the lower pH ali increase hydrophobic interactions.

RdRPase could be eluted by lowering the NH4CI concentration using either

gradient or step elution. However, results were not consistent, since the enryue

eluted as 2 or 3 poorly-defined peaks at variable NH'CI concentratíous even l¿hen

iclentical aliquots of the same PEG-Enzyme preparation were loaded. Ùverall

recovery was less than 40%. No RdRPase activity was recovered wheu

PEG-Enzyme was loaded directly onto the column, regardless of the eluant buffer

userl, Incubation of FEG-Enzyme in PGM huffer shoç¡ed no significailt loñs of

RdRPase activity over I hours at 4"C (results not shown),

Hence, even thouBh RdRPase could be effectivellr þotnd to a phen)'l-

conraíning column, unfavourable interactions with the column appeared to result

in loss of activity and erratic elution profiles. This unfortunately precluded the

use of HIC for RdRPase purification.

5. FPLC ion-exchange chromatography of FDG-Enzyme'

Ion exchange chromatography of PEG-Enuyme was investigated using

MONO Q (anion exchange) and M0N0 S (cation exchange) columns ùn the FPLC

system. These columns allow rapid and reproducible separations of proteins and

have very high capacities (25 mg protein per 1 ml column) despite their small

size. ^ln acldition, purification protocols developed on a small scale using these
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columns can be readily scaied up usinÊ large columns of Q- and S-Sepharose Fast

Flow nedia which contain the same ionic Eroups as il{ON.IJ Q and Iv{ONiJ S,

respectivel-v, and have extremely good flow properties (florv rates up to 4l)l)

crn/h; eg., greater than 1t)0 ml/min for a -J cm ctiameter columni.

Initial attempts to use buffer containing phosphate pH 7,0 (PçM bt¡ffer) for

the h{0N0 S column (as recommended for a cation exchange column) gave poor

recovery of RdRPase activity. TGM buffer was therefore used for hoth colunns.

Under these conditions RdRPase showed very similar behaviour on h'10N0 l) and

lvlON0 S columns (Figure 4.3). Repeated investigations using these columns

showed that recovery of RdRPase activity was primarily depenrlent on the slope

of the salt gradient used for elution. Recoveries greater than 75i rvere generally

otrtainecl from both M0N0 Q and M0N0 S columns using steep gradients such as

those shown in Figure 4.3, whereas fiatter gracfients gave auch lon'er recoveries

(see below). Good recoveries were also obtained using steprvise elution, provided

that the siep in NH{CI concentration was sufficiently large, such as that described

betov (Figure 4,4), The M0N0 Q column vas chosen as a test system for further

characterization of factors affecting chromatographic behaviour of RdRPase.

Effect of temperature and buffer composition-

To study the effect of temperature and variations in buffer compt>sition on

the recovery of enzyme activity, a st.epvise elution scheme vas used. Àt roonr

temperature, RdRPase could be eluted from a M0N0 Q column by a step in NH'CI

concentration from 0.1 to 0.4 M (Figure 4.4A) vilh 50-80% recovery (f activity

(Table 4.4). Wíen the same experiment.ù/as repeated aL 4"C, RdRPase activity díd

not elute until the NH4CI concentration was increased from 0.4 to 1.0 lvl (Fígure

4.48). Recovery was slightly higher aL 4'C (Table 4,4). This difference was not

due Lo a change in the pH of the eluant buffer, sincc buffers were prepared so

that their pH would be 8.5 at the a¡rpropriate temperature,

Further investigations at 4"C were aimed at detef mining the etïect of

different buffer conponents on en¿yme activity, Onission of 2-ME fron the



FIGURE 4.3: Chromatography of PEG-Etruyme on MONO Q and MONO S

columns.

Identical 0,5 ml samples of PEG-Enzyme (0.76 mg/ml) were diluted with TGM

buffer to 10 ml and loaded onto M0N0 Q (upper panel) and M0N0 S (lower

panel) columns equilibrated at room temperature (approx. 25'C) with TGM

buffer containing 0.1 M NH4CI. RdRPase was eluted using a linear gradient of

NHICI in TGM buffer from 0,1 M to 1,0 M over 5 ml (gradient rate-190 mM/ml)

as shown. The flow rate was I ml/min. Fractions containing RdRPase (shaded

boxes) were detected by assaying 10 [l atiquots from each I ml fraction'

Recovery of enryme activity, relative to the PEG-Enzyme sample loaded, was

78 % and i2% lor rhe MONo Q and M0N0 s columns, respectively,
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FIGURE 4.4: Stepwise elution of RdRPase from MON0 Q columns-

Samples of PEG-Enryme $,76 mg/ml) 'were diluted l/20 in TGM buffer (A,B)

or TGM buffer without glycerol (C) and loaded onio a M0N0 Q column

equilibrated with the same buffer containine 0,1 M NHiCl. Columns were run

at room temperature (approx. 25"C; A) or at 4'C (B,C), The total sample volume

was 5 ml in (À) and 2,5 ml in (B) and (C), All columûs'were developed with

the same stepwise elution scheme involving successive 5 ml washes with TGM +

0.4 M NH<CI and TGM * 1.0 M NH4CI (dotted line), The floq/ rate was I ml/min.

Fractions containing RdRPase (shaded boxes)were detected by assaying

aliquots from each I ml fraction. The NH4CI concentration was adjusted to B0

mM in all assays. Recovery of RdRPase activity in each case is given in Table

4.4 (below). Since different detectors were used at room temperature and at

4'C, the absorbance profiles can be used for qualitative comparison only.

TÀBLE 4.4: Effect of temperature and buffer composition on

recovery of RdRPase from MONO Q columns using stepwise
elution.

Temperature
('c)

Buffer [NH{CI] to elute

RdRPasea

Recovery
(r)b

A

B

C

2J

4

TGM

ÏGM

TM
(no glycerol)

TG
(no 2-ME)

0.1-0.4

0.4- 1.0

0.1-0.4

0.4-r.0

50-80

60-80

<24

(l

4

4

a. Refers to NH"CI conÇentration required to elute activity in the
stefrwise elution scheme shown in Figure 4.4,

b. Relative to PEG-En¿ me loaded.
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column buffer produced results resem.bling those obtained using complele buffer

(Figure 4,48), but less than 1% of activity was recovered (Table 4.4J. S'hen

glycerol was omitted, recovery was also markedly reduced (Table 4.4) ancl the

eiluyme eluted over several fractions following the 0.4 M NH{CI wash (Figure

4,4CJ. Hence omission of glycerol and chromatography at room temperature both

resulted in elution of RdRPase much earlier than observed at 4'C. Since all oiher

variables (source of enryme, pH, flow rate, etc.) vere identical in these

experiments, the differences observed could only þs due to the omission of

gl)'cerol or the increase in temperature, both of ri'hich are factors known to

increase hydrophobic interactions (see Discussion).

Effect of salt gradient elution-

To further investigate the effects of salt gradient elution on reco\¡erl'of

RdRPase activity, identical samples of PEG-Enzyme $¡ere subjected to Ìv10N0 Q

chromatography at both 4"Carrd room temperature using either a steep salt

gradient (300 mM NHoCI/ml) or a flat gradient i30 mM NHoCI/mi), The results

conJirmed earlier observations that the salt concentration required for elution of

RdRPase is dependent on temperature (Figure 4.5 compare A and C noith B and D).

At room temperature, approximately 0.2 M NH4C1 vas sufficient to elute RdRPase,

wlrereas al 4'C approximately 0,4 M was required. Use of the flat gradients

resulted in good separation of the proteins in PEG-Enzyme preparations but gave

lower recoveries of enzyme activity (Table 4,5) comparecl with those obtained

using steep gradients. Ercellent recor¡eries (85-100få) were obtainecl using steep

gradients aI 4'C, although resolution of protein peaks was relatively prxrr iFigure

4.5 A and B).

Recovery of enzyme activity was consistently lower ilt roonl temperature

than at 4"C (Table 4.5). Since PEG-Enzyme diluted in TGM buffer shols no

difference in stability when incubated at 4'C or alZJ"C (Figure 4.2), the difference

in recovery observed here must be a consequence of instability causecl b1.

chromatography.



FIGURE 4.5: Gradient elution of RdRPase from MONO Q columnc.

Identical 0.4 ml samples of PEG-Enuyme q/ere diluted to I nl with TGM buffer

and loaded onto a NI0N0 Q column equilibrated with TGM buffer contaínine 0'l M

NH{CI at room temperature (approx. 25'C; À,C) or at 4'C (8,D, see next page)'

RdRPase was eluted using a gradient of NH*CI in TGM buffeí from 0.1 N'l to 1.0 M

(dotted line) over 3 ml (gradient rate =300 mM/ml; A,B) or 30 ml (Sradient

rate:30 nM/ml; C,D). The flow rate r/as 0.5 ml/min. Fractions Çonlaining

RdRPase (shaded boxes) were detected by assaying 10 Fl aliquots from each I ml

fraction. Recovery of RdRFase activity is Biven in Table 4.5, Since dilferent

detectors were used at room temperature and al4"C, the absorbance profiles can

be used for qualitative comparison only.

TÅtsLE 4.5: Effcct of HHaCI gradieut oil recovery
of RdRPase from MONO Q columns.

Recovery of RdRPase(g)a

Temperature
("c)

Gradient rate ([NHaCl]/ml)b

300 30

25 53

89

20

4 72

a. Relative
b. Refers t ¿Clconcent 'gradient

elution .5
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6. Chromarography of PEG-Enryme oû BI.UF,-TRI5'ÀCRYL M-

BLUE-TRISACRYL M was used as an alternative to Blue-Sephal'osË CL-68 or

other chromatographic media containing Cibacron Blue F3GA, síilce the TRISACRÏL

support is reported to have good flow propetties and a chenical structure which

mini mize s non- s pecif ic hydrophob ic inter actions { LKB han db ook "ULIR(XìEL,

MAGN0GEL AND TRISACRYL: Practical guide for use in affinity chromatography

and related techniques", Znd edition, pp73-74J. Various buffer condition¡- r/ere

inr¡estigated for loading and elution of PEG-Enzyme. The best recovery ({C-45%l

vas obtained by loading PEG-Enzyme in IGNÍ buffer containine 0,2 À'l NHrCi and

10 mlt{ magnesium acetate and eluting RdRPase by removal of magnesium

acetate from the buffer (results not shown). Loading at lor/er NH4CI ccurcentratíou

with or without magnesium sulphate, and elution usíng sall gradíents dicl not

improve reÇovery and macfe littte difference to the prolíle of eluterI proteíns

(results not shown).
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NISCUSSIOI{

The overall aim of the investigations described here vas to 6s1ri.se a strategv

for the purification of as much RdRPase as possible from large amottnts of

CMV-infected cucumbers. Hence, the procedure for extraction of the enryrne, the

time course of its activity during infection, its stability durinB storage and

chromatography, and its behaviour on different chromatographic media have

been investigated. The results provide solutions to some of the problems which

must be overcome to enable large-scale preparation of RdRPase.

Method for extraction of RdRPase.

À comparison of two alternative methods for the extraction of RdRPase from

CMV-infected plants revealed that Method B, involr¡ing solubilizatit>n r>f enryme

from PF with magnesium sulphate, was superior to the ammonium sulphate

extraction Method A. The PEG-Enzyme produced had a higher )'ield of RdRPase

activity per gram of leaves, a higher specific activity and was clear and essentially

colourless, therefore allowing it to be filtered prior to chromatography n¡ithout

loss of activity (Table 4.2). The effectiveness of this method was largel¡' due to

the ability of magnesium sulphate to solubilize a large proportion of RdRPase. but

only a small proportion of protein, from PF (Gill et al 198 1) thus providing

significant purification (Table 4.3). Ttris procedure \I¡as successfutly used to

obtain a large amount of PEG-Enuyme for chromatographic studies-

Time-course of RdRPase activitY-

To maximize the yield of RdRPase from virus-infected plants the.v rnust be

extracted at. a stage of infection when the enryme is at its hiBhest level. Nearly ¿11

previous studies of CMV-induced RdRPase have used cotyledons at 7- 12 days

post-inoculation (p,i.) as their starting material (eg. Kumarasarny antl Symrlns,

lg79a;GIII et atI9Bl;Khan et a|1986). In contrast, Jaspars et al (t985lfound

that synthesis of double-stranded CMV RNAs and low molecular weight RNÀs (the

presumed product of the100k protein, see introduction) by PF was matimal at

2-3 days p.i. The time-course of RdRpase activity in CMV-infectetl coty[eclons vas

therefore investigated using methods which extract soluble (Method Àl and

d
fl
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solubilized particulate ( Method B) enuyme (Figute 4.1). Both methods showed a

peak of enryme activity al6-9 days which is consistent with previous

time-course studies (May et a|1970; Peden et a/,1()72). lt seems likely that

particulate CMV replicase activity, which is responsible for replication D[ viral

RNA, is induced early in infection (Jaspars et al19S5). If the 100k protein is a

component of the replicase complex, it may only be released into the soluble

p¡ase or become "available" for solubilization after it has been used for

replication of viral RNAs. This would account for its peak of activity at 6-9 days.

Factors affecting eûzyme stability.

The major problem encountered durinB studies of RNA replicases rlf CMY

and other viruses is their instability during purification and storage. Lr>nr

temperatures (4"C) ancl buffers containing glycerol trrp to 30$) and a reducing

agent are essential for the presen¡ation of enryme activity (Kumarasaß!', 1980:

Kumarasamy and Symons, t979a;Khan et al19S6). Glycerol is knorvn to har¡e a

strong stabilizing effect on proteins. This appears to be due to its interaction s¡ith

t¡e water molecules which form a hydration shell around proteins in solution-

Denaturation of protein vithin the resultant structurecl solvent is

thermodynamically less favourable than it would be in the absence of glycerol

(Gekko and Timascheff, 19S1). Many enzymes also require a reducing

environment. This can be maintained by the addition of a sulphyclryl- cDntaining

reagent (such as DTT or 2-ME) ancl EDTA to remove traces of divalent catirlns

which promote oxidation. All the solutions used in this work contained lll-30S

glycerol and at least 5 mM 2-ME, and extraction and stora8e buffers alstl

contained 1 nM EDTA. However, EDTA vas omitted from chromatography buffers

since it binds to anion exchange columns and can compete with bincling r>f

proteins.

Initiat attempts to purify cMV RdRPase prepared by Method A (Table 4.1)

were repeatedty frustrated by low or barely acceptable recoveries and wide

varíation in chromatographic behaviour between different preparations. Since

successfuI large-scale purification required reliable procedures with reprorlucibly

ü

lÍh
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high yields, $ome of the factors affecting the stabitity and recovery of RdRPase

were investigated. Although the purified protein is not intended for enz)¡matic

studies, maintenance of activity is still important so that it can be correlated

unequivocally with the 100k protein in highly-purified preparatir>ns.

In agreement with Clark et al ,119740, 
PEG-Enzyme preparations \I¡ere louncl

to be unstable when stored at -15'C, but could be stored at -80'C, with ru>

apparent loss of activity, for at least 6 months. This allows PEG-Enz1'me from

many separate extractions to be "stock-piled" in the freezer ancl poolerl together

at a later stage for large-scale chromatography-

gver short periods of time (e.g., I hours), PEG-Enryme was founcl tr> be

relatively stable at 4"C or at room temperature (Figure 4.24). When diiuted in

the buffer used for chromatography (TGM) it was even more stable again (Figtlre

4.2Ð. Omission of 2-ME or glycerol had tittle effect. From these resulÈs it

appeared that toss of activity would not be a serious problem over the peritlds of

time required for chromatography,

Hovever, when PEG-Enryme samples were loaded onto colttmns, significant

Iosses of enryme activity occurred, especially in the absence of glycerrll r>r Z-ME

(Table 4.4). Recovery was lower al2i'C than at 4'C (Table 4.4 and 4.J). These

results are inconsistent with the stability of dituted PEG-Enzyme during

incubation under the same conditions (see aborre), implying that instability is a

direct result of the chromatographic process. There are several possible ways in

which enzyme inactivation could be occurring. Firstly, it could be due simply to

dilution inactivation of the enzyme as it is separated from other proteins on the

column. In a dilute form it would probably be more dependent on the stabilizing

effects of glycerol and 2-ME. However, preliminary results of M0N0 Q

chromatography using larger samples (not shown) suggest that recovery of

activity is not dependent on sample size, Secondly, contaminating proteases could

be digesting the enzyme during its purification. Partially purified RdRFase

preparations have been found to contain trace amounts of protease activity for

which an inhibitor could not be found (Clark et all974. Proposed cleavaBe of
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the 110k protein present in potymerase preparations toform the actir¡e 100k

protein (Khan et al19S6)would require the presence of a protease and is

consistent with the finding of Gill ( 19S3) that I 10k protein is degraded during

storage and manipulation of purified enzyme fractions. However, if protease

activity contributes to instabitity during chromatography, it should also have been

observed during incubation of PEG-Enz.yme samples in chromatography buffer.

Finally, unfavourable non-specific interactions may be occurring between

the column and the enryme, resuiting in its denaturation. Hydrophobic

interactions, for example, are strengthened by higher temperatures ancl ltls'er

conceotrations of glycerol, vhich are also the conditir>ns under n¡hich enzy mË

recoveries are reduced (Table 4.4), Further evidence for the occurrence r>f these

interactions is Presented later.

Recovery of RdRPase from M0N0 Q columns s¡as strongly depeniient on the

slope of the salt gradient used for elution (FiBure 4.5, Table 4,5). These results

are in agreement with earlier studies (Clark et al1974: Kunarasamy and Symons,

197 9a;Kumarasamy, 1 9 80 ) which reported lower recoveries of polymer¿tse

activity from ion-exchange columns using graclient rather than steprvise elution.

The simplest explanation of att these results is that the enzyrne is cornposed of

more than one subunit, each differing slightly in ionic properties. s'hich are

separated (at least partiatly) by gradient elution. This coulcl be testerl bI' miring

aliquots from adjacent gradient-eluted fractions and testing for enhancement of

activity in RdRPase assays, Hovever, this would require loading large samples of

enzyme to overcome the extensive dilution of inclividual poly'pepticles during

chromatograPhY.

The resuits of Figure 4.5 also clearty illustrate the importance of gradient

elution for resolution of individual protein peaks. Gradients with slopes

intermediate between the two extremes used here would provide an effective

compromise between the high recoveries obtainecl using stepwise or steep

gradient elution and the improved resolution afforcled by a flatter gradient. The

recoveries obtained here using gradient elution from MON0 Q columns tTable 4.5)
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are higher than those previously reported using any other columns (Çlark eÍ al,

1974;Kumarasamy, 1980; Takanami and Fraenkel-conrat, 1982i, suggestinB that

the M0N0 Q column will be a valuable step in future purification prrxedures-

Evidence for hydrophobic interactions-

The difference observed in the salt concentration requirecl to elute RdRPase

from MONO Q columns at different temperatures and in the presence of different

concentrations of glycerol (FiBures 4.4 and 4.5) suggests the involvement of

hydrophobic as well as ionic interactions. Increasecl temperature, lo\ÃoÈr

concentrations of glycerol and higher concentrations of salt are all knrlwn to

strengthen hydrophobic interactions, which are the result of thermt¡dynamicalll'

favourable attraction between "patches" of hydrophobic residues t>n the sttrface of

proteins (0choa, 1978; Scopes, 19S2). Hydrophobic patches can als0 interact srith

chromatographic media, especially if they contain non-polar chains used to attach

liga¡ds or cfiarged groups. Interactions of this type are important for

hydrophobic interaction and affinity chromatography, btlt undesirable and

usually absent in other forms of chromatography. in the case of RdRPase,

however, behaviour on M0N0 Q cotumns is apparentl)¡ dependent rln a balance

between hydrophobic and ionic interactions. Increased temperature and lower

concentrations of glycerol resulted in earlier elution, i.e., s¿eaker binding to the

column (Figure 4.4). This is the opposite to what would be expected if increased

hydrophobic interactions were simply causing a stronger attraction between the

eflzyme and the column. However, it could be explained by proposing lhat the

enzyme is "sticky" and has a tendency to aggregate vith itself or s¡ith other

proteins via hydrophobic interactions. Al4"C, in the presence of glycerül, the

enzyme would bind to the MONO Q colunn via hydrophobic and ionic interactions

and would be eluted as the salt concentration is increased (Figure 4.48). Hr)vever.

if the hydrophobic forces are strengthened by, for example, hiBher temperatures

or the removal of glycerol, the hydrophobic patches on the protein may interact

with each other rather than with the column, leacling to an overall weaker binding

to the column. A lower salt concentration vould then be required to elute the
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enzyme as observed in Figure 4.4 f\A and C). Unfavourable hydrophohic

association with columns would also explain the exttemely low recoveries

obtained when enzyme samples without glycerol were loaded on HIC columns {see

Results) and when samples were run on Superose gel filtration columns vith lov

glycerol buffers (results not shown). Experiments could be devised to test these

proposals further. However, for the purpose of purification, the most imp<trtant

conclusion is that hydrophobic interactions may affect the chromatographic

behaviour of RdRPase and contrihute to its instability in the alrsencç ol glycerol'

Development of a chromatographic purífication scheme.

To obtain substantial amounts of CMV-induced RdRPase for amÍno acid

sequencing studies requires a well-designed and highly efficient ¡rurífication

scheme. The columns must give reproducibly high enzyme recoveries atrd allow

large quantities of sample to be loaded. Because of the instability ol the enr.vme,

high flow rates are important so that the purificatior can be cont¡rleted as rapidly

as possible.

Since the starting material, PEG-Enzyme, is in a bufler containing high satt,

hvdrophobic interaction chromatoBraphy (HiC) is an obvious choice ft¡r initial

column purification. However, because of the variable results obtained with HIC

columns. an alternative initial purification step must be found. The best

alternative is ion-exchange chromatography which would require dilutirln of the

enzyme to reduce the salt concentration before loadinB. AlthouBh dialy'tis could

be used, Gill (1983) found that hiBher enzyme yields \¿ere obtained folkrwinB

chromatography if the sample was diluted rather than dialyzed. In adrlition,

results of ion-exchange chromatography are more reproducible if a dilute sample

is used (Scopes, 1982). Results reported here (Table 4.1)and elsewhere

(Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979a; Gill et al Lc)B 1; Takanami and Fraenkel-Conrat,

1982) have shown that stepwise chromatoBraphy on phosphocellulose is

reproducibte and affords good purification although its poor flow properties nake

it unsatisfactory for large-scale column application. lt could, however, be

effectively used for batch adsorption, which would allow a large volt¡me of sample
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to be bound and eluted quickly. Atthough acting basicalty as a cation exchanger.

phosphocellulose also has "pseudo-affinity" properties, especially tr>srards

enzymes with phosphate ester substrates (Scopes, 1982). This could erplain its

successful application to polymerase purification'

FpLC ion exchange media, particularty M0N0 Q, proved to be hishly elfective

for chromatography of RdRPase. Recovery of enzyme activity s¡as reprodttciblv

high despite apparent hydrophobic interactions betveen the en4¡me and the

column. in addition, excellent flow properties and the abilitl' to manipt¡late the

elution conditions to obtain a high degree of purification, indicate that

chromatography on M0N0 Q (or Q-Sepharose Fast flow) is an ideal step ftlr

RdRPase purification.

A recent comparison of techniques used for protein purification tBonnerjea

et al19B6) found that affinity chromatography rvas by far the most effective

purification step, although it also had the lou¡est a\¡erage )¡ielcl (fi I $). 1t is

therefore desirable to include at least one affinit)' step in the RdRPase purification

scheme. This shoutcl be preceeded by other steps (for example, ion exchange) to

achieve a par1ial purification and decrease the volume of sample to be lt>aded

onto the affinity column. Various affinity adsorbents have been usecl during

purification of RdRPases, mostly containing ligands such as heparin and poly{Cl or

dye-ligands such as Cibacron-Blue F3GA, which have affinity for a group of

related proteins and hence are termed "group-specific" adsorbents'

poly(C)-cellulose has been used previously (Kumarasamy and S)'mons,

1979a; G1II eÍ aI l9B1) for purification of CMV RdRPase since the enzyme can

copy poty(C) vith high efficiency (May and Symons, 1971). Hovever' the

recovery of activity was previously very low and in this studlr no erlzyme activity

s/as recovered from poly(C) columns (Tabte 4.1). Much better results have been

obtained using dye-ligand chromatography on Blue Sepharose CL-68 {Gordon e¡

aI t912;Takanamj and Fraenkel-Conrat, 1982: this work), although resulls $¿ere

variable and large losses of activity sometimes occurred (Table 4.1).

TRISACRYL-BLUE M was found to be more reproducible than Blue SeÞhar()se

i
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CL-68, aiLrçit rvith lover enu.sme recoverl. It is likely that higher reco\rery and a

greater degree of purification of bound RNA poli.merase could be obtained u"ring

affinity elution with ATP or poly(C) instead of, or combined with, an inmease in

the salt concentration.

Potentially the most useful column for purification of viral RNÀ poltr'nerase

is one containing viral RNA, IV{ouches et al (19S4) used a TYMV RNÀ-Sepharose

column to reasonabty good effect during purification of TYMV RNA repticase. This

column was prepared by coupling TYMV RNA to cyanoBen bromicle-actir¡ated

Sepharose 48 (Schofield and Williams, 1977). Horvever, the binding capacity and

efficiencv of an RNÀ affinity column coulcl be greatly improvecl b)' usinB a column

of ar¡idin-Sepharose to which biotinylated RNA has been bound. This technique

has been usecl to obtain 3,400-fold purification of lac repressor proteinfrom

crude E coli extracts (Leblond-Francilland eî aI1987). Since CNIV RNA can be

readily biotinylated using Photobiotin (Forster et a/ 1985; results not shovn), a

ClvlV RNA-avidin-Sepharose column could be an effective purification step.

It ís unlikely that gel filtration chromatography would be a useful step for

lalge-scale purification of CMV-induced RdRPase, due to the relatively small

sample volumes required and the low recoveries of enzyme activit)¡ obtained

in preliminarv experiments (results not shon'nJ. The eiution of Rc'lRPase in the

void volume during Sephacryl S-200 and 5-301) chromatography of h{ethocl À

PEG-Enryme (Table 4.1)suggests thatthe enzyme maybe present as a hiBh

molecular weight complex. Dorssers et al ( 1983) observed that the CF'hÍV RNÀ

replication complex eluted in the void volume of a Sepharose 28 column and

utilized this to obtain substantial purification of the complex from man!'

contaminating proteins, including the host-coclecl RclRpase. It mav t.herefr>re be

possible to use a similar technique to obtain at least partially intact Cì,'IV RNA

replicase to enable further characterization of its polypeptide composition.
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Future prospects for purification of CffV-induced RdRPacc'

progress towards the large-scale purilicatíon rf CMV RdRPase has lreen

difficult and frustratingly slow. Prolrlems of loss ol activíty ald lack cf

reproducibility have been overcone or at least the factors affecting then are now

more clearly understood (see above). Although the oríginal goal of ¡ruríl'yíng the

100k polymerase for amino acid sequencing has not been realized, results

obtained during this work and previous studies, and summarized ín the Ioregoing

discussion, suggest that this project may still be feasible. Using PE(ì precí¡rítation

and two column steps, Gilt e/ al fi981 ) obtained a -53- to 63-fold ¡rurifícation of

RdR¡rase present in the magnesium sulpirate-solulrilized supernatant tü yielcl a

preparation ol sinilar speciiic acrivity to the lt),û00-fold puriiie'J solulrle en¿y'-me

(Kumarasamy and Symons, 1979a), Two additional columns (rvith uuknol¿n

purification lactors) were required to obtain the highly-puiified fractíurs

consisting mainiy of the 100k protein (tìordon rl eJ 19.12). A large-scale

purification scþeme rvill therefore ¡rrotrahl-v require a several thousand-fold

purification of PEG-Enryme which is vithin the theoretical ¡rossibiiities oi an

eflicient 3 or 4 step procedure using the column techniques díscussed atrove.

A suitable purification scheme would start with PEG-Enryne prepared lry

Nlethod B and could then utilize, for example, the folloving steps: batch

aclsorption and stepwise elution of diluted PEG-Enryme from phosirhocellulose;

salt gradient elution from MONO Q or Q-Sepharose Fast Flow; Stepwise rr affiniry

elution from a medium-scale coiumn ol BLLIE-TRiSACRYL l\'l; and atTinity

chromatography on biotinylated CMV RNA-avidi¡-Se¡rþarose'

According to çarlier calculations, 2.-5 ke of planls would lre r+quired for

purification of 10 pS of 100k protein, assuming 4 purification steps eachwith Si)%

recovery (see introduction), However, unexpected losses or lower recovery

during purification would rapidly increase the amount of ClViV-inÌecìecl leaves

required. If, for example, each step gave 60% recovery, then nearllr I kg of leat'es

would be needed to obtain 10 pe of purified 100k protein. Growth. inrxulation

and extraction of plants and purification of enryme on this scale becomes a major
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logistical problem rather than a biochemical one.

Alternatively, techniques other than amino acid sequencing ol'purifíed

protein could be used to obtain information al:out the I00k proteiu and other

proteins involved in cMV RNA replication. some possible alternative approaches

are discussed in ChaPter 5,
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This work together with that of Davies and Symons (1988) has provided the

complete primary sequence of the CMV genome and alloved the prediction of

some secondary structural elements which may be important for its function.

Studies on other Tricornaviridae, most notably BMV, have provided information

on the role of conserved 5'- and 3'-terminal structures. !Íe have suggested

(Chapter 2J that the 5' termini of CMV RNAs are important not onty for initiation

of CMV (*)RNA synthesis but also for interaction with CMV satellite-RNA.

However, more information is needed in order to understand the role of structural

features in expression of the CMV genom.e. Two basic approaches could be taken

to acquire this information.

Firstly, the sequencing of RNAs of dilferent strains of CMV, particularly at

their 5' and 3' termini, would be useful in determining those structures which are

conserved between strains and therefore probably functionalty si8nificant'

Limited sequence daLa avallable for the 3' termini of 4 different strairis of CMV

(Barker, Wilson and Symons, unpublished daïa, cited in Symons, lgBi) have

provided further evidence for the highly conserved structure of this region.

However no data are available for the 5' termini of different CMV strains.

Secondly, the construction of full-length cDNA clones of CMV RNAs from

which infectious transcripts can be produced, would allow maniputation of the

CMV genome at the DNA level and investigation of the effects of these changes on

replication of the virus and its interaction with sat-RNA. Infectious transcripts

from cDNA clones of bacterial, animal, plant and insect viruses have been

reported (for example, Taniguchi e/ al 1978 van der Werf et a/ 1986; Ahlquist e¿

al, L9B4b; Dawson et aI1986, Dasmahaplra et al 1986) and will prove valuable

for investigating the molecular biology of RNA viruses'

Full-length clones of CMV RNAs could also aid our understandin8 of the

function of CMV-encoded proteins, since techniques for the expression of cloned

genes in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells are nov vell established. The

application of expression systems to the study of RNA viruses is elegantly

illustrated by the recent work of Morrow et al ( l9S7) who achieved expression of

e3
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enrymaticatly active poliovirus RNA polymerase in C coli cells'

Knowledge of the nucleotide sequence of the cMV genome has provided the

amino acid sequences of the CMV-encoded proteins. Analysis of these sequences

(Chapter 3) has indicated that CMV P1 and P2 are probably involved in viral RNA

replication. However direct evidence to support these suggestions is very limited'

Although non-structural proteins of all viruses are present at relatively low

levels, those of cMV appear to be particuafly scafce, making them very difficult

to study, Other than the coat protein, no CMV-coded proteins have been detected

in infected leaves of protoplasts, evefr using two-dimensional electroçrhoresis of

proteins labelled during infection (Gonda and Symons, 1979; A'R' Gould, J' Haseloff

and R,H,Symons, unpublished data), Treatnent with actinomycin D or

UV-irradiation of protoplasts did not enhance detection of CMV-encoded proteins

(Gonda, lgTg).ln contrast, viral non-structural proteins synthesized in infected

protoplasts (folloving suppression of host protein synthesis) have been detected

in the case of BMV (Kiberstis et a|1981), AMV (Samac et aí1983; joshi el aI

1gs4) and TMV (Siegel et a|1978). Detection of TMV-encoded proteins can be

further enhanced by using heat-shock to suppress host protein synthesis (Dawson

and Boyd, l9g7). TMV protein synthesis is not inhibited by heat-shock therefore

allowing detection of viral proteins above a reduced packground of host protein

synthesis. pretiminary investigations of CMV-infected cucumber tissue usíng this

technique resulted in the detection of proteins with electrophoretic mobilities

corresf)onding to the 3a protein (Mr 30,000) and coat protein (Mr 24,000), but no

detectable high molecular weight products (results not shos¡n)

Àntibodies have proved to be useful tools for the study of viral non-

structural proteins. In particular, they have alloved the detection and Ín silu

localization of all three non-structural proteins of AMV (Berna eÍ aI1984, 1985'

l9g6; Stussi-Garavd et aI t987) and TMV (Ooshika et aI19B4; Tomenius et aI

19g7; Saito et ar1987). The subcellular location of a protein provídes

information relevant to its possible function. For example, immunorytochemistry

was used to confirm that the viral-coded component of TYMV RNA replicase was
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located on the chloroplast membrane, where viral RNA synthesis had been

previously shown to occur (Garnier et aI19S6), Antibodies against CMV-encoded

proteins would be extremely valuable, especially for further charactetization of

possible viral-coded replicase components. However, synthetic peptides

corresponding to regions of CMV P1 and P2 proteins with high predicted

hydrophilicity, had low antigenicity in rabbits and failed to yield useful antisera

(C. Davies, unpublished data). Àn alternative approach vould be to raise

antibodies against lhe n uitro translation products of CMV RNAs or to use the

technique of tn uitro immunization (Reading, 1982)to produce monoclonal

antibodies against partially purified RdRPase proteins. This technique has been

used successfully to generate antibodies from nanogram quantities of antigen

(Borrebaeck, 1984) and is therefore ideally suited the study of CMV RNA

polymerase. Antibodies against (even partially purified) RNA polymerase

preparations could be used in antibody-linked polymerase assays (van der Meer

el aI 1983) to identify polypeptides vith'polymerase activity'

Since antibodies against CMV-cncoded proteins were not available and

peptide mapping studies had proven inconclusive (Gordon el a¿1982, see Chapter

4 Introduction) a more direct approach was necessary to investigate the

involvement of viral proteins in CMV-induced RdRPase. Hence, the studies

presented in Chapter 4 vere undertaken with the aim of obtaining amino acid

sequence data for the 100k protein. Although this is the most unambiguous

method for indentification of this protein, it is also undoubtedly the nost difficult

due to the low amounts of virus-specific proteins in CMV-infected cells. Using

ultrasensitive silver staining (Merril el aI 1981), no virus-specific proteins could

be detected in crude (PEG-Enryme) RdRPase preparations or in phosphocellulose-

purified fractions (results not shown) even though both procedures resulted in an

increase in the specific activity of the enzyme. Further purilication (Gill el aI

l98t;Gill, 1983) was necessary to detect differences between RdRPase

preparations from CÌVfV-infected and healthy plants, In contast, crude solubilized

RNA replicase preparations from BMV-infected barley contain stainable amounts
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of a virus-specific protein which has an HPLC peptide map identical to that of

BMV Pl (Bujarski al aI 198Ð, There have been no reports of amino acid

sequencing of plant viral non-structural proteins. However, Rice e/ al OiS6)

have utilized cell culture and immunoaffinity chromatography to obtain sufficient

amounts of several alphavirus proteins for partial amino acid sequencing.

Although no amino acid sequence data was obtained for the CMV-induced

l00k protein, the results of chromatographic trials (Chapter 4) suBgested that

large-scale purification is a feasible project. If the amount of purified protein

obtained was not sufficient for sequencing, high-resolution peptide mapping using

two-dimensional gel electrophoresis or HPLC to separate peptides would be an

informative alternative. Currently available techniques require only

submicrogram quantities of polypeptide to generate a peptide map (Lischve and

Ochs, 1982;Zingde eÍ al19B6; Blackburn, 1986).

The ultimate aim of all these investigations is to understarid the roles played

by both virus- and host-coded proteins in CMV replication. This will require not

only an understanding of individual proteins, but also their interactions vithin

t5e membrane-bound replication complex. Initiat attempts to obtain "intact" CMV

RNA replicase by solubilization of the particulate fraction (PF) with 12-M, as has

been done for BMV (Bujarski er al19S3) and AMV (Houwing and Jaspars, 1986),

produced preparations which were template-dependent, but had low overall

enzyme activity (results not shown). Ttris technique was not pursued further

since the attention of investigations vas focused on purifying the 100k protein.

The success of future studies orr the CMV RNA replication complex will rely on the

availability of suitable preparations of RNA replicase and on the application of

techniques to study protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions. For

example, nucleotide photoaffinity analogues (Czarnecki et aI1979;Dtoms el al

lgBT) could be a valuable tool, since they would altow covalent cross-linking of

RNA to neighbouring proteins in the replication complex. This would be especialty

effective if used in association with antibodies to identify cross-linked proteins.

It will be apparent from the foregoing discussion that there have been some
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difficulties in the study of CMV replication. tnitiat work on CMV RNA repticase in

our laboratory (Kumarasamy and symons, 1979;GIII et al IgSl;Gordon et aI

Lg11,Jaspars et a|1985) was promising, however the further investigations

reported here have shown that the low levet of virus-induced proteins in CMV-

infected cucumbers is a major problem for detailed study. The development of

new techniques, and the refinement of existing ones, to allow the detection and

characterization of ever-decreasing amounts of protein, will certainly facilitate

our future understanding of the function of the CMV genome.



APPEHDIX A

GROUPS ÀND FAMILIES OF VIRUSES IHFECTIHG PIÀT{T5

TIte Z1groups and 2 families of plant viruses infecting plants harrs been

listed according to the nature and number of their genome components basecl on

il,,latrhews lgtz) and Francki et al (1985). The data on the number of viruses in

eachgroup are from lvfatthews (19S2). Insome cases, more recent estimates are

available (see for example Francki, l9B3; Francki et a./, t9E5), but these har''e

been ignored for simplicity. More detailed information on the trípartite (+)RNA

viruses wirh poly¡edral particles (the Tricornaviridae) is given in Chapter 1,

Table 1.1.

In addition to these groups, Matthews (1982) lists a possible group of 4

viruses typi-t'ied by velvet robacco üortle virus. A meeting of the ICTV during rlre

6th Internatíonai Congress of Virology in September, 1984, approved the

formation of two additional groups named after their type members, rice stripe

virus and maize rayado fino virus (Brovn, 19'-36)'
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